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Back Moves
By Catholics
To End Bias
CHICAGO—A resolution de-
fending direct action civil
rights demonstrations was
adopted by the National Cath-
olic Conference for Inter-
racial Justice at an emergen-
cy meeting here last week.
The NCCIJ also said Catho-
lics who do not back President
Kennedy's civil rights legist a-
Uve proposals are “failing to
meet their obligations as re-
sponsible citizens.”
Delegates were welcomed by
Albert Cardinal Meyer of Chi-
cago and heard an address by
Mathew Ahmann, NCCIJ ex-
ecutive director.
THE RESOLUTION on di-
rect action for civil rights af-
firmed “the need for a re-
sounding endorsement of the
fitness for Catholic Interracial
councils of the use of the di-
rect action technique at a
means toward achieving an in-
tegrated society, not as an end
in itself."
The resolution said direct
action is a “most appropriate”
technique when negotiations
fail. It said direct action must
be preceded by sincere nego-
tiations and must be clearly
announced in advance.
Delegates asked the NCCIJ
to set up a training seminar
on direct action civil rights
techniques.
AHMANN, WHO hat been
appointed Catholic co-chair-
man for the Aug. 28 civil rights
march an Washington, sug-
gested six major areas for in-
creased activity.
• Increased Catholic wit-
ness in the Sooth. “Catholic
witness in tho'Sooth, even in
the many ptacee where Catho-
lics number cnly 1 or 2% of
the population, has to be
stepped up and remaining pol-
icies of segregation must be
abolished.” he said.
• Greater Church leader-
ship in the North. “The
Church in the North bears
serious responsibility for
existing racial segregation and
likewise for farcing policies
Other Stories, Pago 3
Meeting
Planned
On Race
NEWARK-The first Great-
er Newark Conference on Re-
ligion and Race will be held
Aug. 13 at Essex Catholic
High School, co-sponsored by
all of the major religious
groups in the area.
Plans for the conference
were made at an initial meet-
ing attended by Rev. Aloysius
J. Welsh, coordinator of inter-
racial justice programs for
the Archdiocese of Newark,
Rev. John Green and Rev.
Earl Huff of the Greater
Newark Council of Churches
and Rabbi Jonathan J- Prinz
of Temple B’Nai Abraham of
Essex County.
Another meeting was to be
held July 1 to discuss further
plans for this conference and
for others to be held in the
future. The emphasis of the
first conference will be on in-
terracial justice in employ-
ment
The Newark conference W-
lows the pattern set by to*
first inter-religious National
Conference on Religion and
Race held last January in
Chicago.
St. Francis Xavier
Joins Advocate Plan
NEWARK - St Frauds
Xavier parish has become the
nth
-
fn —thi i
of Newark to subscribe to the
complete parish coverage plan
of The Advocate
The plan provides that each
family of the parish receives
the paper weekly with the pas-
tor billed at a reduced rate
for each subscription.
Commenting on his decision
to join the plan, lisgr. Joseph
A. Dooling, pastor said: “St
Francis Xavier is delighted to
join the large number of par-
ishes that have complete cov-
erage in the distribution of The
Advocate. We are late ar-
rivals, it Is true, but in a Urge
parish such as ours complete
coverage for our archdiocesan
paper has presented serious
problems of organization and
support
“WE ARE ACUTELY con-
scious of the value of The Ad-
vocate pUced in every borne
each week.” he continued.
“The general format of our
archdiocesan news organ pro-
vokes interest for all members
of the family, the children as
well as the adulU. The Advo-
cate not only reaches each
member of the family from
the age viewpoint but It can
be a tremendous instrument
for interest in. archdiocesan
and world-wide evenU.
“The Advocate can be a con-
stant and orderly source of
knowledge and information lo
support our Faith. The editori-
al section not only enables us to
form right opinions in world
public affairs, but H also pre-
sents itself aj an instrument
io its distribution to be placed
in the hands of those who
might perhaps never see it
and thus becomes a reality
with an immeasurable poten-
tial for good.
“We have already received
many comments from the
people of the parish that In-
dicate to us that the
general parish coverage la a
real boon to the spiritual life
of the people," lisgr. Dooling
concluded. \
MSGR. DOOLING
GENERAL AUDIENCE - Pope Paul VI is holding general
audiences in St. Peter's Basilica on Saturdays. Thousands
of people attend these audiences. Here Pope Paul is
shown responding to the cheers and waves of the pil-
grims as he is carried into the huge basilica on the
traditional portable throne.
Priest-ObserverSays:
Buddhists in So. Vietnam
Want to Topple Regime
By REV. PATRICK O’CONNOR, S.S.C.
SAIGON, Vietnam (NC) -
Buddhists agitating for "re-
ligious freedom” is Sooth Viet-
nam are realty aiming at the
overthrow of the government.
THE AGITATION U con-
ducted by the “Inter-Sect
Committee for the Defense of
Buddhism.” In this committee
the General Buddhist Asaocia-
Uou Wields moat Influence
Many Vietnamese Buddhists
stay aloof front the association
and from the other group* rep-
rooentod on the committee
The Buddhtots involved to
thin agWatton, kept at fever
pitch since May 9. do not in-
tend to lake up arms to open
rebellion. They claim that they
will “struggle" aa Mahatma
Gandhi did. by “non-vtolcoce.”
Bus it looks as if they hope
to produce a situation to which
somebody else will use vio-
lence to their behalf. After
that, they seem to think, will
come the downfall of Presi-
dent Ngo dtoh Diem and his
government.
OSTENSIBLY the aglUtioo
Is to enforce “five demands.”
the first of which concerns
flag-flying, and to obtain “re-
ligious freedom,” the absence
of which is not apparent. By
now some of the leaden are
admitting to private that the
real goal U political: to top-
ple the government. The aim
is to toveigUe Washington Into
a policy helpful to this pur-
pose.
No matter what concessions
the government may make,
the leaden of the Inter-Sect
Comm dee will reject them or
allege that the promise has
been broken or make new
claims. Apparently they In-
tend to provoke and exasper-
ate the government to a point
where it will make an angry
blunder
ACCORDINGLY they at-
tempt to hold demoostratioos
la city streets without police
permits They have gone on
well advertized hunger strikes
and even Incited a public
ritual suicide, a stratagem
they threaten to repeat When-
ever they stage some spec-
tacular demonstration, they
make sure to hare a Greek
chorus of journalists,especially
foreign eamspondanto. on the
•cum.
.
,
tfeup makr a special oftoct
to ptoy to the American au-
dience, bee suae they know
that the government here la
heavily dependewt on Ameri-
can aid. So they carry ban-
ners with slogans to English
and they tell the foreign cor
rspeoodenu. “Bring your
cameraa.”
The Buddhists made an ob-
vious attemot to involve the
VS. government an their tide
this month. A bonze (Budd-
hist monk), wenring his
monk's robes, dashed into the
American embassy with a
petition and dashed to again
when police tried to grab him
as he left. Fur some time that
day be was a news-making
fugitive forced to seek asylum.
Ills adventure was entirely
unnecessary'- Hi* letter could
have been delivered by him-
self or any of his associates,
dressed in ordinary clothes,
like any other messenger.
THE BUDDHIST dissidents
have been helped enormously
by police measures intended
to restrain them. The nervous
closing of streets around pago-
das and other excessive secur-
ity precautions have irritated
the general population and woo
sympathy for the Buddhists.
Far worse have been
the ruthless onslaughts made
by the police on bonzes and
their supporters who refused
to disperse. These demonstra-
tor* were acting unlawfully, to
be sure, but the force used
against them was out of all
proportion.
The greet majority of the
Buddhists taking part fat these
activities wear the brawn, sat-
fron or grey robe* of booses
or bowmen. Not all at these,
however, ere actually booses
A Buddhist spokesman ad-
mo* were studewta.
Much Work Remains on Council
By REV. EDWARD DUFF. S.J.
ROME (RNS) - At the tor-
rid summer heat descends
upon Rome, an immense
amount of preparatory work
still remains to be done for
the second session of the Va-
tican Council which recon-
venes on Sept. 29.
So great is the volume of
work involved, that one hears
talk of another council session
in October, 1964.
In rald-May, 12 of a pro-
jected 17 documents
“schema” on different
themes approved by Pope
John XXIU were sent to Bish-
ops throughout the world for
their study and comment. In
a letter to the Bishops on Feb.
2, the Pope had asked that in
each diocese a study group on
the themes of the council he
established.
A man in a hurry pressed
perhaps, by a premonition of
his death Pope John fixed
a date for the resumption of
the council (Sept. 9) which
many thought did not afford
adequate time for preparation.
Several Cardinals urged the
new Pope to postpone the
council to a later date, but
.the suggestion was rejected.
Such a move would have dis-
appointed the expectation of
many millions of aQ faiths. It
would also have been misin-
terpreted as a pause, if not a
halt, in the renewal and mod-
ernization of the Church.
HOWEVER, if the coming
session is to be off with dis-
patch and thoroughness, the
wifdom of the Holy Spirit will
be needed in full abundance,
ai well aa the assiduity and
persistence of the new Pope.
Necessary, too, will be the ef-
fective collaboration of the
commissions parparing the
agenda for the council.
Before the close of the first
session, Pope John issued regu-
lations for the work to be done
between the sessions. He ap-
pointed a Coordinating Com-
mission under Amleto Gio-
vanni Cardinal Clcognani, his
Secretary of State, - composed
of seven Cardinals and alx
Archbishops to supervise the
radical revision and reduction
of the original agenda.
Within the Coordinating
Commission, made up largely
of prelates favoring Pope
John's viewpoint, the areas of
discussion were divided and
assigned.
The Coordinating Com-
mission has already met for
three sessions of Intensive
work: Jan. 21-21; March 25-
29; and July 3-4.
IN THE MEANTIME, the
standing commissions of the
couneil have been meeting reg-
ularly in Rome under orders
to abbreviate, re-edit, combine
and drop everything unessen-
tial.
The scope of their work
is Indicated by the fact that
the commission on the Utugy
had 13 subcom missions aiding
it-
Several of the commissions
have bad to join forces in re-
working themes of common
interest. Thus when the coun-
cil deadlocked on Nov. 21 on
the discussion entitled “The
Sources of Revelation.'' Pope
John referred the schema to
a mixed commission composed
of the Theological Commission
under Alfredo. Cardinal Ot-
taviani, secretary of the Con-
gregation of the Holy Office,
slid the Secreteriat for Pro-
moting Christian Unity under
Auguatin Cardinal Bea.
THE LAST OF the 17 pro-
jected schema la entitled “The
Presence and Action of the
Church in the Modern World.”
It owes its origin to a strong
speech during the closing dsys
of the first session to which
Leon Cardinal Suenena of
Belgium Insisted that, at bot-
tom, there is a stogie, domin-
ant theme for the Bishops to
debate the Church's toner
life Ind how to purify and
strengthen it, and the Church's
relations with the world and
how to make these more ef-
fective.
The drafting was assigned
to the joint sponsorship of the
Theological Commission and
that of the Lay Apostolate aa-
silted by lay specialists.
In its present 50-page form,
it has alx chapters covering
(1) The Christian conception
of man and the foundation of
the moral order, (2) Man to
society, the problem of au-
thority and freedom; (3) Mar-
riage and the problems of pop-
ulation; (4) Human culture and
progress, or humanism in the
atomic age; (5) Social justice
and economic life; and (9) In-
ternational order, peace, dis-
armament, aid to underde-
veloped countries, etc.
IN PREPARATION for the
council's second session, then,
s vast mass of material has
been “bulldozed" into more
compact and logical form. Tbs
instruction* of the Coordnating
Commission have been clear:
only basic principles should be
formulated, all elae being left
for detailed directive* and in-
structions to bo issued later on
behalf of (but not with the au-
thority of) the council, or to
be covered in the revision of
the Code uf Canon Law.
This last possibility hat oc-
casioned some disquietude.
For Instance, Rev. Robert
Rouquette, S.J., religion editor
of Etudes, of Paria. tees it aa
a measure reinforcing Roman
centralisation. He argues that
it could "in effect, dampen,
neutralize or even reverse the
decisions of the council. 1 *
Meanwhile, some of the
Bishops are doing their home-
work, collectively, 1. prepara-
tion for the council. My
memory reports meetings of
the German-speaking Bish-
ops, of the hierarchies of
Spain, Argentina and north-
western Italy.
Abbot
Primate
Is Due
NEWARK - Mott Rev. Ben
no Gut. 05J., Benedictine
Abbot Primate, will arrive
here Aug. 1 for a month-long
visited to Benedictine com-
munities in ,the US. and
Mexico.
Abbot Gut's first stop after
hi* arrival at Idlewiid from
Rome will be St. Man'**
Priory, where he will be the
guest of Abbot Patrick
O'Brien. 0.5.8.
He will visit St. Mary's Ab-
bey in Morristown and St
Paul'* Abbey. Newton, the fol-
lowing day. At St. Paul's be
will be the guest of Abbot
Charles Corittoo. O S B. He i*
also scheduled to visit the
motbertaottse of the Beoedic
tin* Sister* to Elizabeth
Arrangement* for Abbot
Gut'* visit are being made by
Rev. Lambert Dunne. 0.58..
of St. Mary's Priory, secre-
tory to the Abbot Primate and
procurator general of Ameri-
can Benedictines. Abbot Got
has jur.xtiftrtto over some St-
fcwfkiw Books,
Hrothrr* iik! fttttft.
President Asks Reform
Of U.S. Immigration Law
WASHINGTON (NC
President Kennedy has called
on Congress to enact sweeping
changes in US. immigration
laws, toe hid mg a boh lion of the
controversial national origins
quota system.
• The President, to identical
messages to the Senate and
House, said the national ori-
gins system is "without basis
to either logic or reason" and
urged that It be phased out
over a five-year period.
During the interim, unused
quota numbers would go into
-• reservo pool for redistribu-
tion to countries with a back-
log of persons seeking admis-
sion to the US.
UNDER THE administration
program, nationality would no
longer be the determining fac-
tor in immigration after five
years. Instead, prospective Im-
migrants would be given pref-
erence on the basis of (I) their
skills and the relationship of
these skills to US. needs; (2)
family relationship to persons
already here: and (3) priority
of registration
Under present law. 158.700
"quota immigrants" are per-
muted to enter the US. each
year. Quota* are allotted to
countries on the basis of the
national origins of the US.
population to I*2o.
Critics of this system charge
that, as a result, overly large
quotas go to northern Euro-
pean countries while insuf-
ficient quotas are assigned to
countries in such areas as
southern and eastern Europe.
THE PRESIDENTS mes-
sage to Congress proposed that
the existing quotas be re-
duced at the rate of 20% a
year. The quota numbers re-
leased each year would be
placed in a reserve pool to be
distributed according to the
new three-point preference for-
mula.
No single country would re-
ceive more than 10% of the
immigration quota numbers in
any one year. The President
would be authorised upon ad-
vice of a seven-member -Im-
migration board to reserve up
to 50% of the unallocated
quota numbers for persons dis-
advantaged by the changeover
to the new system, and up to
2<r, for emergency refugees.
The President called for
changes to the law to give
non-quota status to parents of
American citizens, who now
have a preferred quota tutus,
and to give a preferred aUtus
to parents of resident aliens.
Other changes recommended
by the President include:
• Eliminating the so-called
"Asia-Pacific Triangle” for-
mull whereby a person of
one-half or more oriental an-
cestry must rely on the small
quoU assigned to the coun-
try of his ancestry, regardless
of where he was born.
• Granting preference to
highly trained or skilled per-
sons without requiring that
they secure employment to
the US. before emigrating.
• Granting non-quota sta-
tus, already enjoyed by na-
tives of most independent
countries in North and South
America, to natives of the re-
cently independent Caribbean
countries of Jamaica. Trinidad
and Tobago.
• Permitting admission of
persons with mental health
problems, at the discretion of
the Attorney General and un-
der proper safeguards.
Lay Vocation,
Is to Act,
Pope States
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI said here that
Catholic Action needs "men
and women of thought and of
action" who want to Christian-
ize modern society.
The Pope spoke at a special
general audience to 300 priest-
moderators of Italian Catholic
Action. He told them that
Catholic Action will keep its
present structure and function.
IN WHAT amounted to a ma-
jor policy speech on Catholic
Action, the Pope said:
"We will aay immediately
that it is our wish that Cath-
olic Action should remain sub-
stantially as outlined by the
authority and wisdom of our
venerabie predecessors of re-
cent decades.
"It is now part of the con-
stitutional design of the
Church. Us form varies ac-
cording to different countries;
iU tradition*, requirements
and development vary. But its
definition as cooperation of the
laity to the hierarchical apos-
tate of the Church remains.
. .
"IT REMAIN'S as a duty for
whoever it responsible for pro-
moting the pastoral care and
education of laymen in the ap-
ostolic activity of the Church.
“It remains above all as a
vocation winch is offered to
laymen. It enables the Utter
to pas* from an inert and pas-
sive concept of Christian life
to a conscious and active ooe,
to pass from a sUte of being
Christian in name rather than
to fact foreign to under-
standing and participating in
the problems of the Church
to a state of being con-
vinced faithful who can and
must share the Church’s com-
pleteness as a community and
its active responsibility.
"WE WILL SAY more it is
our wish that Catholic Action
should recover iU strength
and acquire new skill to at-
tracting to itself generous
soul*, youthful and strong
minds, men and women of
thought and of action. Cath-
olics who wish to bo heard
and uaod tor instilling Chris-
tian life to modern society.
"W« ask you above all to
have confidence In this form
ot a postulate in the Church. . .
and to seek out the new re-
sources it needs to remain
alive and effective in its pro-
found immersion in the fonts
of truth, liturgy and grace, in
its close adherence to the
hierarchy. . .
"The second suggestion con-
cerns more the laity than the
clergy who direct and assist
Catholic Action; namely, that
laymen may consider Catholic
Action as their own work, not
only designed for them but
also formed and promoted by
them unquestionably linked
with the ecclesiastical
heirarchy and destined indeed
to give the latter obedience
and help."
Other Stories, Poge 2
Passaic
Eparch
Formed
WASHINGTON (NC)-Pop«
Paul VI has divided the Ex-
archate of Pittsburgh into two
jurisdictions which will have
the status of epharcics imme-
diately subject to the Holy
See.
One eparchy is located In
Pittsburgh, while the other Is
in Passaic. N J.
Bishop Nicholas Elko is ele-
vated to the status of Eparch
of Pittsburgh. Bishop Stephen
Kocisko becomes Eparch of
Passaic.
TO FORM THE Eparch of
Passaic the following territo-
ries arc detached from the
present Exarchate of Pitts-
burgh
Maine. New Hampshire,
Vermont. Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York. New Jersey. Dela-
ware. District of Columbia,
Maryland. Virginia North Car-
olina. South Carolina. Georgia
and Florida.
In addition there is assigned
to this new jurisdiction that
part of the SUte of Pennsyl-
vania which is east of a Une
drawn from north to south
along the western boundaries
of the Counties at Tioga, Ly-
coming. Union, Mifflin. Juni-
ata and Franklin
The Eparchy of Passaic will
have 94,682 faithful of the By-
zantine Rite. 69 secular
priests. 10 religious and 68
Sisters. It will include 74 par-
ishes and 13 parochial schools
with an attendance of 2.247
pupils.
The Cathedral Church of St.
Michael in Passaic can ac-
commodate 3.358 persons and
is a spacious edifice suitable
for episcopal functions.
• Bishop Kocisko has been
Auxiliary Bishop of the By-
zantine Rite Exarchate of
Pittsburgh since 1956.
New Columnist
For Advocate
"Your World and Mitje,"
anew column offering
pentrating, interpretive,
comprehensive and factual
analysis of worldwide
news evcnU. sUrts this
week on Page 5.
IP* being written by
Gary' MacEoin of Nutley
journalist, author, lecturer
and lawyer. MacEoin will
travel the world over for
behind-the-scenes material
and wiU report on the Vati-
can Council direct from
Rome in September.
Start reading his column
today.
PILGRIM'S MASS - Rev. Thomas Kermette, S.S.S., of St. Joan Baptiste Church. New York
City, elevates the Host at the Mass held July 27 at NewarkAirport for handicapped pil-
grims leaving for the annual visit to Canadian shrines sponsored by the First Saturday
Club. The tour leader, Mrs. William Varick, Is seen at lower left. Funds contributed by
Advocate readers helped to make the trip possible.
(Continued on Page 3)
THE ADVOCATE
News From VaticanCityPope Aids Victims of Quake
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Bope Paul VI has sent emer-
gency aid and messages to
Yugoslavia expressing bis
sympathy over the loss of U/e
•nd the damage to earth-
quake-strikenSkoplje.
The telegrams were sent to
Anfchiahop Joeip UJdc ot Bel-
mde and Bishop Smiljan
Cekada ot Skoplje.
THE MESSAGE to Arch-
Wshop UJdc said in part: "We
•hare wholeheartedly In the
sorrow ot the noble Yugoslav.
M«oo , ... and we a* you
to communicate to an the ac-
totobstical and dvil authori-
tie* end to your beloved peo-
pfefoe e*pwsMon ot our sent!-
meats."
message, sent to
Bishop Cekada, was signed by
Amleto Cardinal Ocognani
papal Secretary ot State, in
the Pope’s behalf and an-
nounced the emergency dona-
tion.
Pope Paul prayed tor the
victims of the earthquake
when he recited the Angel us
during his Sunday noon ap-
pearance.
The Holy Father asked an
estimated 90,000 in St. Peter's
Squsre to recite the Angelui
with him for the victims of
the earthquake.
IN NEW YORK Catholic
Relief Services—NCWC imme-
diately sent $5,000 to aid vic-
tims and attend more help if
needed.
The U.S. Catholic overseas
relief agency which was ex-
pelled from Yugoslavia in
1047, tent the money to Msgr.
Alfredo Bottixer, head of the
CRS—NCWC office in Trieste,
Italy. *
Msgr. Bottixer reported to
CRS that a major need was
for preventive medicines—-
vaccines, teatar purification
tablets, etc.—to lessen the
danger of an epidemic. He is
buying the medicines hi Tri-
este and Milan tor Immediate
shipment to the stricken
Yugoslav city.
Rural Interest Cited
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI cited the
Church’s interest in rural prob-
lems during a special au-
dience granted to young lead-
ers of the Common Market
The problems of agriculture
are so closely connected with
the moral and religious con-
ditions of so many people that
the Church holds itself duty
bound to be directly and ex-
pUdty. concerned, J&e Pope
•aid.
He added: "The spirit and
religion that it is our mission
to represent and promote looks
•specially to youth. For, what
ever one may think of such an
institution as the Church
whose age and history are
measured in centuries and
whose fidelity to the traditions
and heritage of human civili-
sation are known to all the
Church loves youth as an old
tree loves the spring."
•
Pope Pays Visit
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Paul VI said Mas* at
St. Anne's, Vatican par-
ish church, during a surprise
visit titers July 28, the
Church’s patronal feast day.
The Pope was accompanied
only by Btafeop Peter Cantatas
van Lierde, vtcer general for
Vatican Ctty, and by Msgr.
Federico Callori di Vignale, of
the Vatican staff.
Word of the visit spread
quickly In Vatican City and In
the Borgo, a section of Rome
near the Vatican. The church
was soon packed The Pope
offered a low Mass and dis-
tributed Communion to tha
people.
•
Sign Church Pact
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Italy’s Under Secretary for
Foreign Affairs and the Apos-
tolic Nuncio to Italy have
signed an agreement giving
the Hofy See tbs use of a
church in TrtMraa, Iran. The
church In Iran's capital Is the
property of the Italian govern-
ment
The agreement lets the Holy
See uee the church for a par-
ish and a pro-cathedral far
Iran’s Latin Rita Archdiocese
of Igpafaan.
•• •
Segni Visits Pope n'
VATICAN CITY (RMS) -
ttaitaa President Antonio.
Segni paid an official Mm
visit to Pope Paul VI. Tha
Pope welcomed him with a
speech in which he voiced the
hope that Italy "may freely
and independently be ever
clearly aware-ot her Incom-
parable moral and retigtoua in-
heritance.”
Received with all the pro-
tocol reserved for a Catholic
head ot state, the President
was accorded military honors
by the Papal Guard.
The Pontiffs speechstressed
"the special, century pees old
hoods existing between the
Holy See and the Italian na-
tion."
Vatican City Bonus
VATICAN CITY (NC) - All
Vatican City employes re-
ceived a month's bonus in
July in honor of the corona-
tion of Pope Paul VI.
A similar bonus was re-
ceived following the coronation
of Pope John XXHI.
. • V
SeattleLayman
In Chancery Job
SEATTLE (NC)—A layman
has been named to the new
poet of manager and super-
visor of the real estate hold-
ings of the Seattle Archdio-
cese.
The appointment of Robert
E. Tobin, 47, to the Chancery
Office post was announced by
Archbishop Thomas A. Cco-
nolly of Seattle Tobin will se-
cure rites far proposed par-
Iriwe, high schools and other
institutions.
Catholic Rural Life Conference
Backs National Service Corps
WASHINGTON (NC) The
National Catholic Rural LUe
Conference believes the pro-
posed National Service Corps
would be « tremendous help
on America's rural front.
The NCRLC executive com-
mittee urged support lor the
cospa, known as the Paanatto
Peace Corps. At the same
time, the committee spoke
against efforts to revive the
Program (Public law 78) un-
der which Mexican nationals
are imported to work on U S.
farms.
COADJUTOR BISHOP John
j. Morkoveky of Galveston
Houston. NCRLC president
and episcopal adviser, pre-
tlded at the executive commit-
toe meriting, attended by some
In its IRpege statement, the
• CAM "there Is an urgent
need far assistance to young
peajMs toko wish to eats* eg-
• Recommended that “all
farmers and their various or-
ganisations
...
band toerfhrr
in commodity-wide marketing
associations to achieve the
goal of a fair and stabilised
price" far their produce.
• Endorsed the aacMott
of the rarsHy held World
Food Congreee celling far an
sD-out war on hunger and mal-
nutrition.
• Commended the efforts of
Catholic Relief Services-
NCWC and other voluntary
agencies la assisting develop-
ing nations.
• Urged remedial legisla-
tion to render the VS. Feed
for Peace progrem more ef-
fective.
IN RECOMMENDING sup-
port for the National Service
Corps, the NCRLC committee
•aid the tasks to which corps
volunteers "could be assigned
In helping migrants are almost
•odlees, and all of them ur-
fent"
"The oorpemeo. for exam-
ple. could help expand educa-
tional sendees and opportuni-
ties far the children of migrant
families,” (be policy statement
continued. “Corpemen would
help by tutoring, by seeking
out the children and getting
them to the proper eUsees,
end by keeping records on the
children as they move."
The statement said the
corpemen could help improve
housing conditions in the
camps, build recreational fa-
cilities far children and organ-
ise adult recreation programs.
The committee lauded as a
"victory far the farces of re-
farm" the recent defeat by the
House of Representatives of a
proposed extension of the Mex-
ican farm labor progrem.
"After years of waging what
most people considered a hope-
less battle against the contin-
uation of the bracero program,
the conference and tts allies
can rightly take pride in this
victory," the policy statement
said.
People in the News
HMnutfe Cardinal Anto-
nlutti has been named prefect
jgf Sacred Congregation of
Religious, succeeding the late
Valerio Cardinal Valeri.
Leurian Cardinal Ragam-
bwa. Bishop Of Bukoba. Tan-
ganyika,. the first Negro Car-
dinal. U in the U.S. on a fund
raising trip.
N. Master, assist-
•nt to the president of Notre
University, will receive
the 1963 Cardinal Newman
Award, given each year to an
outstanding Catholic layman
by the NationalNewman Club
Federation.
Michael CanUns! Browne,
O.Pep of th# Vatican adminis-
trative staff, has been named
of the Xaverian
Brothers.
C.G. Katana. Tanganyika's
minister for commerce and in-
dustry, received the Knight’s
Grand Cross ftf the Order of
St. Gregory the Great far his
»ld in sending Tanganyikan
Bishops to the first session of
the Vatican Council.
lor. Gerald Mahon, 41, rec-
tor of a seminary in Kenya,
has been elected superior gen-
eral of the Mill Hill Fathers,
succeeding Rev. Thomas Mc-
Laughlin, who resigned be-
cause of 1U health.
Msgr. Fioreuo Romita has
been elected president of the
International Federation of
Little Singers, an organisation
which includes more than
2,600 choirs in 80 countries.
Richard Cardinal Cushing
ot Boston has beea named to
receive the Knights of Lith-
uania medal, given annually
far outstanding work in be-
half of nations under com-
munism. ;.
Xev. Daniel J. McCarthy,
88.CC., of Braddock, Pa.,
former chaplain and college
professor, has been named
provincial of tha American
province of the Fathers of the
Sacred Hearts.
Observer Sees Catholics
‘Joined’ to World Council
MONTREAL (NC) - "In af-
fect, w# art no longer absent
from the .World Council,' an
official Catholic observer at
a major World Council of
Churches meeting here has de-
clared.
Rev. Bernard Lambert,
O P., of CourrUle. Quo, said
“conversation now Is Joined
with other churches and com-
munions of the Christian
world." He gave his views in
u article tn the Quebec news-
paper L’Aettoo.
FATHER LAMBERT was
one of five official Catholic
observers named by the Vati-
can Secretariat for Promoting
Chrirtian Unity to attend tha
international meeting of the
World Council’s Faith and
Order Commission, held July
11-M la Montreal Fifteen other
Catholics attended the meeting
as guests.
Tha Church is not a mem-
ber of the World Council,
which is made up of tot Prot
•rtnat Orthodox. Anglican and
Old Catholic denominations.
Hrowror. increased Catholic
fetorort to the World Council
wan manifest to near ways
*He Frith and Order
meeting.
Among the signs of thia in-
terest were these:
a Paul Emile Cardinal
Lager of Montreal famed ■
•peciel appeal far prams tor
delegates to the meeting sod
said Catholics have a "duty"
to offer such prayer*
a Cardinal Lager addressed
•B ecumenical rally held in
connection with the meeting.
He called the gathering a
family reunion/’
• A Catholic Scripture
Wfedar. Rer. Raymond E.
Bream. S S
. ot St. Mery *
Srorinary, Baltimore, spoke at
a formal session ot the meet
big—the first time a Catholic
ever spoke at a Frith and Or-
der plenary session.
• Msgr. Jan WlUebrands.
roorotary of the Secretariat
tor Promoting Christian Unity,
came to Montreal on Ism then
a week’s notice to be on hand
during pert of the meeting.
Although Msgr. Wiliebrands
was here in an unofficial
capacity, his presence was
generally regarded as tn
added sign of the importance
attached by the Vatican to the
meeting.
• Rev. Gregory Baum,
ORA., of Toronto, another of-
ficial Catholic observer, told
a prow conference that there
is no dogmatic obstacle to keep
the Catholic church from
Joining the World Council, in-
•toad, he said, practical and
pastoral considerations have
kept the Church out
FATHER LAMBERT arid
the Faith and Order meeting
had made clear the need far
taking "calculated rides" in
tbs interests of religious unity.
"Risks here are evident but
to the tight of the stroma to-
fefeti Rat God has per-
mtttod Himself in history, we
must take them." he wrote.
The DethMcaa scholar, dis-
closed that be was invited to
take pert to the drafting of e
report by the tub-section of the
Fatih utd Order meeting at
which he was so observer.
la the actual preps ratios of
Iks report, he said, "doo’t
tktok we searched tor a com-
promise."
"On the ceetrary. what
tttwek as was the greet sense
of fidelMy; but we also tr.ed
deliberately, as needs be. little
by Uttle to find ways to bring
•Bout the rapprochement of
Christians." he —•«<
the COMMISSION declared
to a statement at the close of
the meeting that "we are on
the way to Christian unity."
Cod la "shaping a world
which cannot deny that it is
oos world" and recent events
have disclosed ’’openings" to
religious unity "which only
faith could discern yesterday,"
the commission said
While theological differ-
ences remain, it said, "tt is
increasingly dear that many
of our long defended position j
are irrelevant to Cod'a pur-
poee."
"We still find U hsni to
know what God called ns to
keep or to abandon, what He
called us to venture But we
know that w* must continue
to challenge each other in the
tight of Cod'* will for us," the
document declared.
Official Catholic observer*
are expected to attend tha
meeting of the Central Con.
mitee of the WCC in Roches-
ter. NY, Au*. 26 Sept. 2,
wh« the WCC will deride
whether it will again be rep-
resented at the Second Vati-
can Council.
Catholics Attend
Lutheran Talks
HELSINKI. Finland (NC)
“ John Witte. S J..
of the Gregorian University in
Borne and Rev. P. Blaeser
M 3.C., of Psderborn, Ger!
many, are representing the
Holy See at the fourth at
wmbly here of tha Lutheran
World Federation.
The federation had in-
vited the Holy See to tend ob-
terren to the two-week meet-
tog. which opened July ».
On the agenda U a discus-
*.on ot relations with the Cath-
olic world. Presiding officer al
the meeting is Rev Franklin
C. Fry of New York, preil-
dent of the United Lutheran
Church in America.
No Unfair Methods Used,
Christians in Israel Say
JERUSALEM (NC) Lead-
en of Israel's Christian com
nraattise ha vs denied they take
advantage of poverty and
other adverse circumstances
to convert Jews.
The tenders - includingtwo
Catholic Bishops issued
thrir Joint statement in reply
to charges In recant years,
mainly by the Orthodox Jew-
ish minority, that Christian
missionary methods are un-
fair. The statement was pro-
•rntod to tbs government and
released to tha press July t.
THE STATEMENT said
anti-missionary charset have
sometimes been the result ot
misinformation and sometimes
havs been. iU intentioned but
are "always painful to those
who respect the liberty of
conscience of others."
The Christian leaders
Catholic, Orthodox. Anglican,
Baptist, Lutoersn. Presby-
terian and others declared!
"We do not exploit the eco-
nomic situation of an Israeli
citixen t- his poverty, unem-
ployment, insdquste housing
or desire tp emigrate in
order to induce conversion, be-
cause faith In our eyes is a
tree gift of God and a diain-
Irosstod response on the part
Of man. ,
"Nor do we take advantage,
with a riser to converehm. of
a negative psychological atti-
tudo some Jewa may feel to-
ward Israel, whether evt-
dooced by bitterness or a de-
Mrs to escape from their Jew-
tohnees; for we are convinced
that a Jew who becomes a
Christian still remains a mem-
k*r of hie people, as he was
from birth."
THE STATEMENT denied
that Christian missions exer
rise "retigioug coercion" to
their schools and hospitals and
stated that "we welcome in
our churches those who ask
to be admitted of their own
frwe will and from strictly re-
ligious motives, sod who have
bron under probation long
enough to prove their sincer-
ity. disinterestedness and abil-
ity to Mure the difficulties
which are the lot pf every re-
ligious minority."
The statement was made
public shortly alter new nrg-
“«« fer passage of a law re-
Mririing missionary activities.
Rabbi I.J. Unterman. chief
rabbi of Tel Aviv-Jatfa. said
that Christian missionaries use
•very "despicable mesne to
"Mice tender souls to leave
Judaism for Christianity. Free
dom of religion exists to Is-
rael but this should not be ex-
PfoMed by missionaries for
their own ends to tempt desti-
tute people to convert."
The two Catholic signers of
the statement were Meikite
Rite Bishop Georges Hakim of
Acre and the tote Bishop Pier
Giorgio Chiaperro, 0.P.M.,
ricar general for Israel of
Latin Rite Patriarch Alberto
Gori, 0.F.M., of Jerusalem.
Bishop Chiaperro signed the
statement the day before hit
death.
Lederhosen
High und Dry
HANOVER, Germany (NC)
Bishop Franz Hcngabach of
Ecacn Mat four pair 0 f leath-
er trousers to a German1Army
unit stationed here to keep a
promise he made on a recent
visit to this eity, - •
The Bishop arrived in the
rain and saw that the three
■okiiero to his motorcycle OS-
S'* were getting drenched
bhoauro they did not have
waterproof trousers. When the
Bishop learned that tbs army
did not supply then), ha
promised to send some him-
self. He sent a pair tor each
of the three soldtore and one
for good measure.
News From LatinAmerica
Castro Pledges Aid in Revolts
SANTO DOMINGO, Domin-
ican Republic (NC)—A- prom-
ise of support for communist
revolutions throughout-Lathi
America was given by Fidel
Castro at a Havana mass ral-
ly noting tbs 10th anniversary
of his first move to attain
power in Cuba.
“AH peoples who do what
Cuba has dons will have the
support of the Soviet Union
and socialist countries," de-
clared Castro In ■ broadcast
address heard here. "More
and bettor thing! which have
been done in Cuba can bo
done in Latin America."
Castro repeatedly mention-
tioned Argentum. Peru. Co-
lombia, and Guatemala as
countries ripe for revolution,
•nd said that pro-Castro forc-
es in Venexuela would topple
the Betancourt government
there "sooner or later."
MEANWHILE, Havana Re-
dio announced that the pro-
vincial education directorate
of Cuba’s Las Villas Province
haa fired 204 teachers, admin-
istrators and service person-
nel for balking at the com-
munist indoctrination direc-
tives.
The broadcast said they
were fired "for Immoral con-
duct contrary to the highest
ideals of the fatherland."
Las Villas Province ha* been
a focal point of resistance to
communism in Cuba. The
mass firing was the govern-
ment’s response to the teach-
ers after they submitted resig-
nations to protest chargee of
counterrevolutionary atti-
tude* leveled against them
by local revolutionary defense
committees. All had taught
during the past yesr. These
committees form part of a
government network of in-
form ants.
•
Family Role Stressed
RIO DE JANEIRO (RNS)
“The high mission of over-
coming misery among the
peoples of the world rests with
the Christian family," Aux-
iliary Bishop Helder Pcstoa
Camara of Rio de Janeiro told
the Third Latin Assembly of
the Christian Family Move-
ment which wound up a week-
Jong session here.
Bishop Camara cautioned
married couples to weigh the
responsibilities involved to the
bearing and rearing of chil
dren.
"Catholic couples no longer
can remain blindly submissive
to natural laws," be sakl, urg-
ing participants to the assem-
bly to petition the Becond
Vatican Council to define more
precisely Catholic norms re-
garding the limitation of off-
spring.
Among conclusions drawn up
during the sessions were that
while Catholicism is a merely
nominal creed among master
of the Latin American popula-
tion due to ignorance of
basic religious tenets and a
shortage of priests in ths
past 30 years the actual prac-
tice of true Catholicism has
increased. . , .
New Cathedral
For Ukrainians
PHILADELPHIA (NC) A
$3 million Ukrainian Catholic
cathedral will be built
here to accommodate 1,400
worshipers. It will be the
largest Ukrainian Catholic ca-
thedral in the country and
will replace the Ukrainian
Catholic Cathedral of the Im-
maculate Conception.
The concrete dome of the
new cathedral, crowned with
a 30-foot cross and supported
by eight concrete columns,
will have a diameter of 100
feet, only about 35 feet less
than the dome on the capital
to Washington.
Construction will begin this
fail and will be completed in
about two years.
An archbishop’s residence,
chancery office, convent and
expanded school and recrea-
tional facilities are also plan
ned for the area near the new
cathedral.
Shed Parochialism,
Laymen Urged
OAKDALE, N Y. (NC) -
Catholic layman today havs an
obligation to shed the cloak of
parochialism sod "to bear wit-
ness to the sacred in the
world," sn editor told a con-
ference of educators here.
James O'Gars, managing
editor of Commonweal mags-
tine, said tt Is essential for
Catholics to become engaged
in activities and movements
that are not Ispeo facto Cath-
olic. He spoke at the 24th
annual conference of the Chris-
tian Brothers Education As-
sociation. held at La Salie
Military Academy.
O*OABA SAID the Catholic
layman Mtould "talk, explain
(and) even argue," but
stressed that “what ws most
need are witnesses. Christians
whose lives are public testi-
mony to their concern
Christians who are engaged,
Involved."
O'Gara criticized Catholics
who respond only to
campaigns of specifically
Catholic interest, such as fed-
eral ski to parochial schools.
Hs said that Catholics are
much less likely to Join move-
ments for interracial Justice
or for akl to underdeveloped
nations.
"We do need Catholics with
a deep sense of their Christian
vocation to play their part to
the temporal order," he said.
"But Catholics who partici-
pate must be Catholics who
are informed they must be
Catholics who are educated in
things Catholic and who know
what they are about."
BROTHER AZ ARIAS Ra-
phael. president of the as-
sociation. sounded a call to
cultivate promising young stu-
dents for leadership in the lay
a postdate.
Brother Azarias, headmas-
ter of La Salle Military
Academy, said that the order
could not reasonably expect
ill of its graduates to become
apostles.
Many of them will hear no
clear bugle call, he declered,
but will be content to slip into
the general faithful aa "good
and earnest men" to form
God’s yeomanry
However, the educator main-
tained that even these should
be "attuned to the spirit" and
needs of the Church and be
apostolic al least in example.
John's Cross
Given to Fatima
FATIMA (NC) —A pectoral
cross willed by Pope John
XXIII to Our Lady's shrine
here is being given to Bishop
Joso Pereira Venancio of Lei-
ris by Rev. Amertco de Oli-
veira. head of the Portuguese-
language desk of the Papal
Secretariat of State.
Pope John acquired the
cross while he was Apostolic
Delegate to Greece and Tur-
key.
The late Pope, while Pa-
triarch of Venice, presided at
a pilgrimage to Fatima to
May, 1858. After hs became
Pope, he frequently referred
to the shrine. He stressed the
importance of the call to pen-
ance and prayer which Mary
made to 1817.
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and practices of integration.
Many of our northern cities
are so heavily Catholic that
without wholehearted partici-
pation and leadership of the
Church, patterns of segrega-
tion will become even more
entrenched,” be commented.
• Use of Church funds and
resources. “I refer to the
Catholic charities programs,
and to the facilities and re-
sources of our parochial and
high school systems. We can
use these flexibly in the bread
and butter work of adult edu-
cation, stay-in-achool cam-
paigns, ail the work undertak-
en over the years by the Ur-
ban League to increase the
education level and skill of
Negroes, so that the opportun-
ities opening up can be filled,”
Ahmano explained.
“I REFER ALSO to our
tremendoua building and pur-
chasing power. We must bar-
gain with contractors aod un-
ions to open the building
trades to Negroes ... We must
relate our suburban churches
effectively to inner city
churches and to the Negro
community in the ghetto, so as
to offer the protection of sub-
urban parishes and our dio-
ceses to Negro families who
want to leave the ghetto,” he
said.
• Support civil rights leg-
islation. “Catholics have a ser-
ious moral obligation to sup-
port effective civil rights leg-
islation. Those who cry the
‘rights of property' would be
abused by this legislation
grossly misinterpret their
responsibility and the duty of
property owners to contribute
to the common good ... Reli-
gious groups have before them
an opportunity to maka the
drive for this civil rights legis-
lation a great moral crusade.”
e Close the gulf of distrust
between Negro religious lead-
ers and white priests. "We
need the help of Negro reli-
gious leadership to purify the
whole of Christianity In our
country. We need confronta-
tion and the growth of mutual
respect between the Negro
ministry and the white mlnis-
try,” he said.
# Increased inter-religious
cooperation on race relations.
“Our participation in local
conferences on religion and
race must be on tha highest
levels, without reservation," he
saU.
Race and Religion
Baton Rouge Ends Segregation in Catholic High Schools
EATON ROUGE, La.—Bish-
op Robert Emmett Tracy of
Baton Rouge has ordered ra-
cial integration at four Cath-
olic high schools in Septem-
ber, ISM, as the "Initial
step” toward abolition of seg-
regation in all Catholic insti-
tutions in the diocese.
A pastoral letter from Bish-
op Tracy directed that racial
bar* be dropped in the 11th
and 12th grades of four
schools in East Baton Rouge
Parish (equivalent to our
county).
HE BAID this will bring
the Catholic high schools in
line with public schools, which
will, begin accepting Negro
students in the 12th grade In
September in the parish. The
integration of the public
schools was ordered as a re-
sult of a recent federal court
order after an eight-year le-
gal battle.
Bishop Tracy noted that the
Baton Rouge Diocese is only
two years old and “is still In
the organisation stage.” He
promised that other steps will
be taken "until all Catholic
institutions in the diocese, ed-
ucation and otherwise, are
progressively freed of all limit-
ations not in harmony with
the stated policy of the dio-
cese.”
The order came in the wake
of similar orders in two other
Catholic dioceses in the deep
South. A month ago the dio-
ceses of Savannah, Ga., and
Charleston, S.C.. announced
plans for racial integration of
their schools.
•
Lafayette Waits
LAFAYETTE. La. (NC) -
Bishop Maurice Schexnayder
of Lafayette, in response to
queries concerning integration
of Catholic schools in Ms dio-
cese, repeated an earlier
statement: "Catholic schools
will be integrated when the
public schools are, but not be-
fore."
The manner in which this
would be accomplished has
not yet been decided, he said.
•
Religion-Race Talks
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
Msgr. George G. Higgins, di-
rector of the Social Action
Department. NCWC. will be
the main Catholic speaker at
the San Francisco Conference
on Religion and Race Sept.
4-5 at the University of San
Francisco.
The conference is being
sponsored by the San Fran
cisco Council of Churches
(Protestant), the Catholic
Archdiocese of San Francisco
and the Board of Rabbis of
Northern California.
Anti-Bias Campaign
OKLAHOMA CITY (NC) -
Religious leaders of four de-
nominations agreed here U
conduct a city-wide pulpit
campaign against racial dis-
crimination.
The Oklahoma Conference
on Religion and Race will be-
gin the pulpit campaign simul
taneously in all churches of
the city on the secood Sunday
of August. Worshipers will he
urged to wnte their congres-
sional representatives to sup-
port passage of civil right*
bills.
Bishop Victor J. Reed of
Oklahoma-Tulsa said he has
ordered priests in Ms diocese
to preach on the racial prob-
Ma and to encourage the
faithful to take a more active
role in the struggle for equal
rights for Negroes.
Bias a *Mockery*
WICHITA, Kan. (NC)
Bishop Leo C. Byrne said here
racial prejudice makes a
mockery of Catholicism, which
is based upon Christ's teach-
ing of toye of God and fellow-
man.
In a pastoral letter, the
Apostolic Administrator of the
Wichita Diocese said racial
discrimination is sinful and
segregation is a blot on U.S.
society.
•
Strong Talk Needed
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The
day for roundabout allusions
from the pulpit to the evils of
racism is past, a priest said
here in urging more effort by
Catholic clergy to combat
racial discrimination.
“Racism is the greatest do-
mestic moral evil we have,
but it receives little attention
from the pulpit,”Msgr. Daniel
Cantwell, chaplain of the Cath-
olic Interracial Council of
Chicago, told a special clergy
conference on race.
He said “the day Is pest
when priests can give a ser-
mon on the brosd outlines of
charity and leave the people
to draw their own conclu-
sions.”
The meeting was part of a
program initiated by Bishop
Charles H. Helmsing of
Kansas City-St. Joseph to en-
gage the full resources of the
diocese in the movement for
racial Jusice.
n
Back Rights Code
DETROIT (NC) The Cath
olic Interracial Council of
Detroit has voted to support
an ordinance which would for-
bid discrimination in all De-
troit hospitals.
It also endorsed freedom
marches sponsored by the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People
because “they contribute to
the promotion of interracial
justice."
n
Barn on Panic
WASHINGTON (NO-Twetj.
ty four clergymen appealed
here for homeowners to rsslit
prasania tactics by real estate
daalers who tty to eaaaa
“panic" sailing at homes be-
cause at racial tatagratina.
In n joint statement la resi-
dents of northwust Washington,
they criticized pressures they
said ware being exerted by
real estate companies on their
neighborhood as Negroes mov-
ed wmM-j. •
"They Imply,” said the
clergymen, “that the neighbor-
hood is depreciating because
some Negroes have purchased
homes in it and that if you
don't sell in a hurry, you'll
lose your investment.
"This is not true. The people
who keep their homes are the
ones who are less likely to lose
money. When a number of
homes are offered for sale in
the neighborhood, the price
goes down because the market
ia flooded. Also, n cash sale
frequently nett less to the sell-
er than a financed sale.”
•
Prelate Testifies
WASHINGTON (NC)-Arch.
bishop Patrick A. O'Boyle of
Washington said at a public
hearing here that a proposed
ordinance to ban racial dis-
crimination in bousing in tbs
District of Columbia must spell
out the discriminatory prac-
tices to be prohibited.
The Archbishop presented
testimony in behalf of the In-
ierreligtoua Committee on Race
Relations, of which be ia chair-
man.
Since the D. C. commission-
er! have already decided to
adopt a fair housing regulation,
the hearing ia considering pri-
marily what type of regula-
lion it should be.
Archbishop O'Boyle said the
committee believes the propos-
ed ordinance must include a
clear definition of the disc rim
inatory practices that are pro-
hibited. machinery for the en-
forcement of the ordinance and
penalties to be imposed on
willful viola tors.
•
Employment Surrey
NEW YORK (RNS) Laws
forbidding employment agen-
cies lo practice racial and re-
ligious discrimination in pro-
viding jobs to applicants are
being widely flouted across
the country, according to the
American Jewish Congress.
Telephone request* for a
“white Protestant stenograph-
er” found 351 out of 385 agen-
cies ia six major cities will-
ing to comply, the congress
announced here
The request was made to
private commercial employ-
ment agencies in Los Angeles.
San Francisco. Chicago. Bos
ton. Detroit and Philadelphia
The survey data to being pre-
sented to various commissions
•inMslutig fair employ,
naenft tows to the states cov-
ered.
Cardinal Mclntyre
Target of Sit-In
LOS ANGELES <NC) -
Four persons have been stag-
ing a "praying sit-in” tor two
weeks outside the office of
James Francis Cardinal Mc-
Intyre of Los Angeles.
The four are members of
CURE Catholics United for
Racial Equality. An archdio-
cesan official said that the
four compose the entire mem-
bership of CURE, and have no
known backing from either
white or Negro groups in Los
Angeles.
THE OBJECTIVE of CURE
Is to have the Cardinal commit
himself to a strong statement
regarding civil rights and to
have the Church in Loa An-
geles take a “more active
part” in the integration move-
ment.
Cardinal Mclntyre has said
he will not comply with their
"insulting demands.” He said:
"They want us to take a more
active part in these public
demonstrations. We are op-
posed to such demonstrations
they will lead to disorder,
riot and violence.”
The Cardinal said he an-
swered a letter which con-
tained demands by CURE and
has talked in person with the
four.
The CURE members are de-
manding, for instance, that
white nuns be assigned to Ne-
gro schools and Negro nuns
assigned to white schools. An
archdiocesan official said it
has been pointed out to them
that there are no white school*
and no Negro schools In the
Los Angeles Archdiocese
that all Catholic institutions,
schools and otherwise, long
have been integrated.
,
Knights Criticized
On Negro Policy
CHICAGO (NC)—Two Cath
olic lay leaders at a meeting
here rebuked Chicago coun-
cils of the Knights of Colum-
bus for having 44,000 white
members and not one Negro.
The two are Mathew Ah
mann, executive director of
the National Catholic Confer-
ence for Interracial Justice,
and John McDermott, director
of the Chicago Catholic Inter-
racial Council.
IN A PRESS interview at
an emergency meeting here
of officials of 57 Catholic in
terracial councils. Ahmann
said:
"The Knight* of Columbus
situation in Chicago relative
to integration is scandalous.
Actually, the K. of C. policy
relative to admitting Negroes
is a national scandal.
'Their national leadership
has been atrocious through
the years on this score ...
The old secret balloting on
membership, where one hlg"4
can blackball a qualified ap-
plicant, must bo changed.”
McDermott charged that
Chicago Knights of Columbus
“have seriously failed hi not
having a program to welcome
qualified members.”
"We hope there win bo no
need for a big struggle or
demonstration,” McDermott
added. "But if the Chicago
K. of C.’s do not perform in
the tradition of good leader-
ship and do this quickly, we
are prepared to demonstrate,''
he said.
Housing Topic
In Springfield
SPRINGFIELD - The first
meeting of the township's
Committee for Fair Housing
was held July 23 at St. James
Church at the invitation of
Rev. Francis X. Coyle, pas-
tor.
Rev. Gerard J. Murphy.
S.J.. of St. Peter's College
addressed the meeting of cler-
gy and laity from the various
churches and synagogues in
the community. A public
meeting is planned for the
fan, at which officers will be
appointed and committees
chosen.
Rabbi Israel Dresner of
Temple Sharey Shalom, a
member of the State Commis-
sion against Discrimination in
Housing, said that "there is
no question that there is a
Negro ghetto in Springfield."
He pointed to the fict that all
Negroes in the township live
in an area off Mountain Ave.
near the Sandmeier School.
U.S
. News Briefs
Obscenity Arrests on Rise
WASHINGTON (NC) - Ar-
reats and convictiona for viola-
tion of mail laws against oh-
•canity set a record la the
year ended June 90, 190,
Postmaster General J. Ed-
ward Day announced.
Hit year-end report Indi-
cates TO arrests for violation
of the mail laws against ob-
scenity. an increase of BJ%
over the number of arrests in
I*o, and a 00% increase ever
arrests in ISO.
Convictions In UO totaled
07, a JM% increase over
Utt, and • 100% increase
over 1900. Pines totaling SO,-
590 were levied against con-
victed offenders.
n
Going to Brazil
PROVIDENCE. RJ. (NC) -
The Providence Diocese will
send priests to Brasil soon to
aid the Church in a priest-
abort region of that country,
Bishop Russell J. McVinney
has announced.
Plana call for two priest-
volunteers to be selected ini-
tially for what it is hoped will
become a major diocesan pro-
ject in the Prelature of San-
tarem, which has only 99
priests for 190,000 Catholics,
n
SundayLaw Upheld
CLAYTON, Mo. (NC) - Cir-
cuit Judge George E. Schaaf
rebuffed GEM Stores, Inc., in
its attempt to have Missouri's
new Sunday Selling Law de-
clared unconstitutional.
The court upheld the closing
lew in a verbal opinion July 19.
Judge Schaaf said be in-
terpreted the Missouri State
Legislature's purpose to he to
provide a day apart Bom
others in the week as one of
"rest, repose, recreation end
tranquility."
GEM ia Its suit said the
law was “an unenforceable
special law."
The new law will go into
effect Oct. U. Among items
that cannot be sold on Sunday
are automobiles, clothing, fur-
niture, housewares and ap-
pliances.
Such items as novelties,
and other products sold
in resort tress are exempt,
however.
Passage of the new legis-
lation followed a Missouri Su-
preme Court decision last
spring which found the exist-
inf. US-year-cid Sunday clos-
ing law unconstitutional,
n
Sunday Law Killed
WICHITA, Kan. (NC)
Sedgwick County District
Judge James J. Noone struck
down Kansas' new Sunday
closing tow five days after its
enactment and before it could
be enforced
Noooe said he struck down
the law because its wording
k was unconstitutionally "vagueBand general."
Church Opens
In Guttenberg
GUTTENBERG Services
were held for the first time
July 23 in the new St John
Ncpomucene Church here,
which trill be dedicated at a
later date by Archbishop Bo-
land.
Rev. William A. Hornak,
pastor, preached at the eve-
ning Mass, which was cele-
brated by Rev. Edward Ma-
taah, his assistant. Also par-
ticipating in the ceremonies
-was Rev. Michael V. Hornak,
pastor of Assumption. Jersey
City, and a brother of the St.
John’s pastor.
The site on which the new
$220,000 church was built has
served Catholics in the North
Hudson area (or 100 years. It
was first used by parishioners
of St. Joseph’!, which later
moved to West New York. St.
John’s used the old church for
SO years before it was torn
down in 1962 to make way for
the present building. Services
for the past year bad been
held in the school auditorium.
Cardinal to Bless
Chapel at Fatima
FATIMA. Portugal <NC) _
Eugeoe Cardinal TTsserant.
Dean of the Sacrtd College of
Cardinals and ooetime Secre-
tary of the Sacred Congrega-
tion for the Oriental Church,
wiO bless the Byiantine Rite
chapel at headquarters of the
Blue Army of Fatima here
Aug. 2ft.
To Break Ground
For Nutley Church
NUTLEY Msgr. Anthony
Di Luca, pastor of Holy Fam-
ily pariah, will break ground
Aug. 4 at 3 p.m. for anew $1
million church with a seating
capacity of 1,120.
The church will be erected
on the upper parking area of
the present church property
and will lace the same direc-
tion as the present church.
The latter building will even-
tually be coaverted for class-
rooms for the parish school,
which will have 1,000 students
tins fall.
OF CONTEMPORARY de-
sign, the new church will be
air conditioned. Its dimensions
will be 130 by 90 feet with an
elevation of 63 feet The fa-
cade will be of brick and
the roof of clay tile. On the
facade will be three statues
of cast aluminum represent-
ing the Holy Family.
The altars will be of im-
ported marble, enclosed by an
altar rail of bronze and mar-
ble. There will be a glass-
enclosed “cry-room” and a
large choir loft with modern
organ. Stained-glass windows
will be constructed in this
country, but the Stations of
the Cross will be of carved
marble from Italy.
Civic officials of Nutley,
Belleville and Bloomfield, all
served by the parish, and
pnestg from neighboring
churches have been invited to
the ceremony.
CONNECTICUT became
part of the Diocese of Boston
in 1808
NUTLEY CHURCH - This is the architect's conception of the new $1 million church to be
erected for Holy Family parish, Nutley. The architects are DeSino and Pellegrino of
New York,
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Race and Religion
The First National Conference on
Race and Religion at Chicago concluded
with the hope that it wouldbe duplicated
on the local level across the nation. That
hope is to be realised in Newark on Aug.
IS at Essex Catholic High School
WE HOPE THE FIRST Greater New-
ark Conference on Race and Religion to
convene that evening will be the first in a
series of meetings cutting through to the
adequate motive in right race relations:
religion. Racism is a moral issue. It is
a matter of conscience. The distinguishing
feature of the Chicago and Newark con-
ferences is that they are co-sponsored by
the major religious groups on the nation-
al and local scene: the Protestant, Jew-
ish, Orthodox and Catholic communities.
The focus of attention in this first
conference will be interracial justice in
employu.mt Non-clergy participants in
the conference will be local lay leaders
from management and labor in industry,
commerce and the building trades. To-
gether the pastors and their flocks will
confront conscience and conduct in the
market-placo of job opportunity.
The conference will not be without
foundation in papal teaching. Our late
Holy Father, Pope John XXIII, comment-
ing on relatione between Catholics and
non-Cathrilca in social and economic af-
faire in his encyclical Pacem In Terris,
said:
, ’ f‘ ; ’
“THE DOCTRINAL principles out-
lined in this document derive from or are
suggested by requirements inherent in
humannature itself, and are, for themost
part, dictates of the natural law. They
provide Catholics, therefore, with a vast
field in which they can meet and come
to an understanding both with Christians
separated from this Apostolic See, and
also with human beings who are not en-
lightened by faith in Jesus Christ, but
who are endowed with the light of rea-
son and with a natural and operative hon-
esty. In their conduct they should weigh
the opinions of others with fitting cour-
tesy. They should be prepend to join
sincerely in doing whatever is naturally
good or conductive to good.’’
To Be or Not to Be
Not many years ago taking one’s
own life was regarded solely as a moral
problem. A violation of God’s fifth com-
mandment, its gravity was magnified by
the 'probability of final impenitence, and
few suicides were granted Christian buri-
al. The present-day Catholic attitude
toward this problem is vastly changed,
not in the direction of permissiveness or
toleration, but in the direction of greater
understanding.
HERE IS ONE MORE refutation of
the old calumny of the Church’s mono-
lithic character: the finding* of the mod-
ern sciences of psychology and psychiatry
have here been adapted to the contempor-
ary concerns of moral theology. The re-
sult is that we now know that most of
these unfortunate people who end their
own lives are only partially responsibleat
best and do not deserve moral reproba-
tion, but rather sorrow and sympathy.
Incredible as it may seem, one sui-
cide takes place in America every 26 min-
utes, one attempted suicide every 2Vi
minutes. This means that 20,000 manage
to end their lives every year, more than
those who die from tuberculosis, cerebral
palsy or muscular dystrophy. Of these the
largest group consists of those over 75,
though studentsof college and high-school
age also rank high. In fact, 8 to 12% of
all deaths of college students are suicides.
Over the past half-century the Na-
tional Save-A-Ufe has helped prevent
50,000 suicides by its volunteer rescue
service. Physicians and psychiatrists have
been profiting by considerable research
on suicide motivation and danger signs,
done by such institutions as the Suicide
Prevention Center of Los Angeles County
General Hospital
MILTON GOLIN, who recently sur-
veyed the wholeproblem in an enlighten-
ing article in the National Obeerver, at-
tributes the soaring figures to lack of
public interest. The public, be argues,
should have greater information on the
subject and intensive anti-suicide cam-
paigns should be organised.
The suicide problem is one which,
however unpleasant, demands the interest
and concern of every intelligent citizen.
All of ua might well make it our personal
task to increase our own knowledge of
the subject and to be prompt to reader
assistance to those who are mentally and
emotionally disturbed, especially by guid-
ing them to proper pastoral and psycho-
logical help.
School Integration
With the opening of school in Sep-
tember, tiie decision of State Education
Commissioner Frederick M. Raubinger,
sustained by the State Board of Educa-
tion, must be followed regarding the in-
tegration of the school systems in Engle-
wood and Orange. Unless the ruling is
declared unconstitutional, there is no
course left but for cities to comply. For
domestic peace and tranquility, it is ab-
solutely necessary that the laws of our
land be observed, no matter what the
hardship they may bring upon any partic-
ular group in the community.
THE SCHOOL SYSTEM has been
functioning over the years through a dis-
trict system; schools bring designated for
a particular district The complexion of
the school reflected the character of the
district
j This has been an efficient system.
The attempt being made to forcibly inte-
grate district schools by selection on the
part of the pupils without regard to dis-
trict or by use of the Princeton plan of
schools designated for only three or four
years of education represent the efforts
of tße State Board of Education to give
meaning to the “Brown decision’’ of the
U. S. Supreme Court, which declared that
racial segregation in the school system is
unconstitutional.
There is no one in or out of educa-
tion, no one in political life, or no cltixen,
who doesn't realize the magnitude of this
problem. It has to be met and solved. It
will demand of all citizens patience and
understanding; It can no longer be ignor-
ed.
It will create violent changes in the
pattern of living and in the scheme ri ed-
ucation. But until such time as this thorny
Maas is resolved, the only guidepost to
be followed Is the law of the land.
WITHOUT LAW and its observance,
there can be chaos and even violence. It
is hoped, therefore, that the approach to
this situation will be with understanding
and moderation, with the prayer that out
of it will come what is best for all Ameri-
cans.
Until such time as the Raubinger de-
cision and {dan has been legally rejected,
adjustments must be mads in all com-
munities to observe the ruling of the
Commissioner of Education.
‘The Son of Man:'
What Did It Mean?
By FRANK J. SHEED
Our Lord was the Mesalas,
the Anointed One, the Christ
whom all Israel was expect-
ing. He was God, whom Israel
was not expecting. Ye| He
could not begin by announcing
Himself as God or even es
Christ For Doth announce-
ments, His bearers must be
prepared.
He could not Ml them that
He was the Christ, until He
had corrected their false no-
tions of what theKingdom was
to be, until He had revealed
the doctrine of the Trinity.
Meanwhile the name by
which He refer* to Himself is
Son of Man. In the Gospels
only He Himself calls Himself
by that name. After His death
the name vanishes from the
Church's use. Stephen, the
first martyr, uses U In do-
scribing a vision, and It is
similarly used in two visions
of the Apocalypse. But that is
all. With the full revelation of
Our Lord’s Measiahahip and
Godhead, it was no longer
needed.
IN ITSELF THE phrsse Is
simply an Idiomatic Hebrew
way of saying "man." We find
it used in the Book of
Esechiel, Book of Job, and Uw
Book of Daniel,,.
In chapter VH of Daniel we
get the mightiest end moat
mysterious use of the phrase.
God is upon His throne, thou-
sands upon thousands of
angels ministering to Him, and
10,000 times a 100,000 standing
before Him. Then “One like
the son of man came with the
clouds of heaven.
. .
and God
gave Him power end glory and
a Kingdom: and all peoples
tribe* and tongues than serve
Him. His power Is an everlast-
ing power which shall not be
taken away, end hie kingdom
riull not be destroyed."
When the Pharisee* and the
men leaned in the law ac-
cused Him of blasphemy for
forgiving the aina of the
paralysed man Our Lord
works • miracle to prove that
"the Son of Man" had the
power to do what He bed just
d0...
This is the first time we
find the phrsse in the first
thrse Gospel*. St John bed
already mentioned two uses of
It by Our Lord. He hadspoken
of Himself as the Son of Mu
to Nathanael when He drew
Him into HU company at
Bethel; He had used It to
TO Ui rr sounds • totally
unmistakable prophecy of the
M assist. But k does sot seem
to hare caught the attention
of the Jem. The Jem who
heard Our Lord use the phrase
could but wonder what He
meant by it. "Who la this
Son of Man?” they asked. It
seems that Our uni delib-
erately chose a phrase which
raised a question about Him-
self, but did net give the an-
swer; people ware not yet
ready for it
But though He does not yet
■ay, In fullness, Who and What
He is. He acta as Himself.
As we read tee Gospels, we
are conscious of episode* in
which He speaks and act* as
man, interwoven with episodes
In which He speaks and acts
as tw r«* ||| "t more.
There are time* when He
said things which in * man
would be quite meaningless
a* "Before Abraham was
made, I am." Now and then
Ha said things which in a mere,
man wealdbe latokraM* —as
"If you love father and mother
more than me, you are not
worthy of me.” Spoken by any-
one but God. tote would be
monstrous. His followers knew
test He wea no moorier. But
Who was HeT What was He?
Still Waiting
Increasing Interest
In Business Ethics
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action o*pf.. NCWC
A professional economist
from the staff of ooe of the
Batten's leading business jour-
nals recently interviewed this
writer, among ether*. In eon-
■settee vkb an article which
he is writing on Catholic so-
cial teaching
Because the article will be
directed primarily to business
«*eeutives. he partktiUrty
wasted to know what, if any-
thing. is bring dene to to# U S.
to apply tea abstract prtod-
ptos of Cattutec social teachtng
to sennets problems to bu»i
BOSS rihlcs.
I WAS ABLE to report test
Cethohe ktenri to this field
is cunsatty developing at an
wmapeetodly rapid rate. Mere
•periflootty. I was able to re-
fer Urn to several worthwhile
Catholic article and books on
buriaaes rihlcs which have
bam published during the past
few year* and still another
iw* Which is scheduled for
pubHcattoo to September
The articles were written by
R*v. Raymond Baumhart,
«J, of Loyola Uhtvmrtty.
Oteaao. and were published
to the Harvard Business Re-
*•» red to America. They
wmsaasteed,.triethe rentes of an extensive re-
search project on bnstoate
sfikke carried out by Father
Baumhart
*k to be hoped that Father
Baumhart’s pioneer study,
whkhtocteded tetervtew* wkh
a cross sec torn of IJOO baste-
easmen across the nation. wiQ
aeon be published to la en-
ttety. Masawhile a teleecoped
summary of his lings and
«**turic«i H avails We to a
■tonooraphed report entitled
“Bnrieaea Ethic*." (Single
copy available upon request
from the Oergy-lndsatry Re-
latieua Dept., NAM. X E . 4Mh
St., New York 17. N.Y.)
THE TITLES Of tee books
w Nirineaa ethics referred to
above are so follows:
•Mtete Ethics•• by Her-
b«t Johnston, l niverrity of
Notre Dams (Pitman Publish-
ing Corn.)
"Morality and Buriaesa" by
Rsv. Henry j, Wkttoberger,
8-J., Detroit University
(Loyola University Press).
"Ethics to Business" by
(lev. Thomas M. Garrett, BJ.,
ScrMton University (to be
published to September by
Sherd ft Ward)
The authors of thee* works
do not claim to have come up
with definitive answers to
many - or, for teat matter,
any —of to* major problems
of business ethics. But they
have raised a number of the
right questions, and teat in it-
self is an important step in
the right direction.
TO ANSWER these questions
wQ] nog be easy. As Father
Garrett print* out in the pre-
face to his forthcoming book,
R win demand a grasp of both
principles and foots and will
require businessmen and
moralists to pool their re-
source*. so to apeak. The
rang* of problems and prto-
rtptes in toe field of hastens
ethics. Father Garrett sag-
gate*, "is too great tor any
one man or any one group to
handle all of them."
It is interesting to note, to
conclusion, teat nooCatbotie
scholars are also showing a
greater interest today than
aver before to the field of bun-
noea ethics, as wttatss, for
example, the public*** of the
following books, among others,
during the past IX months:
■'Ethics and Business" by
William A. Spurrier (Scrib-
ner’s)
'Tha Ethic* of Business En-
terprise" (Tha Anoala of tha
A marl can of Politi-
cal and Social Science.
September, 1K2.)
"Tha Burinc** Conscience"
by Luther 1L Hodges, Secre-
tary of Commerce (Preotice-
HaJl).
CATHOLIC SCHOLARS have
wwntthlngto leant. I am sure,
from these and other works
by aofrCafhoUc scholars
ind vies versa.
And who knows? Perhaps
tha day will come, to the not
too distant future, whoa Oath-
otic. Protestant, and Jewtoh
experts to the field of huatoeas
ethics win be able to meat
together with businessmen
from their respective groups
to a joint conference similar
to tha axtroordtoarOy soccaa-
ful inter-faith meeting which
woe held oo tha sab jectof race
relations earlier Ms year.
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary Indulgence under
the ordinary condition* on:
_
Aug. 8 - Feast of Our
Lady of the Snows
Aug. « - Feast of the
Truteflguratiou
One* a week, for reciting
dally, with piety, any
prayer for vocations sp-
proved by tea ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of. charity or piety
performed for the intention
oftorierfng vocation, to tee
The Press Box
School Prayer
Attitudes
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
So, It tons out that oak at-
titude toward Supreme Court
decision* depends not ao much
oo the authority behind the de-
ciekme aa oo wtoee ox the de-
cision* happen to gore.
Wa Northerners who have
bean ao critical —and
rightly ao —ofthe way South-
erners have attempted to
evade, circumvent and defy
the Ugh coart's civil rights
rulings ought to eta mins our
own conscience regarding our
reactions to ths coot’s school
prayer edict
MAHWAH - although it was
forced to back down from its
decision to twnMnue school
prayers and Bible reading
and Clinton Township are
not alone hi the North in
the defiant stance that ,they
assumed. But this approach is
not the right approach and
state ofikdala were comet In
moving to have Mahwah re-
consider its decision.
Before going further, I
should like to make one thine
clear for the benefit of those
who make a hobby of mis-
reading between the lines: 1
personally think the Supreme
Court made a mistake. I think
It was mistaken on legal
grounds and I think It was mis-
taken on historical grounds.
So to that extant I would be
in agreement with board of
education members who also
obviously think the Supreme
Court ruling was a poor one.
But our thinking so does not
make the court miataken.
Looking at it objectively, the
jxjssibility that wa are wrong
is greater than the possibility
that the court la wrong.
AFTER ALL, the court
favored the prayer decision by
an 8-1 vote. Such near un-
animity on the court is ex-
tremely rare. When It occurs,
it is an Indication that tha op-
position should at least re-
examine its position without
emotion, to the extent that is
possible.
If tha opposition then is still
able to conclude that its own
interpretation is mors valid
than tha official interpretation,
tha logical paths art to (a)
work to parted and refine its
own arguments ao that all will
ba able to recognise their
validity, (b) find a solution
within tha law or (c) work to
change the law.
IT IS THE LATTER course
which has been suggested by
Bishop Navagh of Paterson and
which has been adopted in
East Oranga and other areas
where civic official! have
petitioned Congress for a
change in tha Constitution.
It Is the second course which
has baas followed in Saddle
Brook and West Milford
where boards of education or-
dered that each school day
start with a period of silent
meditation.
School district! in other
states am planning to intro-
duce courses about religion
which the court indicated
would ba acceptable. Still
others are falling back
otM>atriotlc songs mentioning
WHILE SUCH activities may
ba of little real value to re-
ligion, they are nevertheless
attempts to give some sort of
sanction to belief in God. In
essence It la tha outlawing of
this tancUoo In a specific
form (prayer and Bible read-
ing) that is behind the cur-
ie nt consternation. '
To attempt to restore this
sanction illegally can only do
damage to the principles we
are attempting to promote.
Whan responsible •officials re-
fuse to recognize authority
they undermine all authority,
including their own, to the ul-
timate detriment of the state.
TheQuestion Box
What ConstitutesServile Work?
Q. la it morally wrong to
open n coin operated laundry
on Sunday? I am la the
proem of buying one and it
appears that I stand to lose
quite a bit to competitors If 1
dost my doers on Sunday.
Let's prescind entirely from
the question of whether and to
what extent a Christian most
be prepared to lose money to
competitors who open their
stores on Sunday. It seems to
us that keeping your doors
open on Sunday offers about
as much protection from ser-
vile work as it does encour-
agement to engage in it.
We have in mind the con-
scientious housewife faced
with an emergency wash on
Sunday and owning neither
automatic washer or drier.
If aha is willing to brave the
rash judgments of the town
busy-bodies, (some perhaps
on their way home from
Mass?), the coin operated
laundry enables her to eat her
cake and still have it; to ob-
serve the Sunday rest and
still to fulfill this duty to her
family.
THE QUESTION Itself dra-
matizes the need for anew
formulation of the concept of
servile work; one that is more
attuned to present-day condi-
tions of working and living.
Up to relatively recent
times servile work was large-
ly conceived of in terms of a
slave or feudal economy. It
was. in fact, closely identi-
fied with manual labor since
such work was reserved for
slaves or servants (hence the
terra servile). Within this
economy, the Church’s law
forbidding servile work actual-
ly served as a protection for
slaves or servants since it
obliged their Christian mas-
ters to provide them with a
day of rest and opportunity
to worship.
Today, in America at least,
no mania another's slave or
servant in the manner of the
13th century. Automation,
moreover, has relegated much
of manual labor to the ma-
chine. Even so. in a broader
sense, man is still very much
a slave to his Job and to the
frantic rat-race that earning
a living can be for the mod-
ern man
The Christian especially
needs not only a day of rest
but a day on which he can
celebrate his resurrection In
Christ (Baptism) and the new
Ufe and freedom it has
brought him; more than this,
a day no which he can antici-
pate to his own earthly and
limited fashion the Joy of
heaven. This thought Is beau-
tifully expressed in the classi-
cal lines of St. Augustine:
“As on that seventh day God
shall rest, having us with Him
for we are that seventh day
... This seventh day will be
our Sabbath, It* end will not
ba evening, but the day of the
Lord, that eternal octave
which U sanctified by the
resurrection of Christ, the re-
pos* not only of the spirit
but also of the body. There
we shall be free and we shall
see; we shall see and shall
love; we shall love and praise.
This is end without end."
(The City of God)
THE FIRST GREAT act of
Sunday celebration is the
Mass, the Joyous celebration
of the “community of tha
breaking of the bread.” After
Mail and for the remainder
of the day it ia for each
Christian, even better, each
Christian family or communi-
ty, to seek suitable ways of
continuing this celebration
throughout tha day.
For the man who ia a slave
to mental labor during toe
week, working in tha gar-
den, or tinkering with a car
or engaging in some other
form of manual labor may be
a moat apt way of celebrating
his freedom in Christ On the
other hand it would not be in
the spirit of Christ if it dis-
turbed one’s neighbor (mow-
ing the lawn) or was purely
individualistic and selfish
(the husband who frequently
celebrates Sunday alone,
apart from his family).
What is done on Sunday Is
not nearly ac Important as
the spirit it expresses. An-
other could be doing exactly
the same things we mention-
ed above yet be doing it pure-
ly for money. Here is the real
slave! One who has lost his
Christian vision and with it
his freedom in Christ and his
capacity to celebrate. (We
are not speaking here of those
whose financial condition for-
ces them to work on Sunday.)
It Is no longer possible to
compose a list of works that
are of themselves servile, that
is, opposed to the spirit of
Sunday. It is not the work it-
self but factors extrinsic to
the work that will determine
whether it conforms itself to
the ultimate meaning and pur-
pose of the law. In this re-
gard, the attitude of Christ
toward the Sabbath observ-
ance itself and the rigoristic
interpretation of the Phari-
sees, is a warning that any
petty casuistry regarding Sun-
day repoac la simply out of
place.
Q. What is the meaning of
the word "paroosia" as it
weald appear in Catholic lit-
erature?
A. This Greek word simply
means “arrival" or "pre-
sence”; it is used this way in
St. Paul’s Second Letter to to*
Corinthians, c. 7. v. 6. There
is also a more technical mean-
ing to be found in ancient
writers: the first official visit
of a ruler to a great city. This
latter sense was applied by St.
Paul to the solemn coming of
Christ for the final judgment
(e.g.. I Cor. 15. 23).
Also, "paroosia” was some-
times used by early writers as
* synonym for Epiphany
(manifestation). But modern
writers use this word in-
variably to denote the glor-
ious second coming of Christ
on the last day to judge the
world.
August Intentions
Tb* Holy Father's gen-
eral intention for August is:
Tha spiritual training of
Catholic youth.
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
is:
That Catholicism In Indo-
nesia may contribute to-
ward national peace and
prosperity.
Our Parish
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No Confusion,
He Predicts
Frank C. Carlson.
Monsey. N.Y.
Editor:
I am gratified that my letter
requesting you to print the text
of Father Kueng’s lecture
along with Magr. Shea’s arti-
cles was actually read by
someone. I also appreciate the
suggested reading list offered
to me by Mrs. Howwrd S. Bail-
ey. However, I don’t take the
Ecclesiastical Review (I am
edified that Mrs. Bailey does,
since I was under the impres-
sion that its circulation was
clerical) nor The Tablet, and
I don’t take Commonweal.
The point of my letter was
that it would be wonderful if
1 could see a competent discus-
sion of a very controversial
speech and the speech itself
in The Advocate, which 1 do
take.
As far as Father Kueng’s
speech being a source of great
confusion following upon Msgr.
Shea’s articles, I just don't
understand why. If the lecture
so lacks clarity and coherence
as to be confusing, while Msgr.
Shea is so clesr and coherent
as to be convincing, I am sure
tnat a reasonably intelligent
person (and I would consider
the average reader to be such)
would immediately be over-
whelmed by Msgr. Shea’s
logic. But he would have made
the judgment for himself.
To assume that the average
Catholic has the ability to
understand Msgr. Shea despite
’‘Little or no theological back-
ground," but would be thrown
Into confusion ("chaotic eon-
fusion") by Father Kueng.
seems rather patronizing. I
feel that I have been patronized
long enough, and now I would
appreciate the chance to judge
in an area open to judgment.
I am grateful to Mrs. Bsiley
for her concern, and I am
gratefulto Msgr. She* for his
articles. The last two hsve
been very well presented,
though I thought that the tone
of the first wss unworthy of so
competent a theologian. In any
esse, I am sure that if you still
do consider printing Father
Kueng’s speech, U wiß not re-
sult in any "chaotic confusion"
of the poor average CatboUc.
Definition Key
To ‘Freedom'
William P. Hill,
Newark.
Editor:
In his initial attack upon
Hans Kueng. Magr. Shea has
gone too far in disqualifying
Kueng si a "reliable spokes-
man on things CatboUc" sim-
ply because the latter strong-
ly bolds an opinion with which
the Moosignor disagrees.
Whether there Is a lack of
freedom in every nook and
corner of the Church seems
clearly a matter of opinion
depending on one’s definition
of “nook and corner," and
"lack of freedom.”
To my mind. Dr. Kueng es-
tablishes his statement as
opinionste rather than as-
serts tire by the use of the in-
definite pronoun in "some-
one,” and the historical pres-
ent in “keeps noticing
afresh."
To disqualify Dr. Kueng si
a "reliable spokesman" for
expressing an opinion on a
doubtful subject is to militate
against both Pope John, who
said "In necessary things
unity, in doubtful things free-
dom, but in everything love"
and Pope Plus XII, who said
"Because the Church is a liv-
ing body, something would be
wanting in her life if public
opinion were lacking. .
Pope Paul's
Milan Homily
Cornelius Craig,
Englewood.
Editor:
In his third reply to Rev.
Hans Kueng, Msgr. Shea in-
terprets the Ascension Day
homily of Cardinal Montinl,
now Pope Paul VI, aa contain-
ing criticisms "directed
against some Catholic scholars
who have underlined the rights
of freedom within the Church
in such wise as to obscure the
duty of obedience, the rights
of authority, the necessity of
law.” In Msgr. Shea’s opinion,
Prof. Kueng falls under the
Cardinal’s censure.
The fullest text of the Milan
homily availsble in the New
York libraries appears in L’Os-
servatora Romano, 84-2S May
IMS, page 7.
There is no hint In the Ital-
ian text there printed that the
future Pope was specifically
concerned with scholars.
His appeal was broad: "Wa
Catholics,” ha said, “hava
need of a deeper, more lively
and more operative sense of
the Church’s unity.”
Where there was specifica-
tion, there was nothing said of
theologians: “Our lament and
our exhortations go out to dis-
obedient and insolent Catho-
lics, to tepid and self-centered
Catholics, to all of us that we
support with greater coherence
. . . the apirltual and social
F . 1. PzUh ■ : .••
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reality of the Catholic brother-
hood’s interior unity.”
Only the Pope can tell us
whom he had in mind. My
own reading of his homily
within the context of its de-
livery in the Milan cathedral
suggests that this is a Bishop
speaking of attitudea among
hla own diocesan faithful
rather than passing judgment
upon foreign scholars.
Interpreting
Fr, Kueng
Gerard J. Dalcurt,
Maplewood.
Editor:
Msgr. George W. Shea in
the July II and 18 issues
severely criticizes Father
Kueng. . .
Father Kueng says we find
la the Church and "in every
nook and cranny of her: ser-
vility . .
. power politics . . .
dishonesty . . . appalling, co-
wardly, fear.” all of which is
a reflection of the lack of free-
dom in the Church. Msgr.
Shea therefore accuses him of
implicitly making “amazing
claims” to “panoramic” and
“supernatural” insight into
the hearts and affairs of all
men and this he says
therefore "disqualified him as
a reliable commentator on
things CatboUc."
Now is such a conclusion
warranted? It would be only
if Father Kueng were implicit-
ly making these claims. But
would any unbiased reader of
the text think Kueng is mak-
ing such claims? This seems
rather doubtful. It would seem
also that somewhere in school
Msgr. Shea must have had a
course in which he learned
about such devices as
rhetorical exaggeration and
how it is quite acceptable un-
der certain conditions. Among
these conditions is that the
type of composition csU for It.
Since Father Kueng was
giving talks to large, mixed
groups on whom he wss try-
ing to impress certain ideas,
this condition is then fulfiUed.
Another condition is that the
rhetorical exaggeration should
be such as not to lead the
average intelligent audience
into confusion or error as to
what is meant. This condition
Is fulfiUed also, because Fa-
ther Kueng very clearly state*
several times both csplieitly
and implicitly that freedom is
a reality te the Church.
. .
Tb take him to have meant
actually and literally "opprea-
•ioft la rife, is the rule rather
than the exception, through-
out the world-wide Catholic
Church, te her every nook
and corner and at her every
level." as Msgr Shea does,
is to violate the simplest
canons of objective critic ism
As any sensible reader would
judge, what Father Kueng
meant when he said that there
was lack of freedom
. . . te
•very nook aud cranny of the
Church, was only that it could
be found in varying degrees
in different times and places...
Since Msgr. Shea explicitly
bases his whole criticism on
this obvious misunderstanding
of Kueng’s words, his views
can be worth no more than
their foundation
. . .
The Mission
Of Fr, Kueng
George E. Keenen Jr.,
Westfield.
Editor:
The aeries of articles by
Msgr. Shea on Father Kueng's
American lecture have been
most interesting, but with aU
due respect to the author I do
not understand the intensity of
the attack, the bitterneaa of
word, nor the seeming lack of
charity of one theologian for
another.
Father Kueng came to Amer-
ica by invitation. He spoke
under Catholic auspices at
Catholic universities, seminar-
ies, shared platforms with at
least three at the American
Cardinals. He covered the
country (with notable excep-
tional), giving the same
talk, pursuing the seme line of
thought, offering the same
ideas for consideration. . .
If our late Pope John XXIII,
said the goel of the council
would be an "agglornamento,"
a bringing up to date of the
Church in Its practkal meth-
ods teaching the laws of God,
then the mission of Father
Kueng, If It can be called this,
la within that definition. ,
.
In hla directions to the coun-
cil, U la evident that the late
Holy Father wanted to have
considered all that might lead
to a wholesome reform and a
revitalizing renewal. If Jhat
directive la to be carried out.
there must be discussion, sug-
gestion. and debate. . .
Father Kueng may not be
right In everything; but It
doesn't seem he is out of place
at this particular time In ex-
pressing Important views In
the introduction to Father
Kueng’s book on the council,
Franxiskus Cardinal Koenig
of Vienna hoped that "It would
be received with understand-
ing." The tame might be said
for the American lecture.
Request for
Kueng Text
Rev. E.J. Holleran. O.F.M.,
Loudonville, N.Y.
Editor:
I would like to second Frank
C. Carlson’s request (The Ad-
vocate, July 18) that you print
the full text of Fr. Kueng's
lecture within the pages of
The Advocate.
In simple fairness, all Ad-
vocate readers should be giv-
en the opportunity to read for
Olemaelvqt • what Magr. Shea
ia replying to.
Others Wanted
To Come Here
Mrs. Ann Mulligan.
South Amboy
Editor:
In your July II editorial.
"Racism and Morals.” the
question is raised as to why
Negroes haven’t made equal
progress with other minority
groups.
One point hardly ever men-
tioned te this: the Poles, Ita-
lians, Irish and other groups
left the old country because
they wanted to. They came
here in search of a better life
than they had known.
But African Negro famlliea
were happy where they were.
They were captured, thrown
in chains, sailed across the
ocean and sold here like so
much cattle.
In my opinion, we look at
the colored man in this coun-
try and he hurta our consci-
ence. because someplace back
in time, somewhere, some
white man eager for quick
money started the whole
thing.
I have no answer to the
problem. My grandmother ar-
rived at Ellis Island te 1905
She left Ireland of her own
free will.
But our colored breth
ren ... ?
your World and Mine
Fidel Does Us a Favor
By GABY MAC EOLN
Did Preeideat Kennedy go
far enough in Cuba last Octo-
ber? The bitter debate has so
far yielded more beat than
light, and so it is likely to «»
timat.
Equally at issue is US pol-
icy towards hit and run raids
ou the Cuban coast. The Ad-
ministration a few months
back took a strong stand
against sneak attacks on Rus-
sian ships in Cuban harbors.
More recently, however, the
Central Intelligence Agency
seems to have given a broad
bloating to a regrouping of
guerrilla exiles, presaging a
revival of violent efforts to
overthrow Castro.
ON THESE SUBJECTS there
<•0 be legitimate differences
of viewpoint, end continued
disniasioe te healthy. But far
more urgent te the need for
public light and thinking00 an
allied subject about which the
newspapers say little, and
what they say ia often distorted
and misleading. This ia the
organized and well financed
attempt to persuade Ameri-
cana that the desirable solu-
tion te to restore power te
Cuba to the elements which
ruled there before Castro.
What the prnpananti of the
back to-Batista thesis ignore te
that Castro is merely aa ex-
preastoa of a deep malaise per-
vadteg aU Latin America.
Anger, unrest and dtesattefac-
Uon were there before him.
Unstable and unrepremulative
govern menu failed to provide
the baste human needs of tea
masses.
Cooduions worsen each year,
both because the population is
increasing without a corre-
sponding increase in the na-
tional product, and because tee
l»«ome of tee countries is de-
clining through deterioration
te the terms of trade, which ia
to say, that we are paying
lower rates to Latm Amer-
icana for what we buy from
them while charging higher
rates for what we sell them.
NOTHING WOULD mors
please the communists than
that the UJS should help ra-
store to Cuba a system under
which a few enjoyed extreme
wealth while the people lived
te misery. This is the propa-
ganda them# which the com-
munists best know how to
exploit, particularly because
in the past it contained enough
truth to make It convincing. If
tee U.S. wen an foolish as to
bock tee old gang te Cuba, it
would mean our total discred-
iting in the uncommitted world
and guarantee that much of
Latin America would go com-
munist inside ten or fifteen
years.
There is no simple solution
for Latin America. What la
alone certain ia that the con-
ditions are not static but dyna-
otic They continue te gw*
•or*#, simply by too inaction
ot too developed powers who
are aloes capable at sparking
tee aoderteiatioe that tee
countries need and demand.
In this sense. Castro has
done ua a great kindness He
has made many Americans re-
cognize fact* to wrhtch they
previously closed their eyes If
Castro were to be etimiasted
one may fear teat many whose
eyes have been opened would
gladly dose them a gam
Perhaps that was ooe reason
why our government stopped
at the point at which it did:
and if so. I think Ms reasoning
was sound It U not calculated
to win votes for the adminis-
tration. but it may very well
be calculated to win the Ume
that the UK. and the world
need to bring about a more
just, more human, and more
Christian society m Uus bemi-
iphfrf.
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Reply to Hans Kueng-IV
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
Rector, Immaculate Conception Seminary
Toward the end of his lecture
• ‘.T* Church and Free-
dom,” Father Hans Kueng
discusses "some concrete
manifestations of Church free-
dom in the Catholic area
manifestations that have in
part been realized, and in part
•till need to be realized." • '
What is said on these points
comes down to this. The Cath-
olic Church h« acquired some
thing of a "new look" by rea-
son of her "changed" attitude
on freedom of conscience, and
her encouragement of freedom
of speech within the Church;
but, to become wholly pleas-
ing. she still needs more face-
lifting, by the removal of “re-
prestive institutions," namely,
the Index of Prohibited Books,
advance censorship of reli-
gious books, and "Roman in-
quisitorial proceedings."
TAKING UP freedom of con-
science. the lecture asserts:
"Butte modem times, with
the growth of pluralist so-
cieties, the sense of freedom of
conscience te the Church too
has grown stronger and clear-
er. Today Canon U5l of the
Code of Canon Law States:
‘No one te to be forced against
his will Into accoptence of the
Catholic faith’."
So Father Kueng would have
us believe the above cenon is
something of an innovation. He
fails to note that the code
(which, by the way, was pub-
listed nearly a half-century
ago) goes on to cite, in support
of the canon. Church docu-
ments which in turn quote St
Augustine (died 430 A.D.) aa
representing the mind of the
ancient Church. For example,
an encyclical of Pope Leo
XIII ("lmmortale Dei." IMS)
declared: ’The Church te ante
to take earnest heed that no
one shall be forced to embrace
the Cathobc faith against hu
will. for. as St. Augustine
wisely reminds us. ‘Man can-
not believe otherwise than of
his own free will’.”
BY THEIR VERY nature,
then, religion and the act of
faith cannot be forced. But
does It follow from this that
one who if sincerely mistaken
in religious matters has a gen-
uine moral right to hold and
uphold hi* erroneous opinions?
Father Kueng thinks it does,
and that the Church now takes
this view.
If such be the Church’s
present mind, this would in-
deed be an innovation. What
evidence does Dr. Kueng offer
for tins alleged change? First
he quotes a distinguished Car-
dinal and with him dismisses
"the objection sometimes
made in certain circles that
‘Error has no right to exist’."
Then, to clinch the argument,
the Tuebingen professor
claims that too Cardinal’s
statement was subsequently
confirmed by a passage in
Pope John XXlll’a encyclical
Pacem in Terris.
AS TO THE Cardinal. I am
sure he would be tee first to
acknowledge that many of hu
fellow Cardinals disagree with
him; that bis personal theolog-
ical views do not constitute an
official expression of the
Church’# position; that the
"certain circle*" who say
“error bat no right to exist"
Include Popes Leo XIII and
Pius XII.
„
Speaking to the Sacred Rota
te IM6. the latter declared,
"we cannot objectively grant
to error the same rights as
those granted to truth." Ad-
dressing Italian jurists in 1953.
the same Pape stated, more
clearly still: "That which doe*
not correspond to truth or to
the norm of morality objec-
tively has no right to exist, to
be spread or to be activiated."
As to the passage te Pacem
in Terris it reads, in the Eng-
lish translation "Every hu-
man being has the right to
honor God according to the
dictates of an upright consci-
ence and therefore the right
to worship God privately and
publicly.”
Certainly, “upright consci-
ence” would Include an erring
conscience tea person of good
faith, a person sincerely but
mistakenly convinced of the
truth of hie sect. However, the
translation “upright” is much
too free. The official Italian
text speaks of “the dictate of
a right conscience” ("reta
conscienza"). Now moral theo-
logians vary greatly te their
understanding of a "right con-
science." For not a few of
them it means exclusively a
"true conscience," a "correct
conscience." a conscience
rightly informed and formed.
IF THIS BE the sense of the
phrase in Pacem in Terris
then Pope John XXIII did not
depart from or reverse the
teaching of his predeceeeors.
And that it is the sense can be
argued on two counts. First, it
is moat unlikely that the late
Holy Father intended to repu-
diate. without so much aa an
explanation, the traditional
teaching of previous Popes.
Further. Pacem te Terri*
goes on to refer us, for its
present doctrine, to tee ency-
clical Liberia* of I,e© XIII,
which clearly propounds the
traditional teething. and
which, in the passage quoted
by John XXIII, speaks of and
only of people having a "true
conscience"—the Apostles, the
Christian apologists, the Chris-
tian martyrs, aU stand wig up
for the true Faith against op-
pression by public authority.
Ngo dinh Diem
And Pope John
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Somebody ought to band an
underlined copy of Pope John's
encyclical, Pacem in Terri*,
to President Ngo dinh Diem of
Vietnam, who 1* a Catholic.
"By the natural law,” wrote
Pope John, "every human be-
ing has the right to respect for
his person , , , the right to
freedom in expressing and
communicating his opinions.”
Buddhists in Vietnam have
been demonstrating for re-
ligious liberty, which they say
ha* not been respected -by the
Diem government.
LIKE THE NEGROES who
demonstrated for equal rights
in Birmingham and elsewhere,
the Vietnam Buddhists were
careful to avoid violence and
provocation.
And just like the Ne-
groes te Birmingham, they
were met with police atiipidity.
There is no stupidity like po-
lice stupidity, because the po-
lice have the weapons, and
they have the law. Indeed, the
police ought to BE the law;
and there is nothing more im-
bectlic than police behaving
lawlessly.
Police behave lawlessly
when they use unnecessary
force. Then they bring con-
tempt upon themselves, upon
the public official who sent
them, upon government, and
upon law itself.
1 DON’T KNOW precisely
what the Buddhists have been
demanding; I don't know
whether their demand* are
just, and I don’t know
what the government’s defense
ia. Nothing about that has ap-
peared in the dispatches; may-
be the government had no de-
fense to offer.
What I do know te that the
Diem government’s soldiers
and police have been guilty of
the gravest kinds of violations
of the natural law, which
guarantees everyooe's right to
respect for his person, and to
freedom te expressing his
opinions.
Hie trouble In Vietnam first
broke into the headlines in
May when government troops
killed nine Buddhists and in-
jured more than 00, soma of
them gravely.
No such violence wa* neces-
sary or excusable. Apparently
the soldiers were enraged be-
cause the Buddhists displayed
Buddhist flags along with the
flag of Vietnam
SIMPLE PEOPLE can
sometimes get very over ex-
cited about something like
that, but there can be no pos-
aibie justification for resorting
to brutality and murder. "By
the natural law, every human
being has the right to respect
for hi* person.”
The type of police brutality
with which the government has
met subsequent demonstra-
tions is beneath contempt.
It is bestial and cowardly in
addition to being grossly
wrong and stupid. Somebody
should speak to President
Diem about what being a Cath-
olic means.
Cod Lore You
Make the Mass
More Personal
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
A missionary' Bishop from
Africa asked us to send him
>3OO a month te Matt stipend*,
which would be the sole sup-
port of his priests. We had
none to offer. Why? Because
the faithful today are lest
conscious that the Mats is
Cahrary re-visited, that we
"die" with Chris* at the Coo-
serration and "Uve” a resur-
rected life with Him in Com-
munion
And the reason for the de-
rttne te the kwe of the Mata?
Our faithful are being propa-
gandised to make an offering
"to be remembered", tea
Maas or Masses. No Mass is
said te strict justice lor each
dollar offered; rather the
money ia "pooled,” and some-
times an elaborate card is of-
fered reading "You are re-
membered in a thousand
Masses by . . ."
May we remind our readers:
• You are remembered in
400.000 Master each day with-
out offering a cenL Each
member of Christ is remem-
bered in every Mass by every
priest, every day in every
land at the world
• The pastor of your par-
iah is bound te justice not just
to remember you. but to offer
Maas for you 38 time* a year.
• It la ooe thing to be “ro-
membered" te the Sacrifice of
Calvary; it is quite another
matter to "participate te tt.”
Instead of entering into a
’’pool'’ of remembrance, have
the Holy Sacrifice offered for
your intention personally and
in strict justice. The obligation
the priest has to apply the
Mass to you personally ia
created by an offering no
greater than wtut you are
now giving for remembrance.
The dollar or few dollar*
yon give to the "pool" would
do more good if given to a
leper or an individual child
te Africa or Asia.
St. Paul said that a priest
should offer sacrifice for his
own sins. Shall not the faith-
ful’
You are an individual
with your own burden of sin.
Therefore, personally present
the Death of Christ to the
Holy Father for your offenses.
In addition to your regular
sacrifice this month, why not
send an extra dollar or two to
have a missionary offer a
Mass (or you personally?
GOD LOVE YOU to R.F. for
820: "Giving to those te need
it far more aatifying than a
night on the town.” To A LG.
for 810: "In thanksgiving for a
favor received.” To a teen-
ager for $2: "Please use this
to help bring the word of
Christ to those who hare new-
er heard it” To S.M.L. for 82.
’This is for someone who has
so much less than I do."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. Nstiooal Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 366 Fifth Ave., New
York, or Bishop Martin W.
Stanton. 31 Mulberry St., New-
ark. or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 DeGrasse St. Pater-
son.
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In New York City...
Visit the
NATIONAL SHRINE
OF ST. ANTHONY
(near Penn Station)
t Entrances *
W. Silt St. (& 32rx) St.) Nt. 6th A 7th Av*
CHURCH OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
135 West 31st St., Ntw York l, N. Y.
near ►Gimbels & Hotel Statler
In Commemoration of Pope John XXIII
*
ThU magnificent reproduction ia in full color, framed
and ready to hang. The original portrait was painted
from life and hangs in the Vatican. The large portrait haa. r
•old for $lOO.OO. We
Limited quantity.
offer the game to you for $23.00.
World Commit*ity Corp.
408 Park Avenue
New York 21 N. Y. ifel
TEL
Rush me the pictures listed below:
Quantity
. 31 by 37" reproduction of His Holiness ® $23.00
it Vi by 11%*reproduction of His Holiness <£ $3.00
NAM*
ADDRESS
CITY i ZONE .STATE
Please enclose your check or money order
CONTINUING HIGHEST DIVIDENDS!
MAN NOW TO KAftN MORE
WHY TAKE LESS THAN
CURRENT
\
OIUIDEnO
Au*h Exceed
$45,000,000
Save with ease . . .
save by mail here
Busy? Save with us at your
nearest mailbox. You’il save
time, steps, trouble. We pay
postage both ways.
Home of High Dividend*
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Midland Park
ju;
* '
Franklin Ave.
iMMta 1
w ai«niMrt *v«
GI 4-6114 TW U
Saddle Kiver
Office
Barnstable
Court
AaiantX m
t>ww»ii Ban
OA 7 9004
Oakland
Office
R a mayo
Valley Boad
FE 7-7624
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War Movies
And Realism
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
The war that la 1939 had
brought fiery destruction to
most of Europe’s film produc-
tion, by 1943 had given Holly-
wood a shot in the arm. In-
stead of Westerns and gang-
ster dramas Hollywood's pre-
dominating themes became
nasi tyranny, the heroism of
our own and allied fighting
forces and new conditions on
the home front.
If this natural preoccupation
with wartime propaganda
ended, temporarily, the slow
development of art in the Hol-
lywood movie, nobody com-
plained. There followed in fact,
a number of stirring and
honestly realistic American
films of which John Farrow’s
“Wake Island’’ (1943) and
David 0. Skelznick’s “Since
You Went Away’’ give typical
Illustration.
The British, making fewer
films under greater difficul-
ties, sought similarly to stiffen
morale on the hpme front with
•‘flag-wavera’’ giving reassur-
ance that the few would surely
spare the many, if not from
death by bomb or rocket, at
least from the dishonor of
enemy occupation.
WITHOUT QUESTION Brit-
ish and American films of the
time dealt more or less ob-
jectively with urgent prob-
lems of survival. They did so
with considerable display of
artistry. Yet none of the critics
called them “art films.’’ nor
gave the writers, producers or
directors the slightest credit
for the realism they reflected.
Later such Italian films as
Rossellini's "Open City” and
“Paisan” and DeSica's “Shoe
Shine” and "Bicycle Thief'
began to reflect, in a spirit of
protest or revolt, the tragic
experiences and consequences
devastating upheaval. They
paved the way for Europe’s
cold war wave of neo-realism.
Lauded by the avant garde
and promoted, at first, by
“specialized theater,” already
called "the art theater.” the
swift resurgence of movie-
making in Italy, France,
Sweden, Britain and Russia
drew influence from official,
wartime, documentary film
services. Those who had felt
the fire knew better than many
in Hollywood, how to describe
the beat
Still, at best, it is only half
true to claim, as msny movie
critics do, that more recent
Italian movies such as “Boc-
caccio TO”, “Divorce
Italian Style” and Fellini’s
“La Dolce Vita" and "g I/r*
describe a logical, artistic up-
swing of the same philosophi-
cal and emotional curve.
No more was David Lean’s
“Brief Encounter 1' (1946)
which symbolised moral re-
lapse among Britain's middle
class, the first of a now steady
stream of British “art films”
in which war-time and post-
war morals and mores are
frankly probed.
IN 1933, Victor Seville’s
“Hindle Wakes,” a story of
provincial, English woricers
letting down their hair (and
their moral standards) during
their annual vacation at Black-
pool was just as “booest.”
With even more objectivity,
yet, viewed as mass enter-
tainment, less offensive de
tail, this made a “study in
depth" where more re-
cent items such si “A Taste
o( Hooey.” "The I.Shaped
Room" and "Saturday Night
and Sunday Morning," for all
their dramatic quality, have
by excessive, sensational de-
tail. undertaken "studies tn
depravity.”
Should art leave nothing to
imaginedon?
Revieics
. . .
Wall of Noise (Fair; ob-
jectionable in part) In this
race track story the horses
have the nobility of character
and the humans are a greedy,
sleazy tot.
Wires and Lovers (Fair; ob-
jectionable in part) Low class
entertainment about a sud-
denly successful New York
writer who dallies with his lit-
erary agent while his wife toys
with a predatory Hollywood
Playboy.
Films on TV
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Book Review
Eastern Church
THE EABTBRN CHURCHES
AND CATHOUC UNITY, edit-
ed by Maxlmoa IV Sayegh,
Patriarch ef Antioch and of
AU the East, of Alexandria
and Jerusalem. Herder and
Herder. 337 pages. $4.95.
This book might better have
been called "The Byzantine
Church and Catholic Unity,”
or even "The Mclkite Church
and Catholic Unity," for its
article* are the work of Patri-
arch Maxlmoa and other
members of the Mclkite hier-
archy.
The Melkitea are the only
Eastera Church of the Byzan-
tine rite with their own Patri-
arch. (Other Byzantines in-
clude the Ruthcniene and
Ukranlana, so numerous in
the U.S.) The publishers ack-
knowledge in a preface that
Patriarch Maxlmoa and his
Bishop# are the "outstanding
champions of the Eastern
tradition and custome,” which
would seem to add to the rea-
son* why the title of the vol-
ume could mislead some
reader*. Not all Easterner*
feel as strongly on these sub-
jects, ae is admitted at oo*
point in the book.
WHAT ABE THE Eastern
traditions snd customs which
Patriarch Maximo* and his
church feel are in danger of
"Istini ration?" First, the posi-
tion of the patriarchate in the
Church; second, the use of the
vernacular tn the liturgy;
third, the freedom of choice
in selection of rite given to
Orthodox Catholics reuniting
with Rome by the new edition
of Eastern Canon Law; fourth
the presence of a Latin Patri-
arch in Jerusalem.
Before attacking these sore
points, the Mclkite writers
make a strong case for their
vocation as Christian wit-
nesses in Moslem lands; as
Easterners not in schism and
as Catholics who are nci
Latin. Western readers will be
naturally sympathetic to iho
hardships through which their
Eastern brethern have given
testimony to the Word.
However, it will not be easy
for many to accept the argu-
ment* presented In the later
part of the volume although
those who favor use of the
vernacular in the Roman litu-
rgy will find some solid points
to back their position, includ-
ing the fact that the Byzantine
liturgy is now being cele-
brated in English in the U.S.
ON THE OTHER hand, there
will be solid objections to the
argument that a member of
an Eastern Orthodox Church,
even here in the U.B. should
be forced to enter the Eastern
rite oo his acknowledgment of
the supremacy of the Pope.
The Melkite writers make the
point that while the Orthodox
have their choice, Protestant*
must enter the Roman rite.
They argue that coercion or
freedom should be exercised
universally, and that they
should not be discriminated
against.
While this volume win be of
some help to Western Catho-
lics in understanding the posi-
tion of their Eastern brethren,
it would have been far more
valuable had the pubMahero
selected several of its offer-
ings (there is much repetition
of argument in the various
•••ay*) and combined them
with similar articles from rep-
reseotativaa of the other Eaat-
ern churches: Armenian
Syrian. Coptic, Chaldean.
MarooMe. as well ae the
larger Bysantine branches.—
Ed Great
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By JOAN T. NOURSE
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ON MIKE - Frater Rene Esposito, O.F.M. Cop. (right), son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Esposito. Jersey City, listens at fel-
low Capuchin seminarian Frater Camillas Winters,
O.F.M. Cap., checks radio equipment. Scene took place at
the Capuchin Friary of St. Anthony, Hudson, N. H., where
50 priests and Brothers held the first convention of re-
ligious amateur radio operators.
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Catholic Hour
Features Council
NEW YORK (NC) - Dr
Frederick Grant, Anglican
theologian who la a detegate-
ohserver to the Second Vati-
can Council, will be inter-
viewed oa the "Catholic
Hour" telecast Aug. 4 at 1:30
ML
The interview is the first to
a serial of four “Converse
tiooa ou the CounciL"
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Scenes as New Schools Rise
IN MONTVAIE - The new St. Joseph's High School for boys in Montvale is rapidly mov-
ing to completion as it awaits its first students in September. Below is one wing of the
school, which will accommodate 1,400 students, while at right two workmen look over
the blueprints. About 420 sophomores and freshmen will enter the school next month.
IN CLARK - latest of the schools to be launched under the Archdioceson Development
Campaign is Mother Seton High School for girls In Clark. Six classrooms will be ready for
the first contingent of freshmen in September. At left, a pipe is hauled Into place by
workmen, while below is the steel framework for one wing. The school will eventually
have 1,000 students.
Archdiocesan Program
Work Progressing
On High Schools
By ED GRANT
NEWARK—Work is moving
along smoothly on the two
newest of the five high schools
already launched under the
Archdioccsan Development
Campaign—St. Joseph’s High
School for boys in Montvale
and Mother Seton High School
for girls in Clark.
Eventually, the two schools
will enroll 2,400 students apd,
Joined with the already-open
Roselle Catholic, Union Cath-
olic and Immaculate Heart
Academy in Washington
Township, will provide ap-
proximately 6,000 new desks
for Catholic high school stu-
dents in the Newark Arch-
diocese.
Four other high schools
are still to be built in Hudson,
Essex and Bergen Counties.
ST. JOSEPH’S actually was
born this past year when 120
freshmen attended classes un-
der the Xaverian Brothers at
Our Lady of Mercy School in
Park Ridge.
This group will be Join-
ed by 300 newcomers this fall
as the new school opens its
doors on Chestnut Ridge Rd.
in the southwest corner of
Montvale, half a mile from
the northernmost exit of the
Garden State Parkway.
The first high school to be
named for Mother Seloo since
her beatification, the Clark in-
stitution will be staffed by the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth, one of the congregations
which traces its foundations to
the mother of parochial edu-
cation in the U.S.
Mother Seton la the first all-
girls Catholic high school to
have been announced In Un-
ion County, though H will be
Joined this fall by the St. Jo-
seph's High School for girls in
Roselle, occupying classrooms
originally planned for Roselle
Catholic when It was a pa-
rochial 1 high school.
SL Joseph's is the second of
the campaign schools to open
In the north-central section of
Bergen County. Immaculate
Heart Academy will have its
first senior class this year,
while the third school in the
area, at Paramus, is due to
open its doors for the first
time next year.
Xaverian Brothers staff St.
Joseph's, their first high
school assignment in the
Archdiocese of Newark.
ST. JOSEPH'S is being
constructed around an open
interior courtyard, similar in
style to Bergen Catholic in
Oradeil.
Both freshman and soph-
omore classrooms will be on
the first floor, with the Junior
and senior classrooms on the
second floor. There will be an
auditorium to seat 500 and a
gymnasium with a capacity
of 1,000. A residence acrom
modating 30 Brothcri it lo-
cated at the rear of tha
school building.
Mother Seton is planned for
an eventual capacity of 1,000
students. It will hive 20 regu-
lar classrooms, six of which
will be open this faD, as well
ss various science labs and
special subject rooms. A sep-
arate wing to the north of the
main building will have
a combination auditorium-
gymnasium with a stage.
There will also be a cafeteria
seating 400.
This school is also nearby
the Garden State Parkway, at
the Central Ave. exit in Clark
Township.
CONSTRUCTION IS also
moving ahead on Roselle and
Union Catholic High Schools.
At Roselle, the fiuishing
touches are being put on the
gymnasium, which will be the
largest at any Catholic high
school in North Jersey, with
a seating capacity of over
2,000. This school graduated
its first class in June, but only
officislly becomes an arebdio-
cesan school when classes
open this fall.
At Union Catholic in Scotch
Plains, where about 250 boys
and girls attended the co-in-
stitutional schools last year,
the building itself and the
idcnces for the Marist Broth-
ers and Dominican Sisters
who staff the separate schools
•re all nearing completion.
Medical Missioner in HongKong
Sister Juliana Dusts Off Her Doctor’s Sign
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
ELIZABETH —* A dozen
yesrs ago Dorothea Bender.
M.D., deliberately accepted
the risk of never again prac-
ticing medicine. At the age Jt
37 she entered the convent,
where the decision of what her
future work would be rested in
the hands of her superiors.
And for a dozen years. Sis-
ter Juliana, as a member of
the Helpers of the Holy Souls,
has been chiefly engaged as a
visiting nurse - in CMtago.
San Francisco, and New York
because by Canon Law a
Sister-doctor may perform pro-
fessionally only in the foreign
missions, except for caring for
members of her own commun-
ity in the VS.
But now. Sister Juliana's
long obedient wait is coming
to a close and she is about to
hang out her shingle again
in the teeming city of Hong
Kong where the Helpers op-
erate a clinic for refugees
from the Chinese mainland.
From the windows of Morn-
ing Star Clinic, Sister-Doctor
Juliana will be able to look
down on the clusters of dingy
oversized row-boats (sampans)
in which entire families (and
their animals) live and fall
prey to the diseases for which
she will treat them.
"ITS WHAT I had always
hoped for,” she said radiantly
during an interview in the
home of her mother, Mrs.
Fred W. Bender, here. "But I
never knew what to expect.
I'm not 19 anymore, you
know."
Sister Juliana recalled feel-
ing that she "always had a
vocation” to religious life. At
the same time she always
wanted to be a doctor. The de-
sire to help people, she points
out. is a strong element In the
motivation to both religion and
medicine.
She was graduated firom
N.J. State College for Women
(Douglass) and la 1939 from
Marquette University School of
Medicine in Milwaukee. She
Interned In Deaconess (Luther-
an) Hospital in Milwaukee.
Still thinking about religious
life, she delayed any decision
while her four brothers were
in service during World War
11.
DK. BENDER was as-
sociated with Dr. Harold Kem-
per until his death, and then
opened her own office here,
and practiced at SL Elisa-
beth's Hospital. After a 2 1/3-
year residency in pediatrics at
Jersey City Medical Center,
she made a retreat at the
Chappequa, NY, novitiate of
the Helpers of the Holy Souls
at the suggestion of Rev. Paul
Amy. S.J. of New York. Soon
after, she )oined the Helpers,
who are devoted to social,
catechetical and medical
work.
"I ran the risk of never
again practicing medicine.”
she admits. "But you get to
the stsgc where you are will-
ing to take a chance. You
know you nre putting your Ufe
in somebody eise’i hands and
you are willing to do It" That
“somebody else” she explained
la the religious superior or
God "It's the same thing;
what your superior deckles Is
God's will for you."
So in 1991 Dr. Bender be-
came n novice and with her
hearty laugh and down-to-
earth approach the recalls
finding herself pretty well pre-
pared for the disciplines of re-
ligious life. "Medicine,” she
paints out, "is one of the few
professions in which people
are trained to obedience. They
don't call- it obedience but
that's what it Is, and doctors
and nurses are better trained
to obedience than any other
group of people."
SISTER JULIANA visited
the Hong Kong clinic in 1960
when the 3 1/2 story building
was completed through the fi-
nancial help of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference.
She met the refugees and
promptly became their ad-
mirer. "They are wonderful,”
•he say*. "That those people
can keep up their courage is
the thing that struck me most
;i
v- ’*
Vi
•bout them.
. They have lost
everything and they still have
the nerve to go on. . ."
The Helpers' mission la
tloog Koag began as the rem-
nant of their vast foundation
in Shanghai which was taken
over by the communists. A
few Sisters who got out of the
Chinese mainland were to es-
tablish • convent ha Hong
Koag which would boa place
to which (be reet of the Help
trs about 1M Chinee# 81s-
ters might come tf they
could brook away. But so far
the only weed that has come
from China la an occasional
terse announcement of a
death.
"The government Just in-
forms us that Sister Soaad-So
has died, never mentioning
bow. or where or when. .
Sister Juliana explained.
MEANWHILE, Hong Kong's
population swelled from •>.-
000 to over three million with
the advent of refugees. The
Helpers decided to help. Now.
in addition to the clinic which
is also a center for dlstribu-
tioo of food as well as their
convent, they have a grade
school for 1.200 children, a
kindergarten and a day nur-
sery. The fact that the parish
church in the factory district
where they are located used
to be empty and now has four
crowded Masses every Sun-
day is largely attributable to
their work.
"The vast majority of the
people are pagans," Sister
Juliana observes. "When wo
care for them, they can't un-
derstand why we do it They
ask us. and then we talk to
them about charity to one's
brothers, gradually leading up
to charity of God.” It is, she
Indicates, an apoatolate of win-
ning souls through first heal-
ing bodies.
SHE KNOWS she will face
difficulties in both endeavors.
She will be hampered In her
medical practice by restricted
availability of electricity and
water. ("People line up at a
pipe on the street a couple
of times a week with a can
for their water ration.
. .")
And while English la the of-
ficial language of Hong Kong,
a British colony, Sister
Juliana realises "i’ll hive to
learn to speak Cantonese if
I’m going to talk with the
refugees.”
She will be the only Ameri-
can among 11 Sisters who are
French. Belgian, Italian, Span-
ish and Chinese, and chuckles
that her language credits ex-
tend only as far as the ability
“to eat in French” this
learned during a year at the
Helpers' generalate In Paris
which corresponds to the ter-
tianship of the Jesuits. ‘The
Chinese call uo the 'Sisters of
All Nations,' which makes us
very proud,” she said.
A big asset, she expects, will
be the rate of monetary ex-
change |i American equals
*5 Hong Kong so that
equipment and supplies will be
economically purchasdd on the
spot. Given the presence of
some American dollars, of
course.
SISTER JULIANA hhs com-
pleted a year and a half re-
fresher course in medicine at
Marquette and passed the
exams for her license to prac-
tice ut the uritish Common-
wealth. After completing all
other arrangements here, the
experts to be winging toward
llong Kong during the first
days of October.
"They're waiting for me
•t the clinic." she says
happily. (A lone volunteer
American nurse it holding the
fort, with a part-time
Chinese doctor) "And I'm
waiting in anticipation too.
It's a question of who Is more
anxious." she glows.
How does her family—her
mother, four brothers, one sis-
ter. and 20 nieces and nrphewi
feel? "They're having at
much fun over it as I am.”
the said.
SISTWER-DOCTOR - Sister Juliana, H.H.S., who was Dr.
Dorothea Bender of Elizabeth, gazes sympathetically at
photos of Chinese refugees she will soon be caring for
In Hong Kong.
SAMPAN FAMILY - Uncounted Chinese refugee families live on oversized rowboats
called sampans in Hong Kong, where Sister Juliana will give them medical care.
Former Minister
To Become Priest
GRONINGEN. The Nether
lands (NC >—A former Pres-
byterian minister who is mar-
ried and the father of three
childrea will be ordained a
Catholic priest by Bishop Pri-
nts A. Nierman of Groningen
Pope John XXIII. shortly
before his death, authorized
the ordination of Jacobus
Loot. 53. He wiU be the first
married man to be ordained
a Latin Rite priest in the
Netherlands.
LOOS BECAME a minister
in the Dutch Reformed Church
in 1133 and was engaged in
pastoral work. He resigned as
v *car in Hilversum in 1953 to
be received into the Catholic
Church. Mrs. Loos became a
Catholic the tame year.
While stationed at Hllver-
sum from 19*6 to 1953. Loo*
became president of the “HU-
versum Convent.” a society of
Protestant ministers who
sought to restore some Catho-
lic values to the Dutch Re-
formed Church. Another mem-
ber of the group. Jan K. Van-
debrink, also became a Cath-
olic.
On joining the Catholic
Church. Loos attended the the-
ological school of the Catholic
University of Nijmegen. Hs
was awarded his doctorate in
theology in 1961. and has been
a lecturer at Dutch Catholic
seminaries since then.
Mr and Mrs Loos are the
parents of a married daughter
and two sons, both of whom
are in college.
While Loos' ordination will
be the first of its kind in the
Netherlands, it is not unprece-
dented. Since World War 11.
about a half dozen former
Lutheran ministers have been
ordained in Germany and re-
mained married.
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You Cennot Afford to Mist This Most Unusual
Offer Eight Complete, Most Timely Lectures om
"Church History Through
The Ecumenical Councils”
THEATING THE
TWENTY-ONE CHEAT COUNCILS Of THE CHURCH FROM
NICIA IN THE YEAR 325 TO THE SECOND VATICAN
COUNCIL, SUMMONED RY THE LATE POPE JOHN XXIII
GIVEN BY
THE MOST RENOWNED AUTHORITY ON
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
MONSIGNOR HENRY G. J. BECK
S.T.L, D.CC. HIST.
PROMISOR Of CHURCH HISTORY AT IMMACUIATI CONCIPTION
SUMMARY, DARUNOTON, N. I
THURSDAYS, SEPTEMBER 19 and 26
THURSDAYS, OCTOBER 10, 17 and 24
THURSDAYS, NOVEMBER J, 14 and 21
ST. ROSE Of LIMA SCHOOL AUDITORIUM,
ORANGE AND CRAY STS., NEWARK, N. J.
• f JR. BACH SVSNINO
**• Rot* *1 Lima School Auditorium It flv* mlnutoi by car away (ram th*
Control A**., (ait Orang* exit of th« Oardon Slat* Partway and k
aotdy raachod by Butot No. 21, No. 22 and Hi* Amp*ro But No. 2
from downtown Nowark. Tko Lackawanna Railroad I topi at tho Row-
vltl* Station.
' On* tkk*t for any 000 I*,tyn
fhr* to nln* tick*!* (B kcturat *och)
T*a and mor* tkk*H (t loctru*i *ack)
for TICKETS APPLY MRS. KENNETH J. LOUOHERY,
II CRAY ST., NEWARK 7, N. J.
FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE HU 2-0612
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NEW JERSEY
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Phone: Diamond 3*3433
Atk for the Miniger. Ho will be
pleated to provide complete details.
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offered by a Full Service Bank, where you’ll find th)
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Nine Receive Habit
Of School Sisters
WILTON, Conn. Nine New
Jeney women were among the
S3 novices who professed first
vows and received the habit
of the School Sisters of Notre
Dame at the mother-house here
July 37. Bishop Walter W. Cur-
tis of Bridgeport, formerly
auxiliary o t Newark, cele-
brated the Mass and officiated
at the ceremony.
The new Sisters are Sister
Barnett* Marie Baggs, St.
Mary of the Assumption, Du-
mont; Sister Mary Anthony
Bobrowsld. St. Joseph’s, Bo-
*ota; Sister Edmond Marie
Farrelly, St, Andrew’s, West-
wood; Sister Anthony Mir-
iam Forlenza, Immaculate
Conception, Newark;
SISTER Miriam Norian, Our
Lady of Grace, Fairview; Sla-
ter Magdalen Marie Saxer,
Corpus Christi. Hasbrouck
Heights; Slater Kristin Marie
Talmo, St. Matthew’s, Ridge-
field; V.
Also Slater Helen Mara
Toomey, St. John Evangelist,
BergenfleW, and Sister Mary
Martin do Porres Whalen, St.
Mary’s, Rutherford.
TWICE HONORED - Sister Maria lawrence. director of the St. Joseph's Hospital School of
Nursing Paterson, accept, a plaque awarded to the school at the most active in District
C of the New Jersey State Student Nurses Association from Ivy So. freshman. Miss So ofHong Kong, was named Miss District C. At left is Patricia Mendillo of St. Joseph's Pat-
erson, new district vice president.
Ridgefield ParkEducator
Scores in Radio Contest
RIDGEFIELD PARK —Sla-
ter Kathleen Patricia, princi-
pal of St Francis School here,
placed second in a New York
»<Ho station’s “principal of
the year" contest. She receiv-
ed 2,187,633 votes in nhow
second in the parochial school
«ste*ory to Rev. Franklin E.
Fitxpatrick, principal of Bish-
op McDonnell High School.
Brooklyn.
Born In Ireland. Sister Kath-
leen came to the U.S. in IS3I
with her family. She is a grad-
uate of the College of St. Elis-
abeth. Convent, and has been
a Sister of Charity for 33
yean.
PRIOR to teaching in Ridge-
field Park. Sister Kathleen
was at St Peter's, New Bruns-
wick, and St. Patrick's. Jersey
City. In September she will be
transferred to Holy Trinity
School, Hackensack.
Sisters Convert Academy
To Montessori Method
ST. LOUIS (NC) - A clois-
tered community of nuns Is
converting its fashionable
Slris’ school here into a fun
fledged Montessori-type
school.
The school la Visitation
Academy, which moved to a
uew, |3 million campus in
suburban St. Louis County last
year. The academy originally
opened Its doors here before
the avfl War. It had some
3*7 students in 12 grades dur-
ing the past school year.
TOE VISITATION expert
ment is considered noteworthy
because ooe criticism leveled
at Mootessori-type schools in
the P£ has bean the stance
of religious orientation
The move here is also coo-
side red unusual because most
Montessori-type schools
throughout the U S. hsre era
}««d on the pre-school agelevel. The academy plans to
atari the school at that level,
but will continue It on up
through the eighth grade, and
Possibly on through the lith.
THE MONTESSORI method
was founded by and named
after the late Maria Mon-
tesaori, 19th century Italian ed-
ucator, who devised a system
to train retarded children in
shim areas.
Proponents of the method
are convinced it win enable
the child to learn the basics of
education earlier, freeing his
later schooling for more cre-
ative work.
Slater Francis Marie O’Con-
nor. academy principal, ad-
mitted that there wae a prob-
lem. caused by the fact that
religion deala in abstract coo
cepta and hi the peat has been
taught, for the most part, ver-
bally. The Montessori method
on the other hand, stresses the
development of the
through highly structured
equipment, materials and ap-
paratus. The verbal approach
is foreign to the method.
Benedictines
To Study Art
ELIZABETH Benedictine
Academy will become an art
*>r 50 Benedictine Sis-
tan Aug. 12-14 in a voluntary
Program conducted by Mrs.
Margaret Johnson of Binney
and Smith Inc.,
Stotar Clarence Marie, com-
munity supervisor, said the 13-
honr course win center on
modem creative art education
and some of Ita materials »nd
tools. Techniques will include
the uses of crayons, water
colon, poster paints, finger
Points, colored chalks and
I Was Thinking...
Visiting the Sick
Makes Me Feel Better
By RUTH W. REILLY
A friend of ours has been
sick for several weeks and
through frequent visits we
have come to feel at borne in
his four-bed hospital room.
He Is the “old timer*' in the
room now. As quickly aa on#
patient is discharged, another
is admitted. A young man with
a threatened mastoid left the
bed acmes the room and that
evening a cancer patient was
assigned to it. After about 10
<Uys the cancer patient was
followed by a man who had
suffered a heart attack and
was promptly encased in an
oxygen tent.
Each bed tells tU own story:
a case of heart fatigue left
to make room ter a man who
had blacked out and fallen out
of his car. In the fourth bed
a ruptured appendix left to be
followed by a man who was
hit by a car that “eama out
of nowhere." and left him
lying in the street with a badly
fractured kg. Subsequently
this patient required opera-
tions first an one eye and then
the other.
I AM IMPRESSED with the
q«kk wit and light hearted
banter that goaa on among the
patients to the room. They
tease each other, and help
each other, and understand
each other. They say yon be-
come acquainted quickly on an
ocean voyage. You do in a
tour-bed hospital room too!
The patient I visit speaks
highly of the friendly at-
the daily meauee tntrique Urn.
He finds the nurses and aides
and ordertks a “wonderful
hunch." He marvels that ha
toils “so good" moat of the
time, and openly admlrea the
•pirit of the patients around
him.
How many of us have not
heard someooe say: “I'd
rather be dead then lose n
Ug!“ or "lose my voice” as
ooe patient did after a trach-
eotomy, or even “he cooped up
in a hospital for weeks and
months.” Still, these things do
happen to us and ours and
when they do we find that we
have in ns. by the grace of
God. the strength and stamina
not only to accept them, but
to grow through them.
IT HAS BEEN a privilege
for me to sit in on the doings
in 311 during these past weeks
The men have been Impressed
by the devotion of the parents
of a young man down the hall
who is critically UL Between
them the parents constantly
watch. The father bathes and
carte for his son insofar aa be
is permitted to.
They also admire a sprightly
young woman who is re
•operating after luring had
ber leg amputated She la get
ting around on crutches now
and often tarings into the room
to pass the time of day. “She's
got guts," is their deep praise
They were conceroed for one
Hole man who was ready for
discharge and had no pUce to
go, and relkrsd when some-
one found a room for him.
THE HOSPITAL is non
sectarian. Each patient listed
as Catbolk is visited by a
priest from a nearby pariah
Many coafeetloat art beard.
Holy Communion Is brought
ooca or several times depend
tag on the length at the
patient s stay and hit desire
One patient, who had been
away from the Church for
many years, received the sac-
raments soon after he was ad-
mitted. He was not iu critical
condition at the time but took
a turn for the worse and died
a few day* later. Dosa't that
make you marvel anew at the
goodness and merry ot God?
Miracles are taking place all
around us!
Visit the sick. Bring them
the gift of your presence and
your love. Serve them if you
can and pray for them, that
each may grow closer to God
through Ids suffering.
Visiting the sick spotlight!
tor ua the great gift that good
health la. Let us be grateful
for two hands to do our bid-
ding. and two feet to carry ua
through jhe day, and • voice
with which to sing God's
praises as wa go.
New Guinea,
Missionaries
And Music
SYDNEY. Australia Mu-
sk and missionaries go hand
in hand with residence in New
Guinea, according to Sisters
ChreetHe awl Berardisa.
Missionary Sisters Servants
of the Holy Ghost, who stop-
ped hare an their way back to
the island missions.
‘The natives adapt our
hymns to their local customs
and. at coarse, we use their
folk songs," said Sister dues-
lets, who plays it piooo- ac-
cordion. Tbs Sisters have
mads musk a part of their
apostoUts for 1* years.
The religions community
has 0 members hi New Gal-
oea end (1 musical iastru-
msots. The two Sisters, re-
turning from a visit to Steyl.
Germany, said they need a
set of drums because they are
improvising with a set of
cooking utensils
Expect 2,000
At Notre Dame
NOTRE DAME, lad. (NC) -
More than 2,000 Sisters are ex-
pected at Notre Dame Univer-
sity for an institute on the
rok of the local superior Aug.
« to U.
The number at nuns antic I-
psted has made It necessary
to set up a closed circuit tele-
vision system to carry lectures
to assembly rooms in various
buildings.
The institute is sponsored by
Notre Dame in cooperation
with the Conference of Major
Superiors of Women and the
Sister Formation Conference.
Beauty Contests
Banned in lowa
DUBUQUE. lowa (NC) -
Archbishop James J. Byrne of
Dubuque has asked the people
of his archdiocese not to attend
or participate in beauty con-
tests in which the contestants
parade about in bathing suits
la a Uttar published in tbs
archdiocasan paper, the Wit
ness, the Archbishop said; “I
ask all Catbolk women In thU
archdiocese to have nothing to
do with any ‘beauty coo tost'
that embodies bathing-suited
contestants being paraded and
judged. I also ask all Catbolk
men to have nothing to do with
arranging such a contest. I ask
all Catholka to abstain from
attending any such exhibition.’’
Quote
Of the Week
"It isn't the cap that you
wear, it Isn't the neat and
carefully kept uniform, It
isn’t the amik, the profes-
sional hand, or the brisk,
efficient manner thet makes
you the nurse. It la rather
the quality of your giving
to the purposes of God.
“1 do not believe any-
thing can sriae in ypur
mature life which will ex-
empt you from your duty
to suffering mankind the
blessings of your training
and of your service. 1 do
not believe you can rightly
resign from your commis-
sion to serve.” Bishop
Jefaa King Muask at Steu-
benville to nursing school
graduates.
HonorTeresa
AVILA, Spain (NC) - Some
*,OOO women from all over
Spain took part in a dialogue
Mass offered here by Bishop
Santo* Moro Bril of Avila to
mark the Tereeian Year. The
Teresian Year commemor-
ates the founding 400 years
ago of Avila's Convent of St.
Joseph by St. Teresa of Avila.
Passaic Byzantine Deanery to Form
Council of Catholic Women Aug. 12
WASHINGTON - The Pas-
saic Deanery Council at the
Pittsburgh Byzantine Rite Di-
ocesan Council of Catholic
Women will hold its
tional meeting at St. Michael’s
Pastafc, Aug. 13 at 7:30.
Mtgr. John A. Stim, pastor
of St. Michael’s and dean of
the deanery, will be boat and
will become moderator of the
women'* deanery council
which will be affiliated with
the National Council of Cath-
olic Women.
MARY DONOHOE of Waah-
Ington, D.C., NCCW organiza-
tion director, trill be on hand
to present background and
formation material. The Pitts-
burgh Byzantine Rite, which
encompasse* the whole U. S.,
is the first Eastern Rite
Church to Join the NCCW.
The Paasak Deanery in-
clude* nine North Jersey par-
ishes. They are: SL Michael's,
Passaic; Holy Ghost, Mah-
wah; St. John’a, Bayonne; St.
Mary's, Jersey City; SL
George'*, Newark; SS. Peter
and Paul, Elizabeth; SL
Thomas, Rahway; St. Elias,
Carteret, and St. George’s,
linden.
*
ABOUT M women, officers
of the pariah women’s groups,
are expected at the organiza-
tional meeting.
On Labor Day, Bishop Nich-
olas T. Elko of the Pittsburgh
Byzantine Rite trill install all
deanery council presidents at
Unnntown, Pa.
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...has29colleges anduniversities/
New Jersey takes & b&ck seat to noother state when
higher education. Our state has a proud
list of 29 4-year degree-granting colleges and uni-
versities, all of which are turning out exemplary
graduates. Practically every field of study is offered
by these colleges and virtuallyall carry on research
in the sciences and humanities.
Inaddition,New Jersey boasts of having 11junior
colleges which do a splendid jobin preparingyoung
men and women for courses in business
or for continuation of study in higher
education.
• The outstanding educational facili-
ties in New Jersey give all of us one
more reason why we can be proud of
our state. It’s greatI
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Meeting the Special
Financial Needs
of
Religious Organizations
Since it was founded in 1850, Emigranthas
been chosen to assist in the financing of
Churches, Religious Communities, Schools
and Horoitals throughout its lending area.
Emigrant's officers are thoroughlyfamiliar
with the special financing requirements of
these organizations and always welcome
the opportunity to offer their professional
counsel.
For further information write, or telephone
212-WO 2-1900, Extension 40. Or visit our
Mortgage Department any time at your
convenience.
EMIGRANT
Industrial
SAVINGS BANK
51 Chambers Street
NIW YOU 8, H.Y.
On»of Amtrica't Gnat Savin# Institutions
withDtpotiu of Jforv Than a Billion Dollar*
‘Color Me Grateful'
By JUNE DWYER
Addle, Addle and more Addle ■—but only to remind you of
the many times during the d»y and your vacation that you can
think of God or better understand your religion. Ifa an Addie
special!
It’a her present to you five pictures to put on cardboard,
to cut out and to color. And with them five little hints of what
Addie remembers when she is on vacation enjoying this beautiful
world of ours.
When the tun is hot and Addie takes time out for a cool
drink (below) she knows a little better how thirsty Christ must
have been on the Cross, dying to save us.
Put yourself in these pictures and color them grateful.
PLAIN SWIMMING - Have you learned
to swim yet? If you have, you know it
tokos hard work to loam and energy
and skill whan you have learned. Christ
didn't have to swim. When the storm
raged and the Apostles wore afraid, He
got out of the boat and walked on the
water. Can you Imagine? He must have
been God.
FISHING What con beat
a quiet day on the lake or
ocean, thinking and fishing.
If you've done it, you know
that sometimes you can sit
all day without catching
even one fish. Remember
what Christ did with the
fish? He took a few loaves
of bread and a few fish and
multiplied them to feed
thousands. Look at your own
catch and think. He must
have been God.
ONE GOD - The big beach ball above has three
sections that we can tee. You may color the sections
the same or different colors-but we still have only
one ball. This is true of God, too. There it one God
but three Persons.
READY TO PLAY Any athlete knows that you need
the right equipment to participate in any sport. For
tennis it Is sneakers and a racket, for golf It is a bag
of clubs and golf shoes and for baseball (if you hap-
pen to be the catcher) you would be dressed like
Addie. The same is true of life. To live life well, to
score and reach Heaven, to stay safe, we must be
protected by good equipment the Sacraments and
the Ten Commandments.
Book for Youths
The Irish Fought for Freedom Too
TKB ORDEAL Or ANNE
DEVLIN, by Robin MeJtown.
JnUna Mestaer, Inc. Ml
Him, ft ff
Freedom la not the heritage
Americans alone. nor are
we the only ones who have
won and protected our free-
dom with courage and blood-
abed. Thu la brought out is a
tala about Iriah patriots who
unsuccessfully tried to free
themselves from England
The story la well-written and
dramatic in content. Anne
Dovltn comes from a large
family.
Anne’s male cousins are fight-
ing in the mountains of Wick-
low. She becomes interested in
their work and risks her own
safety to aid them.
EVENTUALLY she meets
Robert Emmet, an Irish orator
who died defending Us coun-
try, and becomes hie house-
keeper and loyal supporter.
A planned remit in Dublin is
defeated by the English tod
Anne, her family and all other
patriots are hunted aa crimin-
als. The great heroism of this
>o«mg wotnsn enables her to
-J t ~:nts n prison, from
her own sickness to her broth-
er’s death in her arms, without
informing on the other
patriots.
The story ends as the Devlin
family meeU again, physically
broken and in poverty, bat to-
gether and unbroken in their
loyalty to their neighbors and
their country.
THE AUTHOR has used
warm moments to color tha
historical account.
Tha stirring true-life plot
flows freely and intensely with
<*« page sod chapter demand-
ing the reader to continue.
—Jane Dwyer
Pope Endorses Boy Scouts
VATICAN CITY (RNS) Pope Paul VI gave his hearty
endorsement to scouting when he received in audience rep-
resentatives of an international assembly of Boy Scouts held
at Castelgandoifo. the village near Rome in which the papal
summer residence is located.
Speaking to French, he expressed interest to the theme
of the assembly, "The Pastimes of Young People M He also
took occasion to offer thanks for blood donation* that Bov
Scouta had given for the chlldren'a Chriet Child hospital to
Rome, saying that this gesture was in accordance with the
spirit of scouting.
“WE CONGRATULATE YOU.” he told his hearers ‘on
this magnificent example of youth education and hope that
the movement will continue to expand, taking into account
maanwhila the changing needs of youth in order that true
values may be Imparted to the lives of young people, whether
intellectual, spiritual or religious."
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Wide Choice, Huge Savings
iVOIF is the Time to Save! Aluminum, Wrought Iron, Peel,
Rattan, Redwood, EnamelledWood. For your Lawn, Terrace,
Porch, Patio, Poolside, Breezeway, or your Summer Home!
Some off America's Finest Makers
''iSwilSj
• Woodard
• Lawnlite
Telescope
Bunting
• Cal if-Asia
• Brandt
Imperial
Many More!
*««*••♦ your purthato if you wish! Utt our 90-
Duy No Currying Churgo PUm (SmallStraitt Churgo)
or our Extoudod 18 Month PUm. fully imurod for your
protection. " v
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in CYO Baseball
Cathedral Captures Junior Lead
NEWARK Stored Heart
Cathedral climbed into first
place in the Essex County
CYO Junior Baseball League
July 28 with a 5-4 victory
against St. Antoninus (New-
ark) in eight Innings at Branch
Brook Extension field.
St. Benedict’s, which had
been deadlocked for first with
St. Antoninus each with a
4-1 record, suffered, a 3-0 de-
feat at the hands of St.
Thomas (Bloomfield). Dennis
Sasso pinned down St. Bene-
dict's with a two-hit shutout
for St. Thomas. Losing pitcher
Ed Griffing allowed six hits.
CATHEDRAL’S Angelo Con-
lorti cracked a two-run home
run to pace the victory. Jim
Fohtan had a homer for St.
Antoninus. Ed CUervto
registered the victory for
Cathedral. Joe Krill lost.
The heat was blamed for
causing two forfeits, St. Rose
of Lima (Newark) against St.
rhilomona's (Livingston) and
St. Joseph's (Maplewood)
against St. Francis Xavier
(Newark).
The two forfeit victors met
in a make up game that saw
St. Rose squeese out a 1-0 tri-
umph. Art Warner gained the
decision with a four-hit pitching
effort. He struck out six hat-
ters. Charles Balakonis took
the loss, although he allowed
only five hits and fanned four
batters.
Terry Curran’s two-out
double, followed by Tom Law-
rence's single scored the win-
ning run in the fifth Inning.
IN THE intermediate
league, St Rose of Lima
came from behind to nip St
Francis, 3-2. That moved SL
Rose into first place for the
second round with a 1-0 rec-
ord. A first-round winner will
not be decided until two
rained-out games have been
played.
St. Roae trailed 2-1 going in-
to the top of the seventh in-,
ning. Baldeeario Abnuso con-
nected for a two-run homer
to give St. Roee the edge
which held up for the victory.
Tony Hammed was the win-
ning pitcher. HU mound op-
ponent wea Frank Palma.
In another intermediate
game. Sacred Heart (Valla-
burg) took a forfeit win from
Sacred Heart Cathedral.
The atandings:
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St. Patrick's
Wins Title
ELIZABETH - Rallies in
the last two innings brought St.
Patrick’s from behind and Into
a U victory arainst SL Cath-
erine's last week in the Cham-
iooahip game lor the Elisa-
beth Parochial Grammar
School Baseball League at
Brophy Field.
Tom Sinaott, who pitched
all the way to win for St.
Patrick's, also contributed key
hits m both the sixth and
seventh innings aa the victors
•cored twice in each frame.
In the aixth, Sinaott end
Kevin Kennedy had dmihles
which sparked a two-tun up-
rising and pulled SL Patrick's
to within one run. 5-4. In the
decisive seventh. Frank Mo-
bile singled and scored the ty-
ing run on a triple by Mike
RapoUs. After Matty Saotak
walked and stole second bane
Sinnott angled RapoUs serosa
with the final ran.
newsof
Catholic
Youth
Crowd-Following
Is Misleading
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
You may bava noted a par-
ticular contempt In this
column for the philosophy of
following the crowd, of being
activated by aa insipid a mo-
tive as “Everybody else Is do-
ing IL”
This cliche Is something of
s red flag to the author.
Blind crowd-following is not
Just n stupid way of acting
it’s an insult to a human be-
ing’s dignity aa an individual.
ACCOMPANYING this sub-
human attitude is sometimes
another bit of fakery, a form
of self-pity whereby a parson
becomes Incensed, then de-
pressed, when he is not “rec-
ognized'’ by his fellow human
L .i-,,of inf*.
A guy will get Jealous when
a student obviously far in-
ferior to him gets a scholar-
ship. and a gal will resent
some eld crow's winning the
local “Miss Flashbulb of IMS”
title over her own dazzling
beauty.
The human race, we some-
times tan ourselves, simply
doeen't recognize our sterling
quantise. And ao. more often
than noL we try to bring these
qualities before them more
forcefully, end to show our
superiority.
DIG DEEP into this attitude
you'll find the peychotigical
quirks which mska any brag-
gart tick; you'll find the pre-
judiced person, who needs an
inferior to make himself
seem • superior, especially
when he’ll never really be su-
perior except in his own ima
ftaation
But in reality. the Judg-
ments of men don’t matter
much at ill. ooee we do what
is right before God in our own
conscience.
WHAT DOES matter is our
character, and by “character”
I mean our way of acting, our
motiva for acting and our
goals. The only important
thing, in other words, la how
our will cooperates with God’s
grace, whether the results of
that cooperation show up very
prominently on the outside or
not.
When, for instance, you
study with all you've got and
come up with a “C" or a
"D.” this is a lot greater ac-
complishment than when you
study half-heartedly and get
an “A,” even though the “A"
student looks better to his au-
dience.
There are a lot of wonderful
men and women who got
“D’s" from a teacher and
“A’a" from God, end vice
versa.
With a little common sente
you'll understand that boast-
ing is more a form of infan-
tility than anything else. Even
on a merely human level, the
worthwhile person doin'! have
to sell himself And over and
above the human level, all
that really matters is what we
do and think and say in the
sight of God.
VIRTUE ISN'T necessarily
manifested in a nice appear-
ance or personality. It's an at-
titude towards God —and this
is inside rather than outside.
True, it can often be mani-
fested on the outside, too. But
not always and not necessari-
ly
To keep your motives
straight It's important that
you get into the habit of doing
at least oee or two things
each day Just for God and not
for any human being, not even
directly for yourself
A few minutes of hidden
prayer, for example, just be
twees you and God. or the
quiet and secret recognition of
what you are like in relation
to God. Let your coslempor-
eriee go eo thinking you're a
minus quantity, or even that
you're proud and vain. All
that matters are the secreu
you sad God share.
THE WHOLE IDEA goes
back to your only purpose in
life to get to God. And this,
in turn, recalls the means of
achieving that purpose to
know, levs and serve God.
This process begins internally
and then comes to the surface
But wo cast Just make a
big show of serving God on
the outside and atop with that.
Somahow we have to get our
eabne into the habit of doing
things for God Instead of for
the impression they make oo
others.
If your actions, based on the
win of God. an pleasing to
these around you. and if peo-
ple like you better for them
(as the worthwhile among
your acquaintances will),
that's flat. But It’s an extra
bonus. If they're either indtf
forest to your virtue or even
consider you e square because
of it, that's tough. But it Isn’t
tough on you. Just oo them.
Saints 1st Band
Starts Marching
ENGLEWOOD Members
of the first marching band in
tha history of St. Cecilia's
High School are currently in
rehearsals lor their first ap-
pearance thia fall.
The brad, which is being
*oraored by the Fathers’
Club Of St Cecilia’s, will play
for the school’s football games
during tha coming season.
Technology
Is Topic
ESSEN. Germany (NC)
Man's place in the modern
technological world will con-
cern German Catholic students
at thslr annual national coo-
frees, to bo held hero from
July SO to Aug. S. More than
SOO delegates are expected for
thia 15th yearly meeting.
MEXICO-BOUND - Students from St. John’s University show some of the equipmentwhich thy will use in Mexico this summer in giving a series of audio-visual inductions
on Catholicism to Mayan Indians. The group, which will also assist in distribution of food
and clothing, includes, left to right. Gerard Mueller, Rev. Michael Mullen, C.M., theology
professor at the university, Maureen Dowling, Mary Hyland, Felicia Krywienko and
Jomes Cockowiki.
For Crippled Girl
Missioner Brightens Future
DAVAO, Philippines (N’C>—
Glorys Rusisns. a bright and
pretty 16-year-old student at
Santo Tomas High School here,
will walk again thanks to an
American missioner and his
friends in the U. S.
Rev Walter J Maxcy. M M .
of New Rochelle, N. Y , heard
that Gloryas parents didn't
want her to attend high school
because of her leg.
GI.ORYA WAS born with a
deformed right leg which never
developed below the knee Her
parent* didn't think it worth-
while sending the young girl
through high school
But Father Maxcy promised
to do what he could for the girl
if the parent* contented to let
her enroll in school. They
agreed
The 43-year-oid Maryknolier
enlisted the aid of his assist-
ant. Rev Fred W Crispo.
M M., of Sommervilie. Mats
,
and the Mari knoll Sisters who
teach at Santo Tomas. They
pooled their resource* and con-
tacted friends in the U. S to
finance professional medical
help for Glory*
WITH THE response of
friends in the U. S., Father
Maxcy arranged to *end Glor-
ya to an orthopedic hospital in
Manila.
Seven weeks later, a smiling
and happy girl returned
home sporting a brand new
pair of low cut shoes.
“She caused quite a sensa-
tion in the village as she show-
ed off her amazing facility with
her new artificial leg.” said
Father Maxcy. “For those who
have made this modern day
miracle possible there can be
no better expression of thanks
and appreciation than the tight
of this smiling young Filipino
girl making her way to school,
swinging her arms and sharing
fully in the life of her class-
mates.''
Knights Drop
Drum Contest
To St. Kevin's
GARFIELD Facing its
first out-ofstate competition
of the season, the Blessed
Sacrament CYO Golden
Knights suffered a tough loss
here July 77 in an event span
sored by the Garfield Cadets
Blessed Sacrament scored
K.tt points against M 11 for
St. Kevin's Emerald Knights
of Dorchester, Mass. How
ever, the Golden Knights lost
four points for flag infrac
ticoi. dropping them to sec-
ond place.
ST. PATRICK’S CadeU
fJersey City), who lost taro
points for Infractions, finished
third with TtM
Events this weekend will be
highlighted by a contest spon-
sored by 8L Brendan’s (Clif-
ton) at Clifton High School
Aug. 3 at 8 p.m. St Lucy's
CadeU (Newark) will be
among the contestants
Blessed Sacrament will com-
pete in an event sponsored by
St. Raphael's Buccaneers at
Bridgeport, Conn . Aug 3 and
in a contest at lladdon
HeigbU the following after-
noon.
Brothers Form
Canadian Unit
MONTREAL, Que. <RNS>—
The Christian Brothers of Ire-
land have esUblished a vice-
province in Canada, with
headquarters at St. Pius X
High School here.
Until now, the 13 schools op-
erated by the Brothers in
Canada have been a part of
the North American Province
administered from New
Rochelle. N. Y. -
RICHARD ' CARDINAL
Cushing was named an Auxil-
iary Bishop of Boston to 1939.
Parish Holds
Cage Tourney
JERSEY CITY - The
champion of outdoor sum-
v
mer basketball in Hudson
County will be decided at
a tournament being spon- e
sored by St. Paul of the.
Cross at its Father Sul-
livan Memorial Playground ,1
courts this week.
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Summer Job Gives Walsh Outfielder Chaute to Meet Nat. League Stars
By ED WOODWARD
IRVINGTON How -would
you like an opportunity to
meet Stan Mu&ial, Willie
Mays, Warren Spahn and all
the other stars of the National
Losgue —and get paid for it?
That’s what Glen Wans, a
•wior at Archbishop Walsh
High School, is doing this sum-
mer as visiting team batboy
for the New York Meta.
"I WANTED to tee how
things worked in the majors,”
he said in explaining why he
had applied for the Job. “A
lot of fellows think that you
have to know somebody to be-
cojne a batboy," he continued,
"but I Just asked my coach
(Dob King) if he knew how 1
copld become a batboy. He
asked Pete Gebrian, the Mats'
chief scout in this area, If
there was any chance.
"Mr. Gebrian gave my
name to the Mets and I re-
ceived a letter telling me
there weren't any openings.
They also said they wondered
how I'd get to New York if
they did give me a Job. I
figured they had the opening,
but they didn't think I could
get to New York, so I wrote
and told them it would be no
problem to travel to the Polo
Grounds.
"Then I received another
letter which said they wanted
me to be visiting team bat-
boy," he added with a happy
smile.
THERE ARE five young
men working for the Mets
three with the home team and
two with the visitors. Besides
Glen, the visiting team has a
ballboy who sits down the left-
field line. The Mets have a
batboy, a ballboy down the
rightfleld line and a boy who
supplies baseballs to tha Plata
umpire.
"I wanted to work for the
Mets rather than the Yan-
kees," Glen remarked, "be-
cause I thought it would bn
more fun with a team lika the
MeU. It'a been great. Thare’s
always something happening
especially with those New
Breed fans."
Did he have any favorita ha
waa looking forward to meet-
ing? "I liked Marv Thron-
berry," Glen admitted with a
grin, "but I didn't get to meet
him. He was sent down early:"
THIS CHANCE to rub el-
bows with the best of the sport
offers Glen more than Just a
good time. He has hopes of en-
tering professional baseball
after his graduation from
Archbishop Walsh, where he's
the baseball team'a center-
fielder.
“I think I can learn some-
thing from watching the play-
ers," be noted. "We used to
work out before the games,
catching flies in the outfield or
playing catch or pepper with
the players but they stopped
us from working out recen-
tly."
Bob King, who bat coached
Glen since be was eight years
old and a member of the
Minor League, thinks his pros-
pects for pro ball are bright.
"I think he can make it if he
gets the break." King said.
"He can really go get the ball
in the outfield and his hitting
is coming along.'’
DISCUSSING HIS duties.
Glen said he arrives at the
Polo Grounds after a ride
on a bus and two subways
at 11 a.m. for a day game
or 5 p m. for a night game.
He doesn’t have much to do
before a game, Just be on
hand in casa the players need
him for anything.
As for the game Itself, what
duties was he given? "Nobody
told me what to do, I Just did
what 1 saw the batboy do on
TV." Glen said. After the
game, he spends a half-hour
to an hour cleaning playars'
spikes, picking up towels and
cleaning the locker room.
Glen supplies his own
spikes, but the visiting team
brings along the uniform
which he wears. "Every visit-
ing team batboy in the laagua
uses the tame suit," Glen ex-
plained, "so sometimes the fit
isn't the best."
EACH TEAM brings its own
batboy on one road trip and
Glen moves down to the left-
field line ballboy spot when tha
visitors bring their batboy.
His main Job there is to field
foul balls and retrieva as
many at possible before the
box seat tans can grab them.
"The fans are always holler-
ing at me to throw them the
ball," he said, “but I'll get
fired if 1 throw them one ball.
1 try to get the hails before
they reach the stands, but I
don't go too close. They might
grab my cap or anything."
Glen hasn’t found himself
rooting against the Meta, nor
has he developed any particu-
lar favorita among the visit-
ing players. However, he has
discovered that ''they're all
nice guys, Just guys playing
baseball"
HE WAS particularly im-
pressed with Willie Mays.
“When ! asked him for sn
autograph, he seas really nice
about it," Glen pointed out.
St. Louis’ Stan Muaial is an-
other player wbo made a hit
snth Glen.
He was alao surprised at the
apparent absence of emotional
reaction by the players es-
pecially to tough losses Tim
Harkness hit a grand slam to
win a game for the Mets in
extra Innings a couple of
' weeks ago and (he other team r
didn’t seem to get mad or
gripe or anything like that."
K
One exception came when
the San Francisco Giants were
in New York on the last road
trip. "After the Mets beat
them in the first game,” ha
"they all Just sat
around their lockers for more
than a half hour and didn't
say anything. They looked
pretty sad."
Glen Wans is enjoying hia
summer doing something most
boys would like to be doing.
If you'd like to see him in
action, watch the St. Louis
Cardinals’ batboy when that
team comes into New York
next week.
GLEN AND RON - Glen Wans of Archbishop Walsh, visit-
ing team batboy for the New York Mets, it shown greet-
ing Ron Perranoski, a parishioner of St. Ann's (Fair town)
before he joined the Los Angele: Dodgers. Perranoski has
developed into one of the top relief hurlers in the
National Lagoe.
sports spot
Focus on Football
by ed woodward
Two Catholic high school
football coaches moved in-
to the spotlight last week
one as anew head coeeh and
the other for his return to the
playing. ranks.
Jim Spencer, who assisted
Ken Slattery when Our Lady
of the Lake fielded its first
football teem last fan. has
been moved up to the heed
coaching assignment.
Nick Cairo, who has coached
SL Mary's (R) the past three
season's, signed to play with
the Jersey City Giants of the
expanded Atlantic Coast Foot
hall League.
Slattery coached the Laker
varsity last year to help
get the school started in foot-
ball since he knew the athletes
from having coached them in
other sports "Jim did a great
Job,” Slattery remarked, "and
I know he’ll do well with these
boys." Spencer played in the
backiMd at Muhlenberg.
Although he'a relinquishing
football, Slattery the
Lakers’ athletic director
still plans to keep busy with
basketball, basebatl, golf and
administrative duties.
Besides Spencer. Our Lady
of the Lake will have another
head coach as Dale Kohler
takes over both the varsity
and Jayvee wrestling posts. It
will be the first year for the
sport at the Sparta school.
Kobler waa a two-time ail-
state champion at Newton
High School.
Slattery also reported that
Our Lady of the Lake School
will compete La a local gram-
mar school wrestling league.
CUTRO, WHO played his
high school football at Ba-
yonne and established several
ground gaining records at
Shlppenaburg (Pa.) State Col-
lege, wiH play offensive half-
back with the Giants.
In addition, to be will assist
head coach Johnny Dell laola
with backfield coaching. Cutro
will continue to coach St.
Mary’s, where his teams have
posted a 16-8-1 record in his
three years.
♦ • •
DOTS 'N* DASHES - St.
Michsal’s College of Vermont,
always a popular placs with
North Jersey Catholic high
school athletes, recently an-
nounced that Keo Juail, a
three-sport star at Ramapo
Regional High School in
Franklin Lakes, will attend
the New England school along
with Steve Tilton, a standout
on the Our Lady of the Lake
basketball team last season.
Pirates List
30 Contests
In Baseball
SOUTH ORANGE-A three
game trek to New England
and a two-day trip to Mary-
land are among the highlights
of. a 30-game baseball sched-
ule arranged for Seton Hall
University for next spring.
Coach Owen Carroll will
start his 17th season needing
only seven victories to hit the
200-victory mark. His Pirate
teams have compiled a 193-
914 record for .679. The cam-
paign will mark 82 years
since the sport was started at
the Hall.
THE PIRATES will face
Providence, Boston College,
and Holy Cross April 18, 19
and 20 as they attempt to re-
peat their 1962 sweep there.
The season will open at Navy
April 1. The Pirates will meet
Loyola at Baltimore the next
day. The finale comes at
Army May 27.
A trio of Sunday games will
be played at home as well as
ope at Boston College. Provi-
dence will visit here April 12,
Ithaca April 26, and George-
town May 10. In addition to
the Friars, Vlllanova as usual
still be met in a home and
home series as will SL John's
for the first time in SO years.
The Pirates will be defend-
S[ their Collegiate Baseballague title against Rider,
Fairleigh Dickinson, Upsala,
St. Peter's, Fairfield and
Bridgeport.
Princeton, Rutgers, L.1.U.,
N.y.V., lona, Lafayette, Del-
aware and Wagner are among
the other Eastern powers be-
inK played. .
April t, it N«vji i. at' LojwUi 4.
at Prlocrtaai ». *< Ruutrc 11, *t
nidri*. W. vnlaarraj as, Ukacai B.
MtMUI S. at ac FalarVi
». at VUlanova i 10. Oaorgatawa; U. at
mat B&ES. £SSi&ml Amj-
<D»u Jrilh St. rrancU to ba mi).
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Dining At Its Best
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NEW YORK CITY
Workman's
Transportation
NO MONIY DOWN
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58 Lincoln 4.dr Sdn .
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PACE MOTORS
47 CINTRAL AVI.
EAST ORANGE
* THE ADVOCATE RESORT SECTION * YOUR GUIDE TO RELAXATION & RECREATION *
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WARD AND S KELLY'S
‘ECHO FARM HOTEL'
UPPER CAIRO
,
GREENE COUNTY
Modern Accommodations and Facilities. 3 Home Cooked
Meals Daiijr. Choice Breakfast. Bacon served every morning.
Swimming in our Filtered 2 acre lake with concrete beach-
safe for children. Children’s Playground. Recreation Hall.
Shuffleboard, Lawn Sports Bicycles for hire delivered to
door. Churches nearby. 4 minutes to East Durham. Brochure.
New Ultra Modern Motels with Private Bath
Far Information or Reservations: Call (ill. MA US*
or write RL Ui. Cairo. New York
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LABOR DAY WEEKEND
IM A*e. a U»t In AxtUMa
* Modem Accom. Mainhouse,
motel. & new deluxe double
decker motel w/wall to wall
carpet. Private baths.
* Dancing and other evening
activities Barbecue.
* Crystal clear swimming pool.
Sun deck chairs.
* Tennis courts, softball, hand-
ball, lawn sports. Gelf, hones
nearby.
* Free transportation to Catholic
Church.
* Fine home cooked meals.
* $5l to $73 includes meals and
all other facilities. Sept, $lO
off. Write for color booklet.
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Pope John’s Advice on Aiding Rural Lands
NOVC News Service
Following is a translation of m address made Sept. 8,1962
by Pope John XXIII to participants in the Second International
Catholic Rseral Life Congress at tbe Vatican.
Dearly beloved children:
Having traveled to Rome to
take part in the International
Meeting of Catholic* on Rural
Life, you are
here gather-
ed in the
house of the
common fa-
ther in order
to manifest
your lively
faith. We arc
happy to
bear witness
to our be-1
nevolence by welcoming you
here today.
Thii is the first time that
experts on rural problems,
at an international level,
have assembled in Rome
since the publication of the en-
cyclical Mater et Magistra;
your purpose is to analyse the
situations and problems of
agricultural and rural life,
and to seek a solution for them
in the light of that encyclical.
DEARLY BELOVED chil-
dren:
It does not seem necessary
for us to add to the teaching
contained in that pontifical
document. The doctrine is
there, clearly expressed, at
the disposal of all those who
study it, at the disposition of
ail men of good will through-
out the world.
What remains to be done
now is to prepare people's
minds and hearts so that they
will allow that doctrine to
penetrate. Your presence here
Is proof that there are many
good and energetic persons
ready to engage in the task.
MOREOVER, your interna-
tional meeting in addition
to its practical utility for each
of you and for the nations you
represent should be an ex-
ample to be followed and a re-
minder to those authorities
and bodies who are responsi-
ble; an example of diligent or-
ganixatidn, and a reminder of
the necessity for prompt and
generous intervention in order
to put the agricultural world
on the road to necessary trans-
formations and to bring to it
the improvements that are so
much desired.
The particular composition.
of this gathering being held in
Rome, under the sign of uni-
versality, offers the occasion
to confide to you some
thoughts which will be an en-
couragement to you in your
task.
The epoch in which we live
is witnessing the growth of the
widest cooperation with a view
to a rational exploitation of the
riches of the soil and to their
equitable distribution accord-
ing to the laws of Divine
Providence. The encyclical
Mater et Magistra took note
of so praiseworthy an effort.
"W* are well aware,” are
wrote in this regard, "that in
these recent years the realisa-
tion has grown and matured
that efforts should be made to
favor economic development
and social progress in the
countries which face the great-
est difficulties" (Encyc.’Mater
et Magistra, Vatican Press,
1062, page 37).
IN THIS WORK of Immense
proportions, the full fruitful-
nes* of which will be evident
in years to come, Catholics
have a part to play. As in aU
fields of religious and moral
life, both public and private,
they must be conscious of their
duty to be the leaven in the
flour (Cf. MaU. 13.33).
Their action must show
dearly that the Catholic con-
science is Concerned with
whatever affects mankind as a
whole, with all that imites
competent persona in common
efforts, generous and fruitful,
such as the endeavor to raise
the standard of living of un-
derdeveloped countries, still
essentially rural.
WHAT IS EXPECTED of
Catholics in this regard is
first of all that they should
carry out specialised atudies.
using rigorously scientific
methods; secondly, they are
expected to act in a serious,
coordinated and concrete man-
ner.
On the other hand they will
continue to exercise their In-
fluence inside those interna-
tional organizations, which
one must rejoice at it are
tackling those vast problems
with competence and employ-
ing the mote modern techni-
ques; and this without preju-
dice to private activities,
which are developing in a
healthy rivalry, and in which
our Catholic children, aa we
said in the encyclical, intend
to occupy the foremost place.
THERE IS, however, an-
other possibility open to Cath-
olics for more concrete and
immediate action towards the
betterment of rural society.
Since "in agriculture as in all
other sectors of production,
association is a vital need to-
day" (ibid, page S3). Catholics
can and should promote this
form of collaboration; and,
wherever such associations
are already in existence, they
should endeavor to permeate
them with the Gospel spirit of
solidarity and mutual under-
standing.
It is their taak —and that
of all those who are inspired
by noble sentiments to In-
troduce, side by side with mo-
tives of economic interest,
those spiritual values of Chris-
tian charity which provide the
solid and Irreplaceable founda-
tion for every manifestation of
social life.
The active presence of Cath-
olics will have, on the other
hand, more than one advan-
tage for those associations: by
leading good Christian lives,
they will exercise an apos
tolate which will shed around
the associations an atmosphere
of healthy activity and of
Christian Joy; the example
they give win help the en-
vironment to resist the tempta-
tion to reduce everything to
merely ecooomlc factor*, and
will enable the rural world to
avoid we ardently hope
that saddening inversion of
values to which wa made ref
erence In our encyclical (ibid,
page 33).
THOSE. DEARLY beloved
children, are the thought!
which today's meeting sug-
gests to our paternal heart
You have our moit warm en-
couragement, and we feel con-
fident that Divine assist.-inm
will not be lacking in your ef-
forte to achieve your praise-
worthy alma.
At the eve of the inaugura-
tion of the ecumenical council,
it will not lurpriie you If we
recommend that you follow as
far as possible the delibera-
tions of those solemn assem-
blies of the Holy Church, and
that you contribute by your
prayers to ensure its success.
And as a pledge of the heav-
enly favors which wo Invoke
upon your labors, we are hap-
py to bestow the apostolic
blessing upon you all, upon
your families, upon the organ-
izations which you represent,
and upon all the dear rural
populations to whom you are
devoting your experience and
your solicitude.
‘Twin’ Latin Aid
Flan Suggested
COMMACK, NY. (RNS>-
Evcry IJ.S. unit of the Society
of St. Vincent de Paul, a lay
association devoted to aiding
the poor, should have a "twin”
unit In Latin America, K was
stated here.
This goal was announced by
John J. Lynch, chairman of
the society’s national mission-
ary activities committee and
head of Us Brooklyn Diocesan
Central Council
Through the adoption of so-
ciety units in Latin America,
Lynch said, the organisation
will be better able to fight
poverty and the growth of
communism there. There are
i.W units of the society in the
U 5. of which STI have "twins”
In foreign Lands.American Contributors
Lead Mission Rolls
The Church in the U.S. coo-
tributes more than 65% of the
money collected by the So-
ciety for the Propimatioo of
the Faith. Responsible to the
Holy Father for the success of
the society in this country is
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. Total
collections sent by him to
Rome last year amounted to
*2O million, while the Holy
Childhood Association sent S3.*
million.
This money went to help
130,000 missionaries, members
of 300 orders. 1.200 hospitals.
300 leper colonies, 1,700 or-
phanages. 35.000 mission
schools, 3,400 dispensaries, 33
million aged and orphans,
school children in TOO mission
territories. 143.000 teachers,
300 doctors, 3,000 nurses.
But these contributions
covered only 20% of the needs
the missions.
Won't you be more generous
now than ever before to make
this year's contributions to the
Society tor the Propagation of
the Faith reach a higher "help
percentage" for the missions
of the world?
‘Free World Should
Look at Hong Kong'
Bishop Lawrence Bianchi.
P I M E., of Hoag Kong, writes
that about 3 million refugees
have made their way into
Hoag Kong since IMS, when
the communists took over
Chin*.
“A few of these have suc-
ceeded in emigrating. The rest
have stayed to turn a city of
•00,000 inhabitants into the
city of 3.5 million that we have
today.
“About 300,000 Chinese en-
tered Hoag Kong in six months
and have settled down 200,-
000 new inhabitants in half a
year —a pretty number for
a barren crag by the sea! How
are they to live —and on
what?
“Our moat vigorous effort Is
directed toward schools. We
have well over 100 of them in
Hong Kong with 105,000 pupils,
moat of whom are children of
refugees. However, some
adults are also included in
this figure. The schools range
from nine one-room affairs to
the coloesal Raimoodi College
with its 3,500 students. Class-
rooms are always full.
"How do we manage fi-
nancially? Partly from support
from Germany and the U.S..
but also from some support of
the local government. For
mission work we get help from
the Soceity for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith. But, believe
me, we have not a cent saved.
The refugees are ao ever-
present burden. ye 4 there is no
whining among them.
"The free world should look
at this place. Despite advances
and increased conversions
there is real danger in Hong
Kong.
“The free world also should
recognise it and act swiftly
lest the last remaining strong
bold in China be lost to com-
munism."
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Mart Rev. Martin W. Starts*. B.T.D.
Very Rev. Magr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St.. Newark J. N. J. Phew dm.
Boors: Daily, * a.ai. to | p.aa.; Saturday. • a.aa. I* U.Diocese of Paterson:
RL Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
34 DeGrasse BL, Paterae* L N. J. Phase ARaaery 4-MM
Boors: Dally, • a.m. to i p.sn.: Saturday. 3 a.aa. I* IX.
Donations to the Society for tbe Propagation of tbe
Testb ere income toss deductible.
Jesuits Ask Aid
For U.S. Capuchins
Jesuit mtssiooers familiar
with the island of Guam
which is ministered to by the
Capuchins write that the
tiny isle is in ruins as a result
of a castrophic typhoon
Karen which struck tbe
last November.
"The loss for the Church
wss immense." write the Jes-
uits. "and Jesuits all over the
Pacific felt the loss as though
they had been the object of
typhoon Karen’s caress for
the UJS. Capuchins on Guam
are our great friends."
Describing their deep friend-
ship for the Capuchins, Jes-
uits in the Caroline-Marthall
Islands write: "W» have rn
Joyed Capochia hospitality on
Guam for the past 13 yean.
When Jesuits were waiting for
Passage to Truk in the Caro-
lines. the Capuchins always
welcomed them and when we
visited Guam for medical
treatment we lived with the
'Caps’ community.
"It should not seem unusual
for us to beg (or another mis-
ttooary group, la reality, how-
ever. they are art another'
group, since we are all work-
ing together to being Christ
into every corner of our world.
They are brothers.' Wo hope
you will be generous to our ap-
peal in their name."
Vietnam Cited
Ceylon Steps Up
Anti-Catholicism
COLOMBO, Ceylon (NC)
Charges that the Vietnamese
government headed by Catho-
lic President Ngo dinh Diem
is persecuting Buddhists con-
tinue to be used by extremist
Buddhist groups here to wage
a bitter antl-Catholic cam-
paign.
SOME SMM members of
various Buddhist organisations
marched through Colombo’s
streets to protest events in
Vietnam and the activities of
Ceylon's Catholics which, they
alleged, aim at destroying the
Buddhist religion and culture
of this southeast Asian island
nation.
That rally and other meet-
ings in Nawalapittya and
Panadura passed resolutions
calling on Buddhist Premier
Sirimavo Bandaranike to ap-
point a government commision
to investigate the Catholic Ac-
tion organization here.
Of Ceylon's more than 10
million people, an estimated
six million are Buddhists.
Catholics number 711.000 and
there are more than 1.5 mil-
lion Hindus and over 500.000
Moslems.
Even before events In Viet-
nam led to charges of anti-
persecution here, ex-
tremist Buddhist groups here
were spearheading the drives
that have led to the govern-
ment takeover of all but 42
of Ceylon's hundreds of Cath-
olic schools and the ousting of
Sitters from hospitals. The
government is now planning
to tax the gifts given to the
remaining Catholic schools,
which are not allowed to
charge tuition.
Court Rejects State
In India School Case
HYDERABAD. India (RNS)
The Andhra Supreme Court
ruled here that Christian
schools receiving government
grants are not subject to state
control.
Decision in the esse, in-
volving a Methodist academy,
was made under sn article of
the Indian Constitution which
guarantees religious minorities
the right to eetabbih and ad-
minister educational institu-
tions.
AfricanDefends
Private Schools
DARES SALAAM, Tangan-
ylka (NC) - Vice President
Rashldi Kawawa of Tangan-
yika defended the govern-
ment’s policy on schools run
by voluntary agencies against
an attack in the National As-
sembly.
Mteml A. Fundikira, former
minister of justice, com-
plained that Christians have
more schools at their disposal
than Muslims and followers of
other religions. He added that
he does not blame Christian
organizations for setting up
their own schools but that he
thinks the government is
wrong in helping these organ-
izations.
Vice President Kawawa said
voluntary agency schools are
indispensable, to Tanganyika,
and that the country could not
possibly expand Ua education-
al system without the help of
voluntary agencies.
Laymen on Board
LA CROSSE, Wis. (NC) -
The La Crosse Diocese has
set up a Lay Missionary
Board of seven married cou-
ples and five priests who will
recruit and screen lay candi-
dates for mission posts.
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As Long
As Yon Live
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m mb mrouunoH,
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
ontARD^rA.
DOLLY MOUNT
Simtt 19)5
A mining home in a beautiful idling.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Penonalixcd nuning service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
20 VmJUy Road
T4l.LAi.lSll
•
Clifton, N. J.
MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO
ST. ANTHONY'S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundays from Juno2 through October 27
MASSES 10,45, 11,45, 12,43
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY ft SOLEMN BENEDICTION 3 P.M.
GRAYMOOR IS i miles north of Peeksklll, N. Y. on Rt. 9
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE,
PR. GUARDIAN, SA, GRAYMOOR FRIARS,
GARRISON 3, N.Y.
Telephone GArriton 4-3671
WRITE FOR FREE VISITORS' DIRECTORY
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
IMHO A WIIUNO WITH 000
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
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STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING*ON*HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Privote Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental ond Nervous Conditions.
t «_ Q . ■ 4. t
lee J. Palmer, M.D
Charles A. Bright, M D. AutitU Distort
Maurke J. O'Connor, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1*7400
Brochure on Request
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PREPARING TOR SCHOOL? Hardly. U WMa wluctant young scholar* to .bom racaUon wntchn Z
hary distances of September! But for torn* itudrnu
from studies U . tragedy. not a boon
. Wa
narlana and Sisters preparing for thitr rocatlooa la Ibt IB
eounlrl#a of tho Near and Middlo Kart, always ta toar that the#
won \ have sufficient money to finish their training vv- h _ vaIhe names of many of them: JOHN KUPERTINE VElJvn
PARAUPIL and CHRYSOSTOM THOMAS PLAVUNHcVn
NATHIL of Bangalore. India. and SISTER ALAXLA .ii s£
TER XAVIER of the CARMEUTE SISTeS
India. You can sponsor one of them by sending $lOO a rear
the six yean of a seminarian's training or glfio fog each of the
two yean necessary for a Sister . . Money can ha sent m
Instalments. You will have the wonderful feeling of nartid*
paling in the good these future missionaries will do!
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A STATUE?
w famous persons do become statue*, remladlas their
countrymen of great deeds sad accomplishments frsmrroerl.
(ton to generation! Another hind of -stain." U . MEMORIAL
CHAPEL or SCHOOL I. some mhslmwry territory dhpemiag
grace and knowledge for years to some. Yon can arrange such
a living MEMORIAL for yeurself nr n loved om tkZk w
■OMR SUGGESTIONS: CHAPEL (ttJH to MAM); SCHOOL
(ILMdIkMASS KIT HIM); CHALICE (Mi); VESTMENTS
(AM); CIBORIUM (Mil: ALTAR («?(): MONSTRANCE (Mil.
PLEASE REMEMBER U 8 IN YOUR WILL Our legal title-
THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
Kindly keep Bending us your Mass sUpends. Often they areths only support of our missionaries.
Religion pare and undefiled before God tho Father la this:
to give aid to orphans sad wldoiss la their trlbalatlona
so says St. James In his CplStle! In ths NEAR and MIDDLE
EAST, our SISTERS, BROTHERS and PRIESTS are valiantly
looking after thousands of orphans, giving them a homa, food
clothing and lova
. . . Our ORPHANS BREAD CLUB la an
easy way lor you to help them. All we ask Is a prayar a day
and fl a month and you can send It when able
. Other
CLUBS'look after other needa:
DAMIEN LEPER CLUB (cares for lepers): MONICA GUILD
(provides chalices, ate. for chapels and churches); PALACE
OF GOLD (provides for aged); THE BASIUANS (supports
schools); MARY'S BANK (trains Slaters).
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M««r. Jtsaph TANARUS,Ryan, NeFl Wy
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BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
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In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
U boic careful andunderstandingservice is inaccord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
rera kma bh ju; h ararag mr agagwagBran
j BIKOIM COUNTY
I
HUNT FUNCHAL HOME
1401 PALISADES AVE.
Ft. lee, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windier 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFUY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. j.
VVTbtter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNCHAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIoi 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECKi TE 6-0202
BOGOTA: HU 9--2202
JOHN J. FfCNEV 4 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PfINECKE
1321 TEA NECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Monoger
TE 7-2332
McOUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuade
270 BROADWAY
Hillsdale, N. J.
NOrth 4-5699
iSSiX COUNTY
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOMI
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEI
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAV
Di rector
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
OtACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
GORNY 4 CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
l. V. MUIUN 4 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER j. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
CORNY 4 CORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eo*l Orange. N. J.
ORonge 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY-S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
COOEY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR 4 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
S6l FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTIEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
| HUDSON COUNTY
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOMI
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens*
Manager
Delaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOMI
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOMI
1914 NEW YORK AVENUe
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
to tppl. t EppU)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. NJ.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. 4 HUDSON BIVD
UNION CITY, N. J, sr
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN *
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WfcST NEW YORK. N. J. :
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MANAGER
HEnderson 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tplc.
Pompton Plains. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
GORNY 4 GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MJLLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1053 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J. !
Elizabeth 2-6664
OORNY 4 GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1413
Bishop Dougherty to Open
Lecture Serieson Council
NEWARK—Bishop Doug-
herty, noted Scriptural scholar
and president of Seton Hall
University, will introduce the
lecture series on the councils
of the Church at St. Rose of
Lima parish here Sept. 19.
Msgr. Aloysius S. Carney,
pastor, announced that Bishop
Dougherty will inauguarate the
series before leaving for Rome
to attend the council's second
session opening on Sept 29.
Lectures win be given every
Thursday evening through
Nov. gi. The series will be con-
ducted by Msgr. Henry G. J.
Beck, professor of Church his-
tory at Immaculate Conception
Seminary.
Msgr. Beck, who studied at
Rome’s Gregorian University,
is the historian for the Newark
Archdiocese. He has been
teaching Church history at the
seminary since 1940 and is a
recognized authority In the
Reid, being a contributor to
the Encyclopedia Brittanlca
and the Encyclopedia Ameri-
cana. He is area editor in me-
dieval history for the New
Catholic Encyclopedia.
Mrs. Kenneth J. Loughery Is
arrangements chairman. She
said two books suggested by
Msgr. Beck “Ecumenical
Councils in the History of the
Church" and "A Popular His-
tory of the Catholic Church"
win be available in paperback
form to those attending the
lectures.
Federal Grant
To St. Joseph’s
PATERSON - St. Joseph's
Hospital has received a grant
of 9466.500 from the acceler-
ated public works grant of the
Area Redevelopment Act.
The grant, approved by the
Department of Health. Educa-
tion and Welfare, will be ap-
plied to the hoapital'a $6 ? con-
struction program.
St. Joseph's two yearn ago
received a grant of 9525.917
under the Hill-Burton federal
aid to hospital program and
pledget Of ft.ls million in its
19tl building fund drive.
AndersonQuits
As CPA Head
NEW YORK (RNS)-Floyd
Anderson, nowly-appointed di-
rector of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference's Press
Department, haa resigned as
president of the Catholic Press
Association, it was announced
here.
,
Msgr. Robert G. Peters, ed-
itor of the Peoria (111.) Regis-
ter, who has been CPA vice
president, automatically suc-
ceeded Anderson as head of
the trade and professional aa-
todaUon of Catholic newspa-
pers, magaainas, book and
pamphlet publishers In the
U.S. and Cauda.
Anderson, former managing
editor of The Advocate, said
he was resigning bis CPA post
because be is leaving the field
of active newspaper editing
and because of his new posi-
tion at NCWC News Service
head.
Before taking his new
post, be waa managing editor
of the Central California Reg-
ister, newsweekly of the Mon-
terey-Fresno Diocese.
Verein to Meet
In San Antonio
SAN ANTONIO (NC) - The
Catholic Central Union
(Verein) will hold its annual
convention here Aug. 17-21.
Meeting simultaneously with
the 106-year-old social action
organization will be the Na-
tional Women’s Union and the
Central Catholic Youth Union.
Dance Planned
NEW YORK The Mid-
Town Catholic Club will hold a
dance at St. John’t Hall. 2U
W. 50th St., on Aug. 30 at 9
pm.
Apostleship of Prayer
Intention Focuses on Youth
General intention for the
month of Angtuli Catholic
Youth
• • • •
The Holy Father's general
intention for August Is ‘‘Cath-
olic Youth." The full intention
Is that "Youth In our Catholic
schools and colleges may be
formed with a truly superna-
tural and apostolic spirit" Ws
pray then for Catholic youth
and Catholic education.
Because of her Interest in
youth, the Church has en-
couraged the faithful to give
generously to the support of
Catholic schools and colleges.
They are so necessary tor the
formation of a laity that un-
derstands the apostolic char-
acter of the Christian vocation.
As Christ was gtvsn not Just
to His Mother but to ns. to
the whole world, so also every
Christian must live for others,
must dedicate himself to the
spiritual and temporal welfare
of others.
This applies to political and
business activities as wall as
to the works of mercy.
The world would be a much
better place if we knew
thoroughly what Christ asks
of us and the help He offers us.
In our schools every effort is
made to communic*te this un-
derstanding and vision, this
sense of vocation.
May we all offer ourselves
and ail we do each day of
August to Jesus through Mary
In particular for Catholic
Youth.
,•••••
Million intention : Indonesia
• • • •
Morning Offering
O Jesus, through the Im-
maculate Heart of Mao*. I
offer Thee my preyen, works
Joys and sufferings of this day
for all the intentions of Thy
Bacred Heart, in union with
tho Holy Secrefice of the Mae*
throughout the world, in rep-
aration for my sins, for the
Intentions of all our As-
sociates, for the reunion of
Christendom, and in particu-
lar for Catholic youth.
• • • •
For Information about the
Apostleship of Prayer write to
the Archdiocesan Director,
Apostleship of Prayer, Seton
Hall Univeraky, South Orange,
N.J.
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Archbishop Byrne
SANTA FE, N.M. - Arch-
bishop Edwin V. Byrne oC
Santa Fa, 71, died July 25 in
St. Vlncent’a Hospital follow-
ing surgery. A requiem Hass
was offered July 31 by Bishop
Sidney M. Metzger of El Paso,
Tex.
Born in Philadelphia, the fu-
ture Archbishop wm ordained
in 1815. He served two years
as a Navy chaplain in World
War I, went to the Philip-
pines as secretary to Bishop
James P. MeCloskey, and be-
came Bishop of Ponce. Puerto
Rico, In 1985. He served in
that post until 1829, when he
was named Bishop of San
Juan.P.R.
Sr. JosephaMaria
PHILADELPHIA - Sister
Josepha Maria Mackin, S.S.J.,
a teacher at Hallahan Girl’s
High School, died July 26 at
a hospital here following a
long illness. A Solemn Requi-
em Mass was held July 28 at
ML SL Joseph. Chestnut Hill.
Bon in Bayonne, Sister
Josephs entered the Slaters of
SL Joseph of Chestnut Hill
after completing her first yesr
of study at the college there.
She taught at schools In New-
ark and in PottsvlUe, Pa., be-
fore joining the faculty at
Hallahan.
Survivors include her father,
Joseph M'aokin, two brothers,
Vincent and Thomas Mackin,
and a slater, Mrs. Marie Berry,
all of Bayonne.
Other Deaths ...
Mrs. Gerard L. Goyette, 49.
of Linden, mother of Sister
Marie Gerard, O.P., died July
25 at home.
Edward A. Lord of Cress-
kill, father of Sister Mary
Regina and brother of Sister
Mary Benlgna, died July 23.
Charles E. Ballman. 61, of
Fair Lawn, brother of Rev.
Reginald Baliman, O.F.M.,
guardian of St. Stephen's Mon
asterjr, Croghan. N.Y., and
Sister M. Loretta Joseph of
Yorktown Heights, N.Y./died
July 25 at home.
Richard J. Scot t, Tt. of Pea-
pack, formerly of Bayonne,
father of Rev. William Scott,
S.J., of LeMoyne College,
Syracuse, N.Y., and brother of
Sister M. Bernice, O.S.B., of
the Benedictine Hospital, King-
ston. N.Y.. died July 27 at
Somerset Hospital.
Thomas llalpin, 62, of Bar-
genfield. brother of Sister
Mary Aquin of Harrisburg.
Pa., died July 24 at Holy
Name Hospital. Teaneck.
Brother Tbeophane Schmitt,
C.S.C., 62, former general
treasurer and assistant to
the superior general of the
Congregation of the Holy
Cross, died July 25 after an
auto accident in Monrovia,
Liberia.
Robert r. Reagan of New-
ark, former state deputy of
the Knights of Columbus, died
July 2T at home.
Rev. William E. Katsea
herger, C.M., 17, former pres-
ident of Niagara University,
died July 27 in Baltimore.
Mrs. James J. Osaka of
Kearny, mother of Sister Elis-
abeth. O.S.B., died July 26
Geerge KBey of Jersey City,
brother of Sister Mary de-
ment. O.P., of St John’s
School, Jersey City, died July
28.
John J. Madden, 79, of
Elisabeth, brother of Sister
Theresa Alphonse of Convent,
died July 27 at St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital.
Mn. Thomas 1. Mulligan
of Jeraey City, mother of Sis-
ter Mary Immaculata of St.
Patrick’s School, Newark,
died July 28.
In your prsytrt else rtmtm-
ktr ibett, your dtcttitd
prints:
Newark ...
Rev. Bertin Donahue, C.P.,
Aug. 4, 1957
Rev. Lawrence C. Carroll,
Aug. 6, 1806
Rev. Louis P. Meyer, Aug. 9,
1917
Rev. Kenneth Naudin, C.P.,
Aug. 9, 1959
Paterson
...
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Jameo T.
Del chanty, Aug. 9. 1941
Rev. Aloyslus Ronchi, 5.D.8.,
Aug. 9, 1982
Father Suchon
Offers Mass
PASSAIC—Rev. Thomas J.
Suchon. ordained last Decem-
ber In Rome, celebrated hia
first Solemn Mass July 21 at
St. Mary’s Church here, with
hia father. Prof. Anthony Su-
ction, at the organ.
Father Suchon waa assisted
at the Maas by Msgr. Andrew
J. Romanak. pastor of St.
Mary's, archpriest; by Us un
ck, Msgr. Emil R. Suchon.
pastor of Sacred Heart Rock
away, dsacon. and by Rev.
Mr. James Fisher of Immaeu-
tat* Conception Seminary,
subdeacoo.
R*v. Jerome Pavlik. 0.P.M.,
superior of the Franciscan
Friary. Easton. Pa., preach-
ed in Slovak and Rev. Gene
A Herbster of SL Mary’s.
Rutherford, in English.
St. Mary’s Hospital
Reorganizes Staff
Byzantine Festival
PASSAIC Three assistant
administrators have been ap-
pointed at St. Mary’a Hospital
here it has been announced by
Mother Joanna Marie, presi-
dent of the board of trustees
and mother general of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth.
The three appointed are Sta-
ler Anne Vlrginie. who joined
the hospital staff three yean
ago; Larry Pesa of Belleville,
who hat been at St. Mary’a
for 23 yean, and Edwin D.
Valerius of Fair Lawn, who
has been there for 12 yean.
The new admiatatntive
council, headed by Sister Ei-
leen Teresa, will meet weekly
to coordinate Use functions of
■U hospital departments The
three assistant admintatnton
will also hold weekly meetings
with each department bead
under their direct supervision.
Stater Anne Virginia has
been on leave of absence for
two yean while studying for
her marten’ degree k bos
pital administration at St.
Louis University. Before com-
ing to St. Mary's, she taught
business at St. Mary’s, Jersey
City, for a year.
Pesa spent 20 yean as hos-
pital pharmacist before his
appointment as an adminis-
trative assistant in 1961. He la
president of the New Jersey
Society of Hospital Pharma-
cists and to a commissioned
officer with the reserve corps
of the U.S. Public Health
Service.
Vakrious audited the bospit-
al accounts for five yean be-
fore joining the staff In 1951.
He is a graduate of Pare In-
stitute and took graduate work
at N.Y.U. sod Columbia.
PATERSON - St. Ann's Byi-
an tine Church win sponsor Its
annual mahrajan (festival)
Aug. 11 at Willow brook Grove.
Caldwell Township, featuring
Oriental and American enter-
tainment Proceed* win go for
the renovation of (he church.
STAFF ADDITIONS - Sister Eileen Teresa, seated left,
talks over plant for St. Mary's Hospital, Passaic, with her
three newly-appointed assistant administrators. Sister
Anna Virginia, Lorry Pasa (standing, left) and Edwin
Valerius.
Monks Acquire
Reproduction
Of Painting
CLIFTON —The Sylvestrine
Benedictine Fathers of Holy
Face Monastery here have ac-
quired a photographic repro-
duction of the recently-discov-
ered painting of their found-
ers, SS. Benedict and Sylvester,
vester.
The triptych, with an Image
of the Madonna and Child in
the center panel, flanked by
SL Benedict on the left and
St. Sylvester on the right, was
probably done before 1330 by
Scgna di Bonaventura and
represent* a period of Iran-
aition from Byzantine to Ren-
aissance art.
Probably made for a church
of the monka in Siena, the
painting later became the
property of the Ducheaa of Nor-
folk at Arundel Caitte, Eng-
land. It now la at the Metropol-
itan Museum of Art to New
York.
The color reproduction made
for Holy Face Monastery was
asstoted financially by St.
Thomaa More Council of the
Knights of Columbus.
Mass to Mark
Deaf Sunday
NEWARK—A Mass will be
celebrated at SL Patrick's
Pro-Cathedral Aug. 4 to mark
Deaf Sunday for members of
the four centers of tbe Mt.
Carmel Guild’s Apostolate for
tbe Deaf.
Rev. Francis Retobold. Un-
ion County moderator, will
preach to sign language on
“The Deaf va. the Hearing."
After the services, a social
will be held at Penner’a Lake,
Saddle River.
The affair will conclude the
guild's 28th year of spiritual
and social activities for the
deaf. The chairman for tbe
program to Andrew Pecorara.
Polish Aid Group
To Meet Aug. 6-8
GREEN BAY. Wls. (NC) -
Archbishop William E. Coos
ins of Milwaukee will preside
at a Maas here Aug. 8 opening
a three-day convention of the
Catholic League for Religious
Assistance to Poland The
league, organized to 1943 to
help Use Church to Poland, has
chosen 'Two Decades of Serv-
ice" as its convention theme
Peace Pilgrimage
In Pennsylvania
SYBERTSVILLE. Pa. (XCi—
The annual Pilgrimage for
World Peace will be held Aug
2-4 at Immaculate Heart of
Mary Franciscan Monastery
here.
Prayers will ako be offered
for the success of the ecu-
menical council, and special
sarricet will mark the I.looth
anniversary of the mission of
SS. Cyril and Methodius
Our Lady of Grace
Program Changes
MORRISTOWN - Our Lady
of Grace School here will con-
centrate entirely on Its work
with socially maladjuried teen-
age girls, it has been an-
nounced by Stater Mary
Cenacle, R.G.S., superior of
the 88-year eld institution.
Founded to Newark to 1975,
and moved to Morristown to
1932, Our Lady of Grace
School had until recently also
cared for unwed mothers and
for young women alcoholics.
SISTER CENACLE ex-
plained that the opening of fa-
cilities for unwed mothers to
Newark and Elizabeth, as well
as to the Trenton Diocese, and
the increasing work being
done for alcoholics by hos-
pitals and A.A., bad greatly
cut down on the number of
cases being reported here.
Our Lady of Grace serves
the northern half of the state,
including the Archdiocese of
Newark and the Dioceses of
Paterson and Trenton. The
Sisters of Good Shepherd have
a similar school at Wickatunk
to the southern part of the
Trenton Diocese.
Girl* are referred to Our
Lady of Grace by the Catholic
Charities’ offices of the var-
ious dioceses and also by
courts. There were 96 girls in
attendance last June and about
80 are expected to return In
September. They are accepted
for a minimum period of a
year.
The age range is 13-18 and
tbe Staters conduct a school
which covers the seventh
through the 12th grade, with
commercial subjects stressed
on the high school level. A
summer camp is also run on
the grounds for the girls who
do not go home in June and
there are about 50 there at
present.
Jesuits Schedule
Guidance Session
CHESTNUT HILL. Mass -
Representatives of St. Peter’s
College and St. Peter's Prep
will attend the Jesuit Educa-
tional Association Guidance In-
stitute Aug. 7-15 at Boston Col-
lege.
“The Role of Professional
Guidance to Jesuit Institu-
tions" will be the theme of the
conference.
Family Breakfast
LIVINGSTON The Family
Life Apostolate of St.
Philomena's Church will hold
its seventh annual family Com-
munion breakfast Aug. 17 fol-
lowing 8:15 a.m. Mass. Chair
couple are Mr. and Mrs. Don-
ald Jacobsen.
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Berdan Court Apartments
To Open NextWeek
A Keylon Release
WAYNE (PFS) - Executive
duplex apartments, with two
bedrooms, will be offered at
the 176-unit Berdan Court
Apartments on Berdan Ave.,
juat north of the Hamburg
Turnpike here, where a mod-
el apartment is being readied
for public showing next week-
end.
Jean Chalemaln of Hacken-
sack, the buitder, reports that
one or more of the 10 build-
ings in the community will be
devoted to the fully air-con-
ditioned duplex apartments.
Offering many features, the
duplex will have a 22 by 13
living room with picture win-
dow. a 22 by 13 dining room-
family room, a color co-ordi-
nated kitchen with a wide
choice at colors and a tiled
bath on the first floor.
The second floor will in-
clude a 22 by 13 master bed-
room with a 17-foot wall-to-
ceiling closet, a 10 by B dress-
ing loom with vsnitory off the
master bedroom, a second 23
by 13 bedroom and a second
color coordinated tile bath.
The apartment community
also will offer regular four-
and five-room apartments
renting from 1150 to nos
monthly, with initial occu-
pancies scheduled for about
Sept. 1.
Rentals are currently be-
ing accepted, from plana, at a
temporary offiea in a house
trailer on the Hamburg Turn
pike about 600 yards tram the
■He.
Jerseyland Realty of Wayne
is handling rentals for the
apartment community which
is taking shape on the 12 1/2-
acre tract The buildings, de-
signed by ardiitect C.J. Kor-
dys of Wayne, will feature
brick exteriors and will be
buiH around a cul-de-sac with
shrubbed road divider.
IN DOVER - At Highlands of Morris, new community ris-
ing In Dover. William Richards and leonard Robbins built
this ranch homo for Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brower, former-
ly of Lincoln Park. Homes at Highlandsof Morris, in ranch,
bl-level and split-level design are priced from $23,500.
Retirement Community Opens
A Cberemstm-Cmroll Releese
BEACH HAVEN (PFS)
Announcement 1a made of the
opening for development of
one at the largest ocean front
tracts on the New Jersey
shore.
Beach Haven South, being
developed by the M L. Shapiro
Builder-Developer Cos., la situ-
ated close to the southern
tip at Long Beach Island and,
when completed, will contain
over 1.000 houses, all within
a few hundred feet at the At-
lsntie Ocean and Barnegat
Bay.
Unsurpassed in beauty, its
white, long, wide sandy ocean
beach ia relatively unspoiled
and ia famed for its excellent
swimming aa well as its surf
fixbing.
Beach Haven South, in addi-
tion, froots on Little Egg Her-
twr Bay, which is noted for
its boating, fishing, watar ski-
ing, skin-diving and duck
hunting. The property is serv-
iced by a Marina.
Birchwood Lake Sales Reported
A Brower Release
DINOMAN'S FERRY, Pa.
(PFS)—Sixty eight home sites
were sold the first two week* of
July at Birchwood Lakee-in-
the-Poconoa, near here, es-
tablishing a sales record for
this new vacation-retirement
development. The purchasers
represented people from all
walks of life showing the ap-
peal that the Pooonoa have
for everyone.
It used to be that one fam-
ily in a hundred owned •
separate home tor summer
vacations and that was usual-
ly a log cabin with oil lamps,
a kerosene stove, snd anti-
quated plumbing facUiUes.
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a distinctive new lake
community in the Pocono Mountains
LOCK FARMS
«O«TS <Ol IOtOS VAUir, M.
Visit HemlockFarms now... thisbeautiful
new development was previouslya private
4,200 acre estate.., now a private, profes-
sionally developed community for your"
vacation home.
Several lovely lakefront lots are available
for your inspection.
(Purchasersmust inspect property prior to sale.)
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* NOT a "their or a
"prefab" but a
compiata custom-built
beauty. 4 rooms &
bath on tha plot of
your choica at
Brrchwood Lakes.
WE CHALLENGE ANY
builder, anywhere,
TO MATCH THIS
TREMENDOUS VALUE!
Two cry*tal<leor lakes... 4 mile* of thorefront... perfect
swimming, boating, fishing. Guarded, private white, sandy
bathing beaches. All sports facilities. Golf 10 minutes away.
$5O DOWN • $5 A MONTH
(Mifti«vm of 3 per purchaser)
Buy your land NOWI
Build any fim*l
America’* Most Delightful Vacation Community
ADJOINING CHILDS STATE PARK
Near Dingmane Ferry, on the Delaware
aa pa i
oa warn roa information, wioiw oa visit
AU AMI* 1C AN REALTY CO., INC. OWNERS,
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YOUR OWN
VACATION
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YOU’LL HAVE ALL THIS!
• Tri-state vim from the highest naturalpri-
vate take inN.J.I • 2J$ mi. of wooded lake-
front • Swimming, boating,fishing,ice skating
andmore! • The finest huntingin N.J, only
momeots away!
NOT A SHELL 4 room* and
both built on your lot includ-
ing wiring, plumbing, and
bath fixture*.
LOW AS
DOWN
mSr
ATOP BLUE MOUNTAIN RANGE
SUSSEX COUNTY, N.l.
DIRECTIONS: FOLLOW Route 3,10or 46 West to NAM*
there go north on Route 206 to Springdile Park; then
follow signs to LakeSuccess.
school News Roundup
Pennsylvania Bus Bill Advances
HARRISBURG. Pa. (RNS)
Pennsylvania's House of
Representatives approved
ntateiwkl bus transportsUon
for parochial school children
on a permissive non-manda-
tory basis through local
school boards. Vote was
118-78.
In a legislative maneuver on
the controversial issue, the au-
thorization was tacked onto an
unrelated school bill by floor
amendment after Rep. Edwin
D. Eshleraan, chairman of the
House Education Committee,
refused to report a parochial
transportation bill from his
committee.
Before the action, the House
voted an expression that such
aid is constitutional. The pro-
posal now goes to the State
Senate.
There was some opposition
to the House amendment be-
came it docs not compel
school districts with bus trans-
portation system to transport
parochial students.
Gov. William W. Scranton
contends that transportationof
pupils is a "health and wel-
fare” matter involving their
•aMy. He has asked mem-
bers of his Republican Party
majority in both branches of
the Assembly to support leg-
islatton requiring local school
boards with bus systems to
provide such transportation to
parochial as well as public
school childron. -f •
The legislators, many from
rural areas with predominant-
ly Protestant populations, are
resisting the plan.
A campaign by Catholics in
support of the bill hss resulted
in more than 28.000 letters
urging favorable action. The
proposal has been opposed by
the Pennsylvania Council of
Churches, representing 17 Prot-
estant groups.
School *Loan*
MALDEN, Mass. (RNS) -
Public school students in the
Maplewood district here will
occupy six classrooms In the
newly constructed St. Joseph's
parochial school for the 1963-
fit sessions.
. Msgr. Michael J. llorrigan.
pastor of St. Joseph’s, offered
to loan the classrooms to the
city while anew public school
Is under construction for the
area. The proposal was un-
amimously approved by the
public school committee.
The arrangement will save
the city tome 820,000 to $40,-
000.
•
Bibles Barred
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (RNS)
The Florida Supreme Court
has upheld a lower court rul-
ing that prohibits distribution
of Gideon Bibles in the public
schools of Orlando and Orange
County.
It said the ruling banded
down by a district court of
appeals must be affirmed in
light of the recent decision of
the UJ>. Supreme Court
against devotional Bible read-
ing and recitation of the
Lord's Prayer in public
schools.
•
Netc Bill on Bible
HARRISBURG. Pa. (RNS)
—A bill introduced in the
Pennsylvania House would
permit Bible reading in the
state's public schools if there
is unanimous consent of pupils
in individual classrooms.
The measure amends a
Bible reading without com-
ment in public schools. The
state law was struck down by
the U.S. Supreme Court in Its
June 17 decision against de-
votional exercises in public
classrooms.
;2 'I
Court Ban Defied
HARRISBURG. Pa. (RNS)
—Tha suburban Susquehanna
Township School Board, in de-
fiance of tha ÜB. Supreme
Court, has scheduled Bible
reading ip its public schools
for the 1983-84 term.
Richard D. Wampler, board
president, said there’ are no
state law» prohibiting Bible
reading, and In the absence of
a directive from the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Public
Instruction to the contrary,
the Bible reading would b*
continued In townahtp schools.
•
Bible to Continue
BOSE, Idaho (RNS)-Ida-
ho* state superintendent of
public Instruction said here
he was taking no steps to hah
daily Bible readings in public
schools.
D.F. Engteking said that on
the bates of the Supreme
Court decision be saw no rea-
son to end the method of
Scripture reading in state
classrooms.
This procedure Involves
reading of selected verse*
from the Bible without com-
ment at the beginningof each
day. The opening ceremonies
also inctode the Pledge of Al-
legiance.
"Unless some court tells me
otherwtae.” he added. "I plan
to advise public school dis-
tricts to continue the same
procedure* as they have to
the pete.”
Franciscan Unit
To Meet in Troy
WEST CHICAGO. HI. (NC)
'The Theology of a Voca-
tion to the Religious Life” will
be among the topics to be dis-
cussed at the annua] meeting
of the Franciscan Education-
al Conference in Troy. N.Y.,
Aug. 5-8.
The theme of the meeting
will be "The Elements of
Franciscan Formation.”
Other topics to be discussed
include: "Selection of Candi-
dates for the Novitiate and
Religious Profession."/ “For-
mation of the Franciscan
Oeric in the Novitiate" and
"Defections in Religious life:
Cause and Remedies."
Report on Schools
National CD Study
Cites Fire Hazards
WASHINGTON (NC)
Seven per cent of the nation’*
parochial and other private
•chooi classrooms are rated as
comburtible In a major Civil
Defasue study. This compares
to 10.5% of the nation's public
•chooi classrooms rated to be
constructed with «*wnh«f
materials.
The figures are from a 1968
survey made as part of a na-
tional inventory for aril De-
fease planning and damage as-
sessment in the event of at-
tack or other notional emer-
gency.
FINANCIALLY ■ supported
by the aril Defense unk of
the Department of Defense
the survey was conducted by
the U S. Office of Education
and the Bureau of the Census.
While non-public schools
have a smaller percentage of
combustible classrooms
pubße schools, they have a
larger percentage of make-
shift classrooms and temper-
ary buddings, the study show*.
The study reports that 3.7%
of tho non-public school in-
struction rooms and IJ% of
the pubic school classroom s
are in improvised or makeshift
rooms located in permanent
buildings.
In addition, it says, 4.1%
of the non-public classrooms
■re in non-permanent build-
ings, such as barracks or
qoonset huts, or located off
the regular school rite. The
figure in this category for
public schools Is 2.5%.
THB NEW JERSEY figure*
•how 398 out of 7,581 class-
room*, in non-public schools,
or 5J% rated as combrotible!
The figures for public schools
are 8.771 out of 44,981, or 12%
There are HI classrooms in
off-site facilities and 179 class-
rooms in non-permanent build-
ingi in New Jersey, but the
survey provides no breakdown
lor public and non-public
***>»« In these categories.
Clinton Board
Defies Ban
AKNANDALE - The Clto-
too Township Board of Edu-
cation late week voted to ro-
ute the practice of Bible
reading and recitation of tha
Lord’* Prayer to its two
schools this fall.
The decision cam* directly
after the board had hteeaed to
a reading of a letter from
State Education Commiateon
*r Frederick M. Raubinger.
citing an opinion by Ally.
Gen. Arthur J. Sills that throe
practices would be Blagai M-
iowteg the recent decision of
tin UJ. Supreme Court.
The Cknton board provided
that teudonto who do not wish
to participate to the exercises
will be excused.
CEF Convention
To Hear Carey
ST. LOUIS <NC>—US. Rep.
Hugh L. Cany of New York,
strong proponent to Congress
for fair treatment of students
In private schools and a mem-
ber of the House Committee
on Education and Labor, will
speak at the national conven-
tion to Detroit of atisens for
Educational Freedom.
Other speakers for the coo-
vention Aug. 9-10 include John
Choitx, superintendent of the
Lutheran High School Associ-
ation of Greater Detroit, and
Joseph Boyd, executive direc-
tor of the Illinois state Schol-
arship Committee.
In on* of three workshops
planned for the convention.
CEF members will discuss
problems related to college
scholarships, tuition grants,
court action and schools.
Prayer Backed
By Governors
MIAMI BEACH, FU. (RNS)
—The national governors’ con-
ference went on record her*
as favoring voluntary prayer
in the nation's public schools
By a 38-1 rote, the gover-
nors adopted a resolution urg-
ing Congress "to mtka door”
the right of public schools
to hi?# free and voluntary
participation in prayer.” The
•tofie "no” to tho resolution
cam# from Gov. Karl F. Rol-
vaag of Minnesota.
North Jersey Men
Speakat Congress
CHESTNUT HILL, Mass.
Two laymen from the Arch-
diocese of Newarkwill partici-
pate in the ITth annualNew
England Regional Congress rf
tho Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine at Boston Collage,
Aug. 22-85.
John Redmood of Hacken-
sack and Joseph J. RaUly of
Ridgewood will appear at the
opening general session Aug.
82 at • p.m.
Elected President
JERSEY CITY Feed J.
Jacques, exacutive secretary
of' the St. Peter's College
Alumni Association, was elect-
ed president of the Jesuit
Alumni Administrators at
their annual meeting recent-
ly.
AID Institute
Closing Aug. 9
SOUTH ORANGE - Bishop
James J. Navagh of Paterson
will preside and speak at the
final session of the Institute
for International Service, on
Aug. 9 at S p.m. in McNulty
Hall on the Seton Hill Uni-
vanity campus.
Other speakers will be Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Peterson,
who Carved for two years as
voluntary lay workers in
Chile for the Association for
International Development of
Paterson. AID is conducting
the institute under the spon-
sorship of Seton Hall Univer-
sity.
The Petersons, who now
live in Melrose, Mass., will
talk on "The Family In the
Overseas Apostolate.”
TWO OTHER speakers are
scheduled for the final week
of the institute. AID co-found-
er Gerald F. Mische will dis-
cuss the encycllcst Pacem
In Terris Aug. 5. Rev. Quen-
tin Lauer, S.J., professor of
philosophy at Fordham. wIU
speak on "The Marxist Cbal-
lenge to Christianity" Aug. 7.
All talks are open to the
public and begin at 8 p.m.
AID invites those coming to
the Friday talk to arrive early
to meet the Petersons.
Setonia Announces
Concert, Other News
SOUTH ORANGE - Seton
Hall University has announced
a record enrollment in sum-
mer school, an impendingcon-
cert, a research grant in bio-
logy and the appointment of
two faculty members.
Dr. John Callan. director of
the summer school, announced
that 4.388 students had en-
rolled in summer classes.
The university's annual
Summer Festival of Soog will
be held Au-. 7 at 8 p m. la
Archbishop Walsh Auditorium,
featuring selections from
Broadway musicals, operas
and operettas. Proceeds will
go to Seten Hall's Experimen-
tal Opera Theatre.
Dr. John R. Keller, profes-
sor of biology, received a
grant of 83.679 from the Na-
tional Institutes of Health for
fungus research.
The appointment of Jack J.
Stukas of Hillside aa an as-
sociate professor of marketing
and of George Txannctakji of
New York City as an assis-
tant professor of economics
was announced by Dr. Robert
J. Senkier. dean of the school
of business administration
Court Test
For R.I. Law
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (RNS)
—The Rhoda Island branch of
the American Civil Liberties
Union said here it Will seek a
court test of Rhode Island’s
controversial new tow provid-
ing loans of textbooks to pri-
vate and parochial school stu-
dents.
Milton Stenxler, the organi-
zation's chief counsel, said the
case will be brought by three
individuals who planned to file
taxpayers' suits against local
school boards and, possibily,
the State Board of Education.
He declined to name the per-
sons.
Under the law, non-public
school students may apply for
books in science, mathematics
and foreign languages.
Braille Classes
Open in Fall
NEWARK-The Mt. Carmel
Guild Center for the Blind
will conduct seven classes in
Braille for sighted persons
this fan it was announced by
Rev. Richard M. McGuinness,
director.
The classes will begin in
September and October and
will be held in Ridgewood.
Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken
and Glen Rock. Sighted per-
sons will learn how to tran-
scribe books into Braille for
the use of blind children.
Courses are free and are
ecea to' the pubi c. Registra-
tion may be made In person
or by phone cr mad.
Mass Graduation
For 200 Nurses
NEWARK - Nearly 200
nurses will be graduated from
hospitals In the Newark Arch-
diocese in a single ceremony
at Sacred Heart Cathedra!
Sunday. Aug. 18. Archbishop
Boland will address the 195
graduates of six Catholic hos-
pital schools of nursing and
present them individually with
their diplomas. Over 2,000 peo-
ple are expected to witness
the ceremony.
The six hospital schools of
nursing are Holy Name, Tea-
neck with 82 graduates; St.
Michael's. Newark, with 56;
Bt. Francis, Jersey City, with
25; St. Mary's, Hoboken, 22;
St. Mary’s, Orange, IV, and
St. Elizabeth's, Elizabeth, 10.
THE ORDER OF presenta-
tion of diplomas will follow
the length of service of the
school, with the oldest, St.
Elizabeth's, founded in 1905,
leading. Following in order of
date of foundation will be St.
Mary's, Orange (1913); St.
Mary's. Hoboken (1921); St.
Francis. (1923); Holy Name
11925) and ySL Michael’s
(1929).
The chsplain of the hospital
will assist the Archbishop in
presentation of the diploma
and awards to its graduates.
A single program will list all
their names. Four student
nurses from each school will
serve as ushers.
During the cermony the
graduates will recite an Act
of Consecration to the Blessed
Virgin. Archbishop Boland will
celebrate Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament.
Attends Workshop
SANTA FE, N M.-Brother
Benedict Peter, F.S.C., prin-
cipal of St. Joseph’s Boys
High School. West New York,
is attending a workshop for
administrators of 30 Christian
Brothers schools at St. Mi-
chael's College here.
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